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P,BSTRACT

The initial objective of this thesis was to provide

an unde.rstanding of tile Quebec question. It begins by

postulating that it is primarily a national question in

that it involves the historical struggle of Quebecers

towards achieving their own independent nation-state.

It goes on to analyze the various social, political,

economic, cultural and ideological forces which affect

the Quebec case, from the perspective of class analysis.

The second major objective of the thesis was to

provide an understanding of the nature of the Parti Qu~btcois,

and its role in the present conjuncture of relations in

Que bee. 0nat he 0 ret i calle vel \1J e add res sed the "n eVI pet i t e

bourgeoisie probler:latic" in neo-Harxist literature, asking:

"\ihat is the nature of the nell; petite bourgeoisie in

contemporary capitalist society, and specifically in Quebec?"

We argued that the P.G. is a party of the new petite

bourseoisie in Quebec and its program -- soverei~nty-associatfun-

is primarily designed to satisfy the interests of this class,

and not the interests of the Quebec collectivity. The

implication is that the sisnificance of its programme can

only be conjunctul~al. Sovereignty-association, if successfully

achieved~ would bring about an ephemeral, symbolic indepen

dence for the Quebec nation; at best an incomplete solution

to the Quebec national question.
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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION



Over 400 years have passed since Jacques Cartier
discovered Canada (1534), and it is almost four
centuries ago that Champlain found Quebec (1608).
Why then is there, today more than ever, a IIQuebec
question ll ? •.• (It is) a question asked for such
a long time that, paradoxically, it is flagrantly
up to da te ... 1 .

It is the objective of this thesis to present its

aut h0 r I s percept ion s 0 f the II Que be c que s t ion II i n both its

historical and contemporary manifestations. In researching

this thesis it was found that there are nearly as many

interpretations of this question as there are authors st~dying

it. Some argue that it is simply a conflict between French

and English ethno-cultural-linguistic-religious groups that

reside in Canada; a conflict made inevitable after the conquest

of New France by Britain in 1760. Nationalism is seen as

the inevi·table result of this conflict. Others emphasize

economic factors as the root of the problem -- i.e. Quebecers

Others say Quebec is a satellite of the Canadian imperialist

metropolis, which is itself a satellite of the dominant

u.s. metropolis; and this accounts for the crisis. Social

(class) relations between and within Quebec and Canada are

emphasized by others as the root cause -- i.e. the subordinate

classes in Quebec are reacting against the domination of

the bourgeoisie. Others see the problem as essentially

1
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"political" in nature -- i.e. Quebec is subordinated

politically within the Canadian federal system and Quebecers

will not be sat i s fie du ntilthey are inc0 nt r 0 1 0 f the i r

own sovereign nation-state. Finally, still others provide

a synthesis of these approaches as an explanation of the

question such as Rioux who argues that the coalescence

of class consciousness and nationalist cnnsciousness has

forged an "ethnic class" identity among Quebecers, and the

current conflict revolves around this. 2 In studying this

question only one thing becomes clear: that it is of

immeasurable complexity and cannot be reduced to single

factor or one-dimensional interpretations. Each of the

above interpretations are simultanenusly correct, because

each is a partial revelation of the reality of the Quebec

question, and incorrect, because each is an insufficient

explanation. Therefore, this thesis will neither attempt

nor to demonstrate the validity of anyone of these inter-
,//

pretations~/ We shall begin by postulating that the present
/'

manifestation of the Quebec question is primarily a national

question. It involves the historical struggle of many

Quebecers towards achieving national sovereignty for the

Quebec nation. But it also involves those Quebecers, and

outsiders, who have struggled against the achievement of

an independent Quebec, as well as those who do neither, or
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are indifferent. To understand the nature of the Quebec

national question it is, therefore, necessary to understand

the internal dynamics of the Quebec nation, as well as those

external forces which influence this question. Thus we shall

look at the relations between the various social, political,

economic, cultural and ideological forces involved in the

Quebec question. It is felt that the best approach available

to deal with such relations is class analysis.

The contemporary use of class analysis, as the study

of relations between definable groups within a social formation,

fall s 1a r ge 1y wit hi n e i the ron e 0 f two appro aches . From

the 1i bera 1, or Weberi an approach, cl asses are seen as

categories definable either by empirical indices, such as

income level, or by abstract notions such as power, rank

or status. The resultant confli~t between classes is seen

as one of many "pro blems" faced by society, for which there
--- -

are "so l utions" available. The assumption is that this conflict

is not irreconcilable, but, rather, that it can be if not

solved, then at least managed by reasonable compromise or

agreement. Politics is seen as the arena where various groups

or classes compete or bargain for their just rewards. Conflict

is actually seen, in some circles, as positive. In Miliband1s

words: "(Some see conflict) as not only civilized, but also

civilizing. It is not only a means of resolving problems

in a peaceful way, but also of producing new ideas, ensuring
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progress, achieving ever-greater harmony, and so on. Conflict

is functional, a stabilizing rather than disruptive force."3

From the socialist, or Marxist, perspective class is seen

as a highly disruptive and dynamic force; historically, as

well as in modern society. Class is primarily, though not

exclusively, defined by one1s relationship to the means of

production in a given social formation. Using a historical

materialist conception, Marx argued that in all class-divided

societies the subordinate class will in time rise up and

overthrow its oppressor -- the dominant class. Conflict is

seen as a means of achieving a new order, not of preserving

or managing the old one. Politics is viewed as the arena

where the dominant class perpetuates its dominance, and

where the subordinate class must mobilize to challenge this

dominance in order to transcend its own subordination. Class

divisions are seen as irreconcilable; harmony as tenuous,

ti~st~bl~ and illusory.

It is primarily the latter approach to class analysis

that we will be concerned with. But this approach is not

without its problems. For one, Marxism, as it has evolved

over the past century, often stresses a rigid materialist

(economic) conception of class. From this view class is seen

as determined solely by one1s position in the production

process. All other phenomena are viewed as but a reflection

of the level of material (class) relations, which are

determinant in all instances. Politics, culture and ideology

are thereby reduced to a mere epiphenomenal existence. This
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'economic determinism l has often been falsely attributed to

Marx, but the fault lies primarily in his interpreters. As

Carl Boggs said, "Such a crude materialist conception of

Marx helps to explain why so few Marxist theorists have been

sensitive to the political role of ideologies and consciousness.

It is a debilitating legacy that continues to obstruct the

Marxist left even today."4 The theoretical approach to the

study of class used in this thesis will depart from this rigid

materialist conception. Relations between classes and class

fractions, as well as their relationship to the state, is

a highly complex and dynamic one which cannot be understood

by simple formulae. Although it is certain that in the long

term ("in the final instance") material relations do playa

large-role in historical developments, the interplay of an

ever-changing complex of forces -- such as politics, ideology,

culture is often determinant, especially in conjunctural

periods of socl~l change. S

Another problem, which stems from this first one,

has been termed the 'new petite bourgeoisie problematic. I

Society is viewed from a dialectical perspective which

emphasizes primarily the role of only two classes: the working

class and the bourgeoisie. Thus, the petite bourgeoisie

(or middle class, or intermediate strata) is seen as having

no autonomous existence and, therefore, is of little or no

long-term significance. But the persistence of a strata of

individuals who can neither easily be called working class
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or .bourgeoisie in contemporary capitalist society makes this

dualistic conception of classes somewhat problematical. And,

more importantly, the very crucial role these individuals play

in the contemporary Quebec question makes their theoretical

understanding a necessity. Our own research has drawn on the

insights of Antonio Gramsci and several recent neo-Marxist

theorists such a~ Nicos Poulantzas, all of whom were concerned

with these very theoretical problems. The class analysis

used throughout this thesis focuses on ideological and

political relations between classes, and not simply their

economic or social relations. In this way ideological,

political, and cultural phenomena are not seen as simply

effects of the level of economic relations. From this departure

we will relax the lorthodox· Marxist interpretation of classes

by viewing the state as somewhat autonomous and potentially

determinant in capitalist society. Also, we shall see the

Qetjte_ bourge<l; s teas -a s ome-w-ha-ta-utonomous --s-o~ ial -G-at-egQry

which is also potentially determinant, especially in short-

term and conjunctural periods.(This will be elaborateJin

Chapter two).

Another problem which has afflicted Marxist approaches

in the past is that of sterile dogmatism. From the historical

materialist perspective, the working class is seen as inevitably

rising up and overthrowing its oppressor, the bourgeoisie,

and establishing a classless society. The only question

that remains in the Short-term then, from this perspective,
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is IIWhat means will best serve these ends?1I But the question

in 'most cases becomes, "How must this come about?" Several

schools have evolved with their own "orthodox" Marxist (or

Marxist~Leninist or the infinite variety of combinations

derived from Stalinism, Trotskyism, Maoism, etc.) interpretation

which, in most cases,offers a universal solution to the

problem of bringing about socialism and excludes all or most

other solutions. The problem is not whether these are vali~

or desirable means, but, rather, that they are offered as

universal truths. It is felt here that socialism can come

about through any number of means. Revolutionary transformation

through class struggle, while likely, even imminent, cannot

be considered inevitable. It is beyond the scope of any

method to predict this unequivocably. The unfolding of such

an eventuality, it is felt here, woul~ demonstrate the strength

and accuracy of prediction in the Marxian method, not its

abscnu-te trlit-h: Furtnermore, each situatro-i'-ha-s fts own

peculiar circumstances and idiosyncracies and must De under~

stood in its own specificity. Dogma can only lead to the

narrowing of alternatives, not to their expansion. Thus the

approach used here will be essentially non~dogmatic and non

sectarian in nat~re.

Another theoretical problem which should be mentioned

here is that theory is often used to replace the reality it

is attempting to depict. Theoretical statements that can
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neither be IIprovenll true nor false, are offered as universal

truths. Then events are selectively chosen and squeezed into

theoretical categories to IIprovell their validity. To overcome

this, we have chosen, constructed and applied a flexible

theoretical approach which corresponds to the specificity of

the Quebec case. It is not offered as a universally applicable

approach. It is meant to be only a framework for the analysis

of the historical and contemporary manifestations of the Quebec

question. It will, hopefully, be capable of taking into

account a wide variety of interpretations, but, also, of offering

its own. There may be prnblems inherent in using such a flexible

and eclectic approach, but it is felt here that given the

immense complexity of the question, it is the only useful approach.

Chapter two will elucidate this approach by p~esenting

a framework for the analysis of class, state, party, nation~

and nationalism, and the relationship between these phenomena.

From this s-t-aUrfing pofnl we will reveal, in Chapter three,

the historical nature of the Quebec question by tracing and

"analyzthg the roots and develo~ment of the problem. The 1760

1960 period will be analyzed with particular emphasis placed

on the economic, political and ideological relations within

Quebec and between Quebec and Canada. Emphasis will be placed

on the trends emerging in the post-1945 period which were tn

have such a tremendous impact on the present conjuncture of

relations.
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Chapter four will examine the specific nature of

these trends and their effects during the 1960-1976 period.

It will begin by analyzing the underdeveloped character of the

Quebec economy (vis-a-vis Ontario and the U.S. metropoles)

and the effect this has on Quebecers and the Quebec nation.

The implication is that certainly to some degree these economic

factors must be seen as preconditions for the rise of a Quebec

nationalist and independentist movement. This chapter will

then analyze the various classes and class fractions operating

in the contemporary Quebec situation and~ specifically, their

relationship to the Quebec state during the post-1960 period.

The purpose is to illustrate the development of classes during

this period~ but~ more specifically~ the development of the

new petite bourgeoisie~ as well as its politicization and

self-assertion as a class. The remaining chapters will

f . f' 11 h P • Q /.b/· d h 1 th'ocus specl lca y on t e artl ue eCOlS an t e ro e 1S

p-arty play-s- -in th-e contemporary manffestatTo-noT t-h-e -Que-bee

question.

Chapter five analyzes the class composition of the

various elements which formed the party the RIN~ the RN~

and MSA to show their common 'new petit bourgeois'

background and independentist goals~ but also to underline

the diversity of political and ideological positions taken

by these elements. The chapter goes on to emphasize the

MSA's control of the party's political/ideological direction
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and of the Quebec nationalist movement. It analyzes the

party's rise to pow~r (1968-1976), focusing on the internal

struggle between moderates (technocrats) and radicals to

make clear that the Quebec national movement is not unified

by a single monolithic ideology, and that the evolution of

the party's programme and strategy is a result of the dynamic

interaction of these elements. This period marked a gradual

consolidation of the dominance of the moderates within the

party. Part two of this chapter will look at the P.Q. in

power (1976-1982) to show how the party attempted to implement

its programme and achieve its objectives. The implication is

that the party's 'orthodoxy' results both from the dominance

of the moderate faction and from the structural constraints

imposed by the North American political and economic environment

manifested in threats or pressure from the most powerful

elements operating in Quebec. The final section of Chapter

fl 'Ie wTllexamfn-etne official prog rammeo-f theP.Q-. tas o-f

1980) as it appears in the party's two major policy documents

Quebec-Canada: A New Deal, which outlines the specific nature

of the desired sovereignty-association; and, Challenges for

Quebec: A Statement on Economic Policy, which presents the

party's long-term social, political, economic and cultural

objectives, and calls for corporatism-cum-social democracy.

Chapter six will take the theorizations of class

and party developed in Chapter two and apply them to the P.Q.
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It will begin by looking briefly at the debate on the class

specificity of the P.Q. We will try to show that the P.Q.

is a party of the new petite bourgeoisie in Quebec, but that

it is split into two factions -- the moderates, who have a

fundamentally bourgeois class position, and the radicals, who

have a fundamentally working class position. Because the

party has long been dominated by the former, its programme

tends to favour the bourgeoisie. It will be argued that this

is so because this factionls political/ideological position

assumes the state is a neutral arbiter between competing

groups and that through the state it (the P.Q.) can achieve

harmony between these groups. This denial of, or at least

underestimation of, the significance of class conflict and

its irreconcilability, guarantees the perpetuation of bourgeois

dominance, but in a disguised form, through the dominance

of petite bourgeois ideology. The argument that will be made

i-s t-ha-t su-aha 5-01 tlti-en-c a-nan-lybe -e-o-nJtln-ctu-r-al-. 50vereignty

association, if successfully achieved, would bring about a

partial independence for the Quebec nation; at best an incomplete

solution to the historical Quebec national question. And

that, in reality, the technocratic faction of the P.Q. articulates

such an ideology centered around nationalism because it is

primarily designed to serve its own class interests, rather

than the interests of the Quebec collectivity.

In the conclusion we shall addres~ ourselves to the

debate among left-wing academics in Quebec over whether the
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P.Q. (and sovereignty-association) is supportable or not.

We will look critically at the various positions offered and

take our own position in this debate. First, we will look

at the IIDeterminist-Marxist ll position of Fournier, Bourque

and others. This position generally implies an outright

rejection of the P.Q. and sovereignty-association as IIbourgeois ll

in nature. We will argue that this position is unacceptable

because it begtns with a determinist conception of class

relations. This leads to the faulty assumption that the

bourgeoisie's dominance at the economic level necessarily

entails its dominance at the political level. Since the P.Q~

is, at present, the politically/ideologically dominant force

in Quebec politics, it is of necessity, according to this view,

an expression of bourgeois dominance at the economic level.

This sterile and dogmatic position is fundamentally reductionist

in nature and offers little insight into an analysis of the

P~Q. ana its ro-le in th-e c-on'femporary manifestation -of the

Quebec question.

We will then look at the IIAnarchist" critique of

the P.Q. and sovereignty-association, contained in the works

of Roussopoulos, Valli~res and others. Their analysis of the

P.Q. is essentially identical to our own as presented in

Chapter six below, but it goes on to reject the P.Q. and

sovereignty-association as reformist because it does not

call for revolution. We will argue that this approach is
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unacceptable because it fails to recognize the advantages

inherent in the successful achievement of sovereignty

association, namely that: it would remove Quebec from political

subordination to the Canadian state; it would advance the

political/ideological position of Quebec's popular classes

by enabling them to transcend their narrow nationalist

('anglophobic') ideology and focus specifically on the

deeper cause of their national subordination -- capitalist

relations of production and the political structures (the

state) which perpetuate these relations; it would enable the

P.Q. IS self-proclaimed neutrality and its ideology based on

the 'neutral state' thesis, to be de-mystified; political/

ideological discourse in a legally independent Quebec would

likely be shifted substantially to the left, whereby a

polarization of parties along class lines would be entirely

possible. This advancement of the working class's ideological

post ti o-n wouTCiTe-aa ft to a 1evel of cons-clousne-ss -wh-e-r-e-bY

it could become an effective political force. In fact, it

will be argued that the working class's appearance as an

autonomous force struggling on the political level against

class subordination precisely depends upon its reaching such

a level of consciousness. And, only then can a strategy to

solve the historical "Quebec question" be formulated. It is

therefore argued that the best position the working class and

socialists can take in the present conjuncture of relations

in Quebec, is a "tactical support" of the P.Q. 's sovereignty-
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association project. This is consistent, in its recommendation,

with the position of Rioux, Milner, the Centre Formation

Popu1aire (CFP), and others, but has been arrived at,

generally, through a different set of premises. In conclusion,

it is argued that the P.Q. 's sovereignty-association project

is not the ultimate answer to the Quebec question but it is

a step in the right direction, towards national liberation.
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CHAPTER TWO:

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK



(i) Class Analysis

Though Marx himself never formulated an explicit

'theory of ~lass', class analysis forms the foundation of

and permeates most of ~1s writing. He began by defining a

class as an aggregate of individuals with a common relationship

to the means of production. In capitalist society there exists

two principal classes. The first, the bourgeoisie or capitalist

class, owns the means of production, and generally operates

on the political and ideological level towards preserving

the existing economic and political structures in order to

maintain its own dominance. The second class, the proletariat

or working class, owns the labour power by which to work the

means of production, and generally, when mobilized, works on

the ideological and political level towards transforming

existing economic and political relations in order to end its

sufiordinate condition. u Thus of course the Uinterests o-f the

two classes are antagonistic and largely irreconcilable. Marx

recognized the existence of other classes, such as 'intermediate

strata',l but felt that in advanced capitalist society the

pr inc i pal c1ass es w0 U 1d P0·1 a r i ze and t hat the i nt e r medi ate

strata would inevitably disappear or become absorbed by one of

the main classes. Therefore, he did not give this class

17
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much long-term significance. Although, as we have seen

some fractions of this intermediate strata (such as the so-

called 'traditional petite bourgeoisie' -- independent·

commodity producers, craftsmen, artisans, shopkeepers, etc.)

are in the process of dissolution, the ascendency of new

intermediate strata (variously called the 'new petite bourgeoisie'

or 'new middle class' and made up primarily of workers in

non-manual, intellectual, or technical occupations) has also

been observed. This 'new petite bourgeoisie problematic'

poses several difficulties for traditional Marxism and is the

centre of much debate among neo-Marxist academics. 2 Since

the new petite bourgeoisie is so central to the Quebec case,

it is necessary to provide a theoretical understanding of

this class.

Poulantzas attempts a re-theorization of class which,

when modified, is useful for our purposes. He begins by

-cLis-ti-T'l-gu-i-s-h-'i ng -b~tw-e-e---n -a-n~nd-i-v ~~gua-l-'s -6 l-assplaeeanEl- ~-1 a-s-s

position. Class place- is one's relationship to the means of

production (economic), while class position is determined by

one's political and ideological relations. Thus it is the

totality of economic, ideological and political relations that

determines class. 3 In agreement with Marx, Poulantzas states
r.e·

that in capitalist society their are two principal classes,

but he adds that no social formation involves only two classes.

Between these two principal classes lies a series of class
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fractions which roughly fall into two categories: the

traditional petite bourgeoisie and the new petite bourgeoisie.

The traditional petite bourgeoisie (small scale producers

and owners 4) is a remnant from the period of transition from

feudalism to capitalism and is consequently in a state of

perpetual decline. The new petite bourgeoisie eme ~es largely

as a result of the proliferation of a series of new functions

related to production and administration which arise in the

phase of advanced or monopoly capitalism. It engages largely

in managerial, intellectual, supervisory or technical occupations,

and is in a state of expansion both in numbers and in importance.

Although the class place of these fractions is petit bourgeois,

their class position is determined by their political and

ideological relationship to the two principal classes. Therefore,

it is usually polarized· either towards a working class or

bourgeois class position. The political/ideological position

of the fractions of the pe'ti te_b9~rge_oi~_1~ts 11 rni3.ni f~~tgtjon_

of the influence of bourgeois and working class political

and ideological positions, which it adapts or deflects according

to its own aspirations, in combination with those elements

peculiar to its existence. Therefore, the political/ideological

positions of the petite bourgeoisie are diverse, different

from fraction to fraction, and in correspondence with the

specific conditions of their existence. Although the petite

bourgeoisie does not have an lI au tonomous class positionll 5
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within the capitalist mode of production, at specific conjunctures

the petite bourgeoisie can intervene at the political level

as an authentic social force (i .e. the formation of a petit

bourgeois political party). If the new petite bourgeoisie

'captures' state power through a political party, its ideology

can actually supplant the dominant ideology, yet because it

is an ensemble of elements adapted from both working class

and bourgeois class positions, it is unlikely to work solely

to the long-term advantage of the petite bourgeoisie. In

the short-term the petite bourgeoisie often tries to find an

'equilibrium l between classes, and this is reflected in its

constant oscillations between a bourgeois and working class

position, according to the moment. But, in the final analysis

if the new petite bourgeoisie does not question the underlying

economic (capitalist relations of production) and political

(the state) structures of capitalist society, and instead

ch~o~es t(Ld~fensI th~~e--, ii: CofJ~nunwittingLY1~gf-'~ILd_sanQ

ensures the dominance of the bourgeoisie, whose existence

depends upon these structures. As Poulantzas notes, IIBourgeois

ideology thus perpetuates its hold, but in indirect or disguised

form via the direct dominance of II pe tit bourgeois ideology.1I6

Poulantzas postulates several typical features of the

petite bourgeoisie's lIideological sub-ensemble" which are

theoretically relevant to the Quebec case: 1) Status-guo

anti-capitalism -- liThe petite bourgeoisie wants change without
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changing the system. lI ? Declarations are made against IIbig

moneyll and II grea t fortunes ll but it fears the radical trans

formation of society. This results in the expression of a

des ire for II equa lop p0 r tun i ty II, II soc i a1 jus tic ell, and 0 the r

indefinite abstractions. 2) Statism -- The notion that the

state is a natural expression of popular will is offered.

Therefore the state is seen as a neutral arbiter above classes.

The new petite bourgeoisie lIidentifies with the State, whose

neutrality it supposes to be akin to its own, since it sees

itself as a 'neutral I class between the bourgeoisie and the

working class, and therefore a" pillar of the State - lits'

State. lIs 3) Power Fetishism -- It therefore desires to take

control of state power. Through the state it seeks to

Irearrangel relations of society in a variety of ways: by

extending the participation of popular classes, by rationalizing

the economy through various forms of technocratic administration

( i . e. II s ~c i a1 dem9 c_ra ~yl' 0 r_'~C_Q rj) 9J'antj~m_1I )L bY _IIllu rna nizj ng~1

production, and by ascribing to itself the role of arbitrating

class relations, the significance of which it generally denies

or underestimates. 4) Nationalism -- In conditions of economic

domination by a foreign bourgeoisie and/or political domination

by a 'foreign l state, nationalism becomes the ideological

force through which the petite bourgeoisie attempts to unify

all classes and establish popular support for its 'national'

project. It is through the nation that the II pe tite bourgeoisie
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tries to deny class struggle, and of which it considers itself

the pillar, the 'natural· mediator of the forces operating. Jlg

It is important to note that relations between classes

in a social formation do not operate in a vaccuum. Nor does

the social formation itself. To provide context for both the

formation and class relations operating within it, it is useful

to view these from a political economy perspective which takes

into account the various aspects of the international setting

(political, economic, ideological, etc.). Poulantzas did this

by postulating the major features of the transition from

feudalism through the sub-stages of capitalism: 1) competitive

capitalism; 2) transition to monopoly capitalism; 3) consolidation

of monopoly capitalism; 4) present stage of monopoly capitalism.

These features are: a) a great increase in the size of production

units (involving the concentration and centralization of capital

and merger of bank and industrial capital to form finance capital);

b) _a_n incre~stngly 'jn_ternationB.J I s_caps__which r--epJac-es th-e

national character of corporations; c) an increasing domination

of key (especially profitable) sectors of the economy by

monopoly capital; d) an increasing bureaucratization of

corporations; e) an increasing economic role of the state

(i .e. subsidization, regulation, fiscal and monetary policy,

improvement of material infrastructure, unproductive state

consumption in military, etc.). He argues that the capitalist

mode of production is characterized by the internationalization
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of capitalist relations of production, which has a two-fold

tenden cy : " to rep rod uce its elf wi t hin. the soc i a1 for mat ion

in which it takes root and establishes its dominance, and to

expand outside of this formation .•• simultaneously."lO The

current phase of monopoly capitalism is characterized by the

international dominance of capitalist relations of production.

As multi-national corporations penetrate deeper and deeper

into unexplored regions and consolidate new markets, the world

economy becomes increasingly integrated and interdependent.

The underdevelopment of many regions is one results of this.

This is explained in terms of how the colonies of the 19th

century became integrated into the world economy by advanced

capitalist nations and were relegated to the status of suppliers

of raw materials, resources and labour power, and the buyers

of manufactured products. The internationalization of capital

has perpetuated underdevelopment and dependence by creating a

whQLe_ch-ajnof- me tr-O-pol--e-sal'ld- -s-a-t-ell~-t-e-5 -at -th-e· -i-nt--e-r-nati-o-nii-l-,

as well as national levels. ll For these reasons classes and

their relations must be analyzed in the context of the inter~

nationalization of capitalist relations which characterize

the current phase.

From this we can proceed with an analysis of the

bourgeoisie. An analysis of the contemporary bourgeoisie

must take into account the various fractions and internal

contradictions which compose its ranks. First, contradictions
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between the national (or indigenous) bourgeoisie and foreign

capital must be acknowledged. As well, we must point out the

various competing regional fractions of the bourgeoisie. This

is relevant in the Canadian case where the presence of foreign

capital (particularly U.S.) and the competition between

regional bourgeoisies is prevalent. Secondly, the traditional

division of capital into productive (industrial) capital,

banking (money) capital, and commercial capital needs elaboration.

These divisions arise in the 'competitive stage l of capitalism

and at alternative times different segments have formed the

hegemonic fraction of the bourgeoisie. As capitalism proceeds,

the merger of productive and banking capital units, forming

'finance capital;, begins to occur. The effect of this simul

taneous 'concentration l and 'centralization' of capital has

been to give birth to monopoly capital units. 12 Thus, a division

between monopoly and non-monopoly capital becomes apparent,

j: h0 u--9h_ .~ IH"~ cise_ b~un.d_ary b-.-eiw.aen utb-e tw-O- is -e-n ti-re-ly --re-la-ti-v-e-.

Also, it must be mentioned that the merger of banking and

industrial capital has not removed conflict between them.

What is also significant about the transition from

competitive to monopoly capitalism is the changing character

of the bourgeoisie. In the competitive stage, ownership

(lithe ability to assign the means of production and to

allocate resources and profits to this or that use" 13 ) and

possession ("direction and relative control of a certain
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labour process,,14) were in the hands of the individual capitalist.

Production units were individual enterprises and the entrepreneur

exercised a plurality of powers derived from ownership. As

capitalism proceeded, mergers occured, firms expanded and

diversified, and there was a relative separation or 'dissociation'

of ownership and possession. The individual capitalist

began to lose his powers derived from ownership as he became

absorbed by the larger monopoly corporation. The possession

or control functions were increasingly taken over by high-level

managers, professionals and specialists. The problem thus

arises of determining the class membership of these individuals.

Poulantzas argues that the "agents who directly exercise these

powers and who fulfill the 'functions of capital' occupy the

place of capital, and thus belong to the bourgeois class even

if they do not hold formal legal ownership.,,15 Furthermore,

on the political/ideological level they clearly take a bourgeois

class position.

Although these are the most obvious fractional divisions

which make for conflicts or differences within the capitalist

class, all individual capitalists compete over the distribution

of the total surplus value, and thus are divided on that level.

Obversely, all capitalists work towards the preservation of

the political and economic structures which enable them to

retain their status. Nevertheless, the above are the critical

divisions in the bourgeoisie.
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To fully understand the political and ideological

relations between classes we must analyze the state, and its

relationship to the various class and class fractions in society.

To Marx, economic and social domination necessarily entailed

political domination. Indeed, it is easy to see that, given

the time period of his writing the 19th century when only

property owners had full political rights -- Marx would conceive

of the state as a "committee for managing the common affairs

of the bourgeoisie"!6 and the function of elections as "deciding

once in three or six years which member of the ruling class

was to misrepresent the people in Parliament." l ? Although,

as Bottomore pointed out, in modern capitalist societies

individuals from the capitalist class "s till predominate so

remarkably in government and administration

still occupies the vital positions of power

(and this class)

which enables

it to defend successfully its most important economic interests,"l8

~~_e study ~ f th~ ro 1~ _Qf _'the _~ t~J~_ mlJ~t SlQ _beY_Q~d ~_di Si:~S_sj~__

of its members' family background or social ties. Nevertheless,

these formulations of the nature of the state in capitalist

society more closely approximate reality than do the pluralist

and social democratic conceptions of the state as a neutral

and autonomous arbiter between competing groups or classes.

Marx did not present a 'theory of the state' and only recently

has this been done with any degree of success in Marxist

circles. Although there has been progress made in this area
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by people such as Lenin, Gramsci, Poulantzas, Miliband and

O'Connor, the result is often.sketchy, incomplete, and

difficult to operationalize. Leo Panitch argued that a theory

of the state in capitalist society must meet at least three

basic requirements:

It must clearly delimit the complex of institutions
that go to make up the state. It must demonstrate
concretely, rather than just define abstractly,
the linkages between the state and the system of
class inequality in the society, particularly its
ties to the dominant social class. And it must
specify as far as possible the functions of the
state under the capitalist mode of production' 19

In the State in Capitalist Society, Ralph Miliband delimits

the institutions of the state as the government, bureaucracy

(including the civil service, public corporations, central

banks, regulatory commissions, etc.), the coercive apparatuses

(the police and military), the judiciary, representative

assemblies (Parliament), and the sub-central levels of

-Q-O.v_er.omenLn (s-uch-as- -P-l"JJ.v-i.n-e.i-a.l. -~--x~cu-t i v--e-s-, -·l·9-9·is la-t-ur-e-s· -a-nd·

bureaucracies, as well as municipal governmental institutions).

For this case study it is important to note that in many

federal nations the most important institutions of the national

state are reproduced at the sub-national (provincial or

regional) level. In some cases these sub-national levels

must be viewed as states in their own right. It is this which

led Garth Stevenson to distinguish between the "s tate at the

provincial level ll and the II s tate at the central level ll and
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argue that the Canadian case illustrates the phenomenon of

a completely self-contain~d provincial state system. 20

Stevenson also observed that contrary to the U.S. experience

(towards centralization and the erosion of local power) Canadian

federalism demonstrates a trend towards decentralization

(a weakening of the central state apparatuses in relation

to the provincial state) and intense competition between

federal and provincial states. He explains this by arguing

that regional fractions of the bourgeoisie have increasingly

begun to IIrel y on their provincial states to promote their

specific interests and to speak on their behalf in federal-

. . 1 . .. 1 t' t' 11 2 1provlncla or even, ln some cases, lnternatlona nego la lons.

The growth of the provincial state system has begun to challenge

the legitimacy of the federal state. Henry Milner and Larry

Pratt, focusing on Quebec and Alberta respectively, came to

similar conclusions and argued that the expansion of sub-national

_sia-te- ac-tLvJ ti~--sh~-s f~s-te-t"-e-E1---I3-r-0v-i-fl-e-e-+o-r- -n--a-ti-on -. )- -hui -1--o1ng-

aspirations and has given rise to demands for regional autonomy,

and, in some cases, independence, by provincial states. 22

To demonstrate the linkages between state and class

Nicos Poulantzas began by saying that the role of the capitalist

state is to IIreproduce capitalist relations of production. 1I

To dothis i t mus t II mai nt a i nth e un i ty and co hes ion 0 f a so ci a1

formation divided into classes ••. (and) to sanction and

legitimize the interests of the dominant classes and fractions
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as against the other classes of the formation, in a context

of world class contradictions. 1I23 To do this the state

IItakes responsibility for the interests of monopoly capital

as a whole; it does not concretely identify itself with any

one of its components .0. but works rather by way of its

various interventions to organize monopoly capital politically

and give it political cohesion. 1I24 Poulantzas saw the

bourgeoisie as the dominant class and monopoly capital as

the hegemonic fraction of the bourgeoisie. It is the long

term interests of the bourgeoisie in general, and specifically

those of its hegemonic fraction, which the state serves.

Instrumentalist and elite theory approaches 25 are useful in

that they provide concrete links between state personnel and

the capitalist class. This is relevant to the Canadian situation

where the early post-Confederation cabinets were filled with

members of the industrial and financial bourgeoisie 26 and

where. ~o<!ay . ~all~~~.~l~menj:Y'e.PQ}'.ts.tl'1~t g total.o.L 3.9...A%Qf

the current economic elite members either are themselves or

have close kin in the state system. 27 It should also be

pointed out,. in conclusion, that the state maintains a degree

of autonomy in capitalist society. As we said earlier,

political and ideological factors are often determinant,

especially in conjunctural periods. This is not to suggest

that the state is free from the influence of the dominant

class but simply that in its relations with this class, which

is divided into various fractions, the state maintains a degree
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of autonomy from each of its individual fractions. In the

final analysis we can say, to quote Panitch, that the state

apparatuses act on "behalf" of, not at the Ilbehest of the

capitalist class. 1l28

Since subsequent chapters (five and six) involve a

class analysis of the Parti Qu(b'cois, a few theoretical

statements should be made about the role and nature of political

parties. In general, the party serves the same functions as

the state, but within a more limited context. It is the

objective of a politi~al party, says Bourque, to acquire the

legitimate use of state power so as it can undertake the

Ilpromotion of specific, multiple and heterogeneous interests,

but also (to undertake) the reproduction of the totality of

the social formation. 1l29 To do this it tries to build or

organize a II soc ial bloc, namely an alliance among various

social forces capable of supporting and instituting its

(I.J n~.a.me .nt_a1.. pur_oj ecJ... II 3_? .J'I b~1l Lt__hli.5_.Qane._ihLs to.s.ome-.d.e.g r--e·e

the party wi." attempt to II crea te those political and ideological

conditions which are the most favourable to the promotion

of the economic interests it defends, whether or not these

interests are dominant within the social formation. 1l31 Because

of the nature of party work, said Gramsci, IlAll members of a

political party should be regarded as intellectuals ... (but)

there are of course distinctions of level to be made. 1l32 Therefore,

the class place of party members, and especially those whose
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social function is primarily served by being a party member

(i .e. professional and full-time party workers) must be

considered "petit bourgeois." Of course the class position

of the party depends upon the political and ideological

position (vis-a-vis the two principal classes) it takes. To

determine this is a much more complex procedure. Because the

party is a complex organization of individuals with diverse

ideas and interests, it is rarely the case that it is lithe

unilateral, unequivocable instrument of just one class or

class fragment." 33 Within the party, groups of individuals

emerge, in the form of wings or factions, and compete for

hegemony (control of the party's ideological and political

direction) ... By identifying the hegemonic faction one has not

determined entirely the class nature of the party, nor have

they identified the "onl y social force constituting that

forma ti on in its speci fi ci ty. 1134 Thus to study and unders tand

a eoli~ic_al part.Y 011~ must npt QJ1LY lQ9J<__at its. .Qvex-rLdin.g

political/ideological position, but at the dynamic interaction

of forces operating within the party.

(ii) Nation and Nationalism

The multiplicity of terms often associated with or used

interchangeably with nation -- such as ethnicity, culture,
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race, tribe, community, state, etc. -- present such an over-

whelming semantic problem that an attempt to systematically

distinguish these terms will not be undertaken here. To

simplify matters we shall simply define and use the concept

nation. First, the nation will be understood as a contemporary

form of social organization. It typically involves a common

and definable territory, a common economic system, common

political institutions, common history, and some common

cultural features such as language and religion. This is,

however, often narrowly interpreted to mean simply those nations

that exist as sovereign legal-juridical-constitutional entities

(i . e. nat ion - s tate s ), and are r ecog ni zed ass uch (f 0 rex amp 1e ,

by the United Nations). Because this approach necessarily

excludes those groups who desire to become "sovereisn nations"

but are not presently constituted as such, as well as those

communities who have in the past existed as nations but by

. cQIJg U~ s td..9 1'10 t _exi ~Lt _.a..s s.u.ch..a t.jl re.s.ant~_.a -b~oE. de-r-. j n-te-r ... 

pretation of the concept nation will be used. Therefore,

nation will be defined, in the words of Stanley Ryerson, as a

"community of people, linked by a common cultural-linguistic

historical experience of living and working togethe ~ whether

or not in possession of their own state.,,35 In relating this

to the prior discussion of class and political economy, a

nation can exercise domination over, or experience subordination

by, another nation -- economically, politically, culturally,
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ideologically, or otherwise. But to be considered a nation,

the community must have a "national consciousness." This is

commonly, and often mistakenly, referred to as nationalism.

To ameliorate this difficulty we shall introduce a distinction

betweeh passive and active nationalism. Passive nationalism

is the subjective or "we" consciousness which evolves naturally

in historically constituted communities. Active nationalism,

alternatively, is nationalism with purpose. It arises most

often as a result of individuals or groups (classes) which

desire to mobilize a community of people into action. Quite

often, as in the case of defending one's territory against

foreign aggression, its use is pnsitive. Equally often however

its use is negative, such as in the case of a class mobilizing

national consciousness and channeling it into an area which

serves its own particular class interests or needs. In this

case nationalism is a component of class ideology. Nationalism

has been used historic_~ll.l'u' QfJ~11 in_Gl'_[ljj.LtLct5Qn wtth __ other

class doctrines, as a strategy by which dominant classes

seek to preserve their dominance (i .e. as a dominant aspect

of the dominant ideology). But as we said earlier, in capitalist

society each class has broadly definable interests around

which it formulates or constructs a corresponding ideology.

Thusnat ion ali sm i s not s· imp 1y a II b0 ur ge0 ismani pu1at ion. "

The working class or intermediate strata can interpolate

nationalism into their ideology according to what they perceive
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as their own needs. Thus, as Bourque and Frenette said,

nationalist ideologies are class ideologies: IIA nationalist

ideology only makes sense through the class which becomes

its propagandist. 1I36 We will use a three-fold classification

to distinguish the major historical and contemporary forms

of nationalism in Quebec: 1) Conservative nationalism;

2) Liberal nationalism; 3) Left nationalism. The conservative

variant is the oldest type of French Canadian nationalism.

Traditionally it has defined French Canada as a cultural entity

whose rights are preserved within the existing Canadian system.

This ideology has been linked to and articulated by the

seigneurs and high clergy from 1760 to 1840 and the rural

petite bourgeoisie from 1840 to 1960. This traditional

ruling class in Quebec preached an ideology of II su bmission

and retreat ll37 and empha.sized the 'God-liness' of agrarian

society. The second type, liberal nationalism, arose in the

1940' s_a_n_d_l~50 I_ S an~_encouraged Fren~~faJ1adian_s to QartJc}PCi 1:~

in capitalist society and acted as a reaction against the

'traditional ruling class' in Quebec. This nationalism, articulated

through the Liberal Party (1960 to the present) was largely

responsible for the 'Quiet Revolution' in Quebec, yet did not

desire radical social change or independence. Another liberal

French Canadian nationalism emerged as an outgrowth of the

first type. This nationalism, which has as its objective

the establishment of an independent Quebec, is articulated

by the 'new petite bourgeoisie! which split-off from the Liberal
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Party in 1966 and went on to form the Parti Qu{b{cois. The

third type, left nationalism, seeks to remove all types of

domination and is articulated by working class militants,

by French Canadian intellectuals, and by some elements of

the Par t i Qu(b(c 0 is. I tis the 1eas t deve lop edan d comman ds

the least support of the major nationalisms, but has been

on the increase in popularity since the 1960 1 s.

Thus, we can see no less than three major types

of French Canadian nationalism in existence in Quebec.

Each type is linked to, and articulated by members of specific

classes or fractions in Quebec society. Therefore it is

incorrect to speak of a nationalist ideology common to all

classes in Quebec. In order to understand the nationalist

character of an ideology, Bourque and Frenette suggest it

is necessary to: 1) relate it to other elements in the

ideological formation into which it fits; 2) pinpoint its

~p~cific; eJf~cts inth§~~Y'J;a~f J~la~~ r~tatjons~ ami J) _reLate

the ideology to other instances in the social formation

political and economic. 38 The Quebec case will be analyzed

with this in mind.
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CHAPTER THREE:

QUEBEC HISTORY (1534-1960)



The struggle for imperial dominance sent European

powers, primarily France, Spain, and Britain, in conquest

of the newly discovered America. Seventy-four years after

Jacques Cartier discovered Canada (1534), Champlain founded

Quebec City and the St. Lawrence Valley became part of the

French empire. l New France became a feudal trading society

operated by a merchant monopoly -- the 'Company of 100

Associates. I Settlement was slow -- reaching only 2,500

by 1663. In contrast, British settlement, which began in the

south in 1620, was much more intense.

Aware that France was losing her advantage, Colbert

encouraged settlement in New France. French nobles were

al10ted vast areas of land which they divided amongst settlers.

The Church of Canada and the S~minaire de QU~bec were created

by Bishop Laval and a stable peasant-agrarian community

e-ent-r-ed-a-r-otm-d- -ttre-c-hurc-h -wa-s--e-st-a:1J11s-necf. By 171TO, T5 ,o-on-
persons lived in the seigneurial system of New France. The

bishop, along with a governor and intendant, formed a ruling

triumvirate with absolute control over the colony.

Political and economic rivalry, most notably, control

over the fur trade monopoly, led France and Britain into a

fierce struggle for colonial supremacy. Outnumbered by a

factor of twenty, the French Canadians began a struggle to

preserve their national existence; a struggle which has continued

39
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almost without break to this day.

The conquest of New France by Britain in 1760, marks the

ascendency of the British Empire to a position of international

dominance. New France's political, military and mercantile

classes were sent back to France by the military rule of

Governor Murray, leaving only the clergy and 'l es habitants. I

Faced with the dilemma of how to administer this 'French ' colony

Britain responded with the Royal Proclamation Act of 1763,

establishing civil government patterned on the British legal

and political system. Assimilation was clearly the intention

of this Act, which gave no recognition to French Canadian

linguistic~ cultural or religious rights. The Test Act banned

French Canadians, as Catholics, from participating in the

administration. Though modifi~d and relaxed somewhat over

the last two centuries, it is this policy of denying the full

reality of the French Canadian nation which forms the basis
- - - --

of the current crisis in relations between Canada and Quebec.

Whether by choice or by exclusion, French Canadians rarely

participated in any activity except agriculture. At this crucial

point, "Quebec was forced into a state of arrested development

from which it has still to emerge economically.,,2 Of necessity,

the French Canadian agrarian, church-oriented culture assumed

an increasingly defensive, isolationist posture -- it withdrew

into itself. The rural population increased from 76% to 88%

of Quebec's population between 1760 and 1825. 3 Assimilation
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proved an impossible task.

With the fur trade now safely in the hands of the

British mercantile class 4 and the Canadian economy integrated

into the British Imperial trading system, the assimilationist

pressure was relaxed. The Quebec Act of 1774 allowed French

Canadians into the administration, restored French civil

law, and most importantly, gave protection to the Catholic

Church consolidating the role of the Church as cultural

center of Quebec. The Act gave the clergy power they never

enjoyed unde r the Fr e nch reg i me . As Gui nd 0 n rem ark ed, II t hus

was the triumph of the clerical conceptlon of the proper social

organization for F~ench Canada achieved by the British military

victory."S The class configuration at that time was as

follows: a small British mercantile class controlled the

economy; a small British aristocracy controlled land and

the administration; a large French Canadian agricultural class

--w-a-s- -e-n-!:la-§-ed 4-n-p-e-a-s-a-n-t- fa~f'mi-n--g-,- anti- a -s-m-a 1-1r-r-enc-h -C-an a-afa n

clergy controlled the ~ultural development of the French

Canadian community.

Immigration from Britain, along with a wave of loyalists

(farmers, merchants and aristocrats) fleeing the American

Revolution (1776) and settling in Canada, upset this order

and necessitated the realignment of Canada. The 1791

Constitutional Act divided the colony into Upper and Lower

Canada; giving each a representative assembly (elected by
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propertied adult males), and an appointed legislative and

executive council (appointed by the Governor who was responsi ble

to Britain) with supreme powers. Although French Canadians

were 94% of the population of Lower Canada, English-speaking

Canadians dominated the executive and council, leaving only

the weaker assembly to the French. 6

A series of classical colleges -- petits seminaires

were set up by the Church to prepare French Canadians for the

priesthood and liberal professions (medicine, law, teaching).

These institutes did not, however, prepare French Canadians

for business and commerce as did many of the new English

Canadian colleges. Thus at the turn of the 18th century we

see the emergence of a French Canadian petite bourgeoisie,

yet still few French Canadians participated in business or

commerce. The dominant classes -- the English landed-aristocracy

and merchant classes -- ensured their position by controlling

-t-h-e -exe-c-uti-v-ec-ou,rci-lso-f-oo-e-tl-Up per-anaU [0Werea-n ada-~7- ine

emerging french Canadian petite bourgeoisie gradually gathered

political cohesion behind Louis Papineau and the Patriot party

and came to dominate the Lower Canadian assembly, and eventually

challenge the executive council; demanding responsible (self-)

government and even independence for the French Canadian people.

The increasing conflict between appointed and elected levels

had both a class 8 and a nationa1 9 dimensiOn. The struggle

intensified through the 1820's and 1830's and came to a head
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with the rebellions of 1837-38 in Upper and Lower Canada. 10

These rebellions, though brutally suppressed, signalled the

need for a further reconstitution of Canada. Lord Durham,

sent over by Britain to investigate, perceived both the class

and national dimensions of the situation, saying,

... the great mass of French Canadians are doomed,
in some measure, to occupy an inferior position,
and to be dependent on the English for employment.
The evils of poverty and dependence would merely
be aggravated in a ten-fold degree, by a spirit
of jealous and resentful nationality which should
separate the working class of the community from
the possessors of wealth and employers of labour ... ll

For this 'hopeless' and Idestitute ' nationality, with I no

history and no 1iterature ' ,12 Durham recomm~nded assimilation.

For Canada he suggested the Union of the two provinces and

responsible government.

The Act of Union (1840), Britain's solution to the

Canadian problems, created a legislative union of Upper and
- -- -- --- - - - - -- _. -

L~~e~ C-an-~dai3 but retained an appointed executive. A number

of assimilationist devices were entrenched in the Act but

these, like the 1763 Act, inevitably failed or were overturned.

English was to be the language of law and parliament, and the

official language of the United Province of Canada. The granting

of equal representation was a tactic, by the British, to dominate

the French. It was felt by the Imperial authorities that the

minority of English Canadians in Lower Canada would be represented

in the legislature and, combined the full contingent from

Upper Canada, would render the French a permanent minority.
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If not, the executive, retained by the 1840 Act, would

certainly ensure their dominance. French Canadians, however,

consistently voted in 'bloc· fashion in the assembly, while

the English were constantly split by factionalism. As well,

Lord Elgin read the speech from the throne in both French

and English in 1849, giving, at least, symbolic recognition

and official status to the French language. Finally, responsible

government was granted in 1849, eliminating the executive

body. On the success of the 1840 Act, Family Compact member

Sir Allan MacNab stated, "Union has completely failed in its

purpose. It was enacted with the sole motive of reducing the

French Canadians under English domination and the contrary

effect has resulted! Those that were to be crushed dominatel"14

Once again the national reality of the French Canadians was

not only unrecognized, but was threatened by assimilation, as

late as 1840.

-T-he more si-g-nlrtcanTIHfTi-trcal reallgn-menf, nowever,

came about later with the granting of responsible government

in 1849. To understand why responsible government was not

granted in 1840 we must look at the relations within and between

Canada and Britain at the time. In Britain, the industrial

revolution was underway and the emerging industrial capitalist

class pressed for reforms. The repeal of the Corn Laws (1846)

and the passing of a series of reform laws in Britain were a

victory for the new order (laissez faire industrial capitalism)
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over the old order (mercantilism). The repeal of the

Navigation acts changed the relationship between Britain and

her colonies, ending CanadaJs preferential status within the

Imperial trading system. Thus the aristocratic-mercantilist

ruling alliance in Canada was threatened from the outside and

eventually lost its position with the granting of responsible

government in 1849. Some fractions of this class, however,

were able to reproduce themselves and eventually came to

orchestrate a new order in Canada. (See footnote 15)

The next 15 years of political deadlock (16 ministries

failed between 1842 and 1864) is a reflection of the considerable

changes taking .place at the time. Different classes and class

fractions were struggling for dominance in an attempt to find

a new accommodation for themselves and the Canadian economy.

An annexation movement, popular in some circles, which would

have integrated Canada into the U.S., was one response to

-the· pt"'o-b-1-e-ms- ..--M~-anwhtl-e-i-m:l-ust-rt-a-l-i-zatllFnw-a:s 'en a-n-glng -t-h-e

orientation of the Canadian economy from fur, timber and other

staples' (with canal transportation) to coal, steel, and the

desire for a railroad transportat~Dn system.

The Macdonald-Cartier-Galt-Brown alliance which set

out to create a union of British North American colonies,

reflects the nation-building desires of an emerging capitalist

class. 15 After putting together a package that would entice
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Eastern financial and mercantile interests 16 and, eventually,

Western grain merchants, to join with the Montreal-Toronto

group, the project was on its way. Cartier ensured that the

new scheme would be acceptable to Quebec. 17 The project was

designed to usher in the emerging capitalist order. A strong

central state would be created to organize and carry out the

mechanics of the operation. A national market for commodities

and labour was to be created for the goods produced by the

Ontario-Quebec capitalists. The transcontinental railway would

provide the necessary transportation. Arrangements were made

with the Baring Brothers of Britain to finance the operation

and on July 1, 1867, a Canadian nation was created, consisting

of four provinces, Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, and New

Brunswick. By 1873, Manitoba (1870), British Columbia (1871)

and Prince Edward Island (1873) had joined. Though certainly

not as assirni1ationist as its precursors, the BNA Act, Canada's

cocr'ls-t-i tution ~- o-Il-c-e- -a~aj-n-dtd -.. n-Q-t -f-ull~ r..ec_QQ_njzeilia _E~en.c.h_

Canadian national reality. The federal principle adopted

recognized Quebec, the province of the French Canadian nation,

! as one in four, soon seven, and now ten. Cultural rights were

not to be protected by the federal government, but provincially

by the provincial governments. Over the next century the

rights of French Canadians within Quebec were protected but

outside Quebec it was a different matter. Time after time the

rights of French Canadians outside Quebec were encroac~ed upon. 18
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Other limited constitutional guarantees 19 illustrate only

a partial willingness of the 'Fathers of Confederation ll to

ac~ept the French Canadian national reality.

The BNA Act did create a strong central state through

which the capitalist class would control its destiny. The

Macdonald National Policy defined this more clearly and,

subsequently, the role of the Canadian economy. A national

market was created whereby this class could accumulate capital,

wtth the prote~tion of the state. The dominant fractions of

the bourgeoisie profited by creating the infrastructure

necessary for capitalism, using public funds derived from

taxation. However, this did not stimulate independent capitalist

development in. Canada, as the dominant class chose instead to

mediate between British, and later, American capital. A strong

indigenous industrial bourgeoisie never developed in Canada,

reflecting in part the dominance of banking fractions at the

-t-im-es"F-· -Csnf.e-G-e-r-a~'i-0-1'1.-? a -"h~-s- -p~-H-c-y--p-ro-dIl-ce-d -industry- ;-n-

Canada but little Canadian industry. Canada remained an appendage

to British finance capital until World War One. 21 With the

decline of the British empire and the ascendency of the United

States, U.S. direct investment, encouraged by the Canadian

tariff structure, poured in and took economic control of Canada.

One of the long-term effects of this new phase of branch plant

industrialism was that it enabled Canada's provincial governments,

through their control of resources, to encourage, control and

channel investments, and collect royalties on these investments.
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Investment is thus clustered in certain areas, according to

the requirements of the foreign investors. 22 This has led

to a stagnation and underdevelopment of many areas in Canada,

and accounts in large part for the current Canadian economic

and constitutional "crises." Naylor says, "Concentration of

direct investment tends to fragment national markets and

balkanize the state structure.,,23 One such area is Quebec.

Montreal and Quebec City, the center of Canada's economic

activity during the mercantile era with their shipbuilding

and timber trade as well as their strategic trade location,

began to lose their dominance. Coal and iron became the

cherished resources in the new industrial epoch. Consequently

there was a shift in economic activity (especially heavy industry

and manufacturing) to southern Ontario. Quebec's economy

became based on resource extraction and labour intensive

industries such as textiles, shoe manufactures and saw mills;

-a-ccouI,-tfng -i n- part-for its pres en trel-ati ve underdevelopment.

With their cultural development still in the hands of the

Church after Confederation, most French Canadians remained

largely isolated from the surrounding developments. Even in ~

Quebec where in 1871, 25% of its one million people were English

Canadians, the two groups remained largely separate. 24 Though

French Canadians were mostly involved in subsistence farming

at this time and lived in rural areas, gradually a greater number

flocked to the cities. Many others emigrated to the United
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States as work could not be found in Quebec. By the 1900's

a fairly sizeable French Canadian urban proletariat was in

existence. In Montreal and Quebec City wh~re industry and

trade were controlled by English Canadians, and much of the

labour was provided by French Canadians, the divisions were

mutually reinforcing. Ryerson remarks, "this opposition of

class interests is compounded by the difference in nationality:

the owners are "les anglais", the workers "les Canadiens."25

In 1921, says Rioux, "the French-speaking population of Canada

reaches its lowest level, 27.9% of the total population. The

urban population of Quebec reaches 51.8%, exceeding the rural

population for the first time in history. Montreal ~as

618,506 inhabitants, of which 63.9% are French speaking. 1I26

The emergence of capitalism also offered the ill-prepared

and ill-equipped French Canadians a chance at business. In

the long-run, few succeeded at entrepreneurship.27 Nevertheless,

-as-m-a-'1-1a-n-{ju me-di-tlm--s-iz-e- -co-mme-r-c-i-a+ -and fi-nancicrl capita-li-st

class emerged from the French Canadian community. The French

Canadian professional petite bourgeoisie still populated the

upper levels of government and increasingly became intermediaries

for foreign capital. Quebec slowly but surely became part

of the continental economic fabric. Its role was to provide
, 28raw materials and labour to meet u.S. needs. The French

Canadian bourgeoisie soon succumbed to the onslaught of foreign

(mostly U.S., but also English Canadian) capital and ceased to
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be a factor. This class configuration remained, more or less,

until the post-World War II period. A great number of changes

were taking place internationally during and after 1945 that

had an impact on the Canadian political economy. The role of

the U.S., in the reconstruction of Europe, and in the inter

nationalization of capitalist relations of production through

the direct investment by multinational corporations worldwide

(especially in Canada, Latin America, Africa, and Asia), ensured

her post-war dominance internationally. As well, the increasing

concentration and centralization of U.S. capital brought about

a new phase of capitalism -- monopoly capitalism. In response

to this, and to the massive depression of the 1930·s the role

of the traditionally laissez faire state in Western capitalist

nations gradually changed to one of intervention. The present

conjuncture of relations between and within Canada and Quebec

resulted primarily from these changes. Although the present

r-e1a-ti-OlfS -willjjeCli~cUssea-inmucn-gYeater a-ep-tn fn the next

chapter it is useful to point out a few major trends which

emerged after 1945: Internationalization of Capitalist Relations

of Production -- The increasing penetration of capitalist

relations of production into Quebec brought about the rapid

industrialization and urbanization of this province, greatly

increased the size of Quebec's working class, greatly reduced

the agricultural-rural classes, and conditioned the emergence

of a new petite bourgeoisie. According to Faucher and Lamontagne,

between 1939 and 1950 the "output of manufacturing industries
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rose by 92% in Quebec and by 88% in Canada, while new investment

in m~nufacturing increased by 181% in this province and by

only 154% in the whole country."29 Also, the working class

doubled in size between 1939 and 1950. This increase, in

absolute terms, was equal to the growth witnessed during the

whole century ending with 1939. 30 In manufacturing occupations

alone the increase was from 79,000 to 237,000. 31 The population

in agriculture dropped from 252,000 to 188,000, and fishing

and trapping also declined rapidly.32 Rise of the New Petite

Bourgeoisie -- Composed of an array of fractions and variously

known as the 'new middle class· 33 , white collar proletariat,

or intermediate strata, this class primarily engages in non

productive or non-manual/productive labour (i.e. in the

sphere of circulation or in the tertiary sector -- both in

private and public realms. Decline of Clerico-Conservative

Ideology The clerico-conservative ideology of Quebec, dominant

-si-n-c-e-at -leas-t1760-, -tnough-a:rr-eadYcfn-tlfe -wa-ne S1 nceTlfe

fall of ultramontanism in the 1880's, began to decline rapidly

after 1945. The 'priest-ridden' French Canadian culture of

yesteryear had no place in the new scheme of things. Rise of

Liberal Ideology -- The ideology of the new petite bourgeoisie

was beginning to take shape throughout the 1950's and challenge

the old clerical values. Through journals such as Cit~ libre,

the new francophone intellectuals expressed their views.

Gradually this new ideology found expression through the Quebec

Liberal Party. The next chapter will discuss these trends in

detail.
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This chapter will present a political economic analysis

of Quebec in the post-1960 period. Its purpose is to provide

a comprehensive background for the analysis of the crucial

post-1976 period; the subject of the next chapters. As did

the previous chapter, this one will emphasize both the national

and class aspects of the current problem. The first section

will focus on the economic condition of Quebec. It will show

that Quebec's economy is externally controlled and that it

exhibits many of the classic symptoms of underdevelopment

large regional inequalities in economic development, high

unemployment levels, an underdeveloped secondary manufacturing

secondary, overdeveloped resource and tertiary sectors, etc.

It will show that within Quebec, French Canadians are an

underprivileged majority as they are underrepresented in most

executive and managerial positions and overrepresented in

-ma-rw-a-l- -a-l'Id-Q-the-r-sy-b-a--"l-t-e-'l'"-Rp-e-s~-t~-en-s. +R-e ~-ee-e-nds-e-e-t i-a-n -

will show the various classes and class fractions operating

in contemporary Quebec, and their relationship to the Quebec

state in the 1960-1976 period. It will emphasize the role

of the new petit~ bourgeoisie during this time, -as well as

the role of the state in transforming class relations.
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(i) Underdevelapment of Quebec and Canada

As the previous chapter demonstrated, the nature of

the Canadian (and the Quebec) economy has changed historically,

but its role has remained one of subordination to the interests

of a foreign metropole. Before 1760, Canada was a fur trading

colony founded by and operated in the interests of France. l

After 1760 the colony was taken over by Britain, but remained

a fur trading colony, controlled and operated in the interests

of the emerging mercantile-commercial bourgeoisie in England.

Eventually some Canadian banks, commerce and early pre-industrial

manufactures sprung-up, ~entered around Montreal, but Canada's

economy remained a hinterland for the British metropolis. As

industrialization emerged, and a Canadian bourgeoisie fulfilled

its nation-building aspirations, the Canadian economy gradually

shifted its dependence from Britain to United States. The

economic center of the Canadian economy was to be in Southern

Ontario, where industrial manufacturing was set-up, and, much

of the rest of Canada became a resource extraction base for

U.S. and Canadian (largely Ontario-based) secondary manufacturing

industries. To a great degree then, the Quebec economy, an

appendage of the Canadian economy, which is itself an appendage

of the U.S. continental-international economy, exists to serve

the interests of the Canadian and U.S. corporations that control

; r 2..... nllohorl~ ,",o12r;\lo Ilnrlo,",r1o\lo1I'l.nmon+'<""'-1.1'"-"" _ '''-1\01\01'''- UII,""\",iJ\,,l'O;;Y~_IVt-'"I1;;;lIv, vis=a=vis
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Ontario, is a result of the colonial pattern of development

imposed by an external bourgeoisie in cooperation with the

Canadian financial capitalist class, the Canadian state, the

Quebec state (prior to 1960), and, to some degree, the

Quebec clerical elites. 3

Since the 1960 l s a myriad of studies focusing on the

political and economic relations between and within United

States, Canada and Quebec have appeared. Major works by

Canadian left nationalists and Marxists analyzed the relationship

between Canada and United States ('Continentalism 1
), and

concluded that Canada is dominated politically, culturally,

socially and economically by the United States. 4 The major

arguments are these: Canada has not followed a path of

indigenous capitalist development, rather her economy has

always and still is oriented towards serving the needs of

an imperialist metropolis. This is brought about by direct
- -- - -- - -

investment of U.S. multinational corporations. tanada's raw

materials are owned and exploited by U.S. firms which use them

for the production of finished goods. These goods are then

sold back to Canadians at a much increased price. U.S. branch

plants use U.S. technology~ which discourages Canadian research

and development, and exacerbates dependency and underdevelopment.

Major economic decisions which affect all Canadians, are made

outside Canada by boards of directors of U.S. corporations.

Politically the Canadian government exercises little control
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over the multinationals. The penetration of these corporations

also has great cultural and social implications for all

Canadians. 6 But, Canada is also an imperialist nation,

though of a second order, as our bourgeoisie had over $18.8

billion invested (especially in the West Indies, South

Africa and Brazil) outside Canada in 1974, compared to the

$60.2 billion of foreign investment in Canada. 7

These studies showed the character and extent of

foreign control over the Canadian economy. United States'

investment accounted for 53% of the total foreign direct

investment in Canada in 1926, 74% by 1948, and 80% by the
r

1970's.8 In 1967, 43.7% of U.S. direct investment in Canada

was in manufacturing, and 38.9% was in resources {8.l% in

finance, 4.9% in trade, 1.9% in utilities, and 2.5% in others).9

Foreign control of Canadian manufacturing industries increased

from 35% in 1926, to 60% in the 1960's. 10 The figures for

v-a-ri-u-us -s-e-ctor-suo-f -t1H~--econoIfiY, ml-rtihg a-no smelting f6Z%r,

petroleum and natural gas (74%), refining (100%), automobile

manufacture (97%), etc., demonstrated this control. It was

also shown that between 1960 and 1969 U.S. corporations took

$2.6 billion more out of Canada than they brought in in invest

ment. ll In fact, through some 7,400 subsidiaries, U.S. corporations

controlled over $50 billion in capital in Canada. Furthermore,

the number of takeovers of Canadian-owned firms by U.S.

corporations was increasing, totalling over 1,000 in the 1960's. 13
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The situatt~n in Quebec is but a microcosm of Canada's

plight. The tremendous growth in Quebec's economy after World

War II -- GNP rose from $3 billion to $19 billion between

1946 and 1968 -- is largely attributable to the influx of U.S.

direct investment, which increased from $850 million to over

$3 billion during this period. 14 Foreign ownership of Quebec's

economy is essentially in resources and heavy industry. The

output of these firms is designed for foreign markets. 15

English Canadian capital controls much of the commercial and

financial sector as well as a good percentage of manufacturing

in Quebec. By contrast Quebec-based industries have typically

been small or medium-sized light industries, located in

the least productive and profitable sectors, and under continued

threat of absorption or bankruptcy.16 A study by Andr(

Raynauld, for the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism

showed that in 1961, U.S. corporations controlled 41.8% of

-all:-v-aluea-dCled -inman-ulac-turing pro-duction-in Quebec, compared

to 42.8% for Anglo-Canadian and 15.4% for French-Canadian

enterprises. l ? Using the number of employees as an indication

of control over various manufacturing sectors of Quebec,

Arnauld Sales found little change 13 years later, with control

roughly evenly retained by English Canadian and American industries~~

The underdeveloped condition of Quebec's economy can

be shown by breaking it into primary, secondary and tertiary

sectors. 19 The primary sector in Quebec employs a diminishing
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percentage of Quebec's labour force. 20 Yet, these resources

continue to account for a high percentage of Quebec's exports. 21

As well, this sector has become increasingly capital intensive

over time. Thus, while there is greater productivity per

worker, there are fewer jobs available over time. Of Quebec's

major natural resources asbestos, iron, pulp, copper, zinc,

wood and hydro-electricity -- only the latter two are not controlled

by foreign capital (although the Quebec government has recently

taken over Asbestos Corporation, thereby lessening the control

by U.S. firms). These resources are extracted primarily to

supply heavy industry in the U.S. and Ontario. Asbestos,

iron and zinc are almost entirely exported abroad for processing.

Although wood pulp, newspaper, and copper are processed, to

some degree, in Quebec, this is done by U.S. and Canadian

corporations, and products are exported outside Quebec for

consumption. Clearly resource extraction is set up according

-to t-hr::--ner::-ds of mth~ t1;$. -a-na-Ca-na-dnihlfJet-r-opoTes. 2--2-

About 30.3% of Quebec's labour force was employed in

the secondary sector in 1967. This figure is revealing when

compared to Ontario's secondary sector which employed 36.6% of

Ontario's labour. 23 In terms of production value the contrast

is even more striking as Ontario's heavy manufacturing

industries more than tripled Quebec's.24 As well, manufacturing

industries in Ontario have been growing at a faster rate than

thoie in Quebec. 25 Also typifying Quebec's underdeveloped

manufacturing sector is the fact that its light sector
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predominates over its heavy sector. 26

The remaining 61% of Quebec's work force was employed

in the tertiary sector in 1967. Although American ownership

is present (such as hotel chains and car rental agencies)

most of this sector is owned by medium-sized English-Canadian

and French-Canadian firms, as well as by the Quebec state.

The increasing proportion of Quebec·s labour force employed

in this sector in the past 20 years has resulted from the

greater bureaucratization of both state and private corporations

in Quebec.

Another increasingly important aspect of the Quebec

economy is the state(public) sector. Set up largely since

1960 this network of public corporations includes enterprises

in the industrial sector,27 commercial sector,28 and banking

sector. 29 Similarly, the cooperative sector is a growing

phenomenon in Quebec. It also includes enterprises in the

;-ndu-s-t-ri-a-l ~Q -a-nd-comme-rc i -a-,J ts-ec-t-o-rs, iJ-utc1~arly--th-emost

important segment of the cooperative movement is in the banking

sector. 32 These two, along with the small and medium-sized

private manufacturing firms owned by French Canadians, constitute

Quebec's potential for indigenous development. Though still

not on a scale comparable to Canadian or U.S. ownership in

Quebec, this source of Quebec capital is closing the gap somewhat.

There is a high degree of concentration of ownership in

the Quebec economy as well. louis Reboud estimated in 1966

that 3.5% of the total number of Quebec companies (those with
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200 or more employees) accounted for 60% of all industrial

prOduction. 33 The pulp and paper industry, which employs

over 60,000 workers directly and another 100,000 indirectly,

and accounts for 18% of Quebec's total exports, is a case in

point. No more than seven corporations controlled 90% of

production and employed over two-thirds of workers in that

sector. 34 The existence of major holding companies reinforces

this tendency. Through the holding company, Power Corporation,

Paul Desmarais controls a complex network of financial,

industrial and media interests with assets exceeding $6 billion. 35

Externally controlled development contributes to

unequal and scattered growth and development, and regional

inequalities. Regional income and unemployment statistics

which compare Montreal, the commercial, financial and industrial

metropolis of Quebec, with outlying regions such as Bas St.

Laurent-Gasp' and Outaouais, show this clearly.36 Other analyses

-focu-s-onmor-e-sjJe-cTfic-aspects of the- relations between and

within Quebec and Canada. Porter found that while nearly

one-third of Canada's population were French Canadian in 1951,

only 6.7% of Canada's economic elite were French Canadian. 37

Using a similar methodology, Clement found that French

Canadians were only 8.4% of Canada's economic elite in 1972,38

and that most of these were lawyers and ex-politicians rather

than owners of corporations. Clement and Olsen found French

Canadians better but still under-represented in the bureaucratic

(23.2%) and political elite (24.7%) between 1961 and 1973. 39
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Andr( dlAllemagne found in 1966 that Quebec's standard of

living was 25% lower than the Canadian average, and 50% lower
40than the U.S. average. Quebecers, comprising one-fourth of

I

Canada's labour force in 1971, accounted for 40% of its unemployed. 4J

Quebec's unemployment levels are typically 20-50% higher than

the Canadian average, and 50% higher than Ontario. 42

Inequality between French and English Canadians living

in Quebec were also shown by statistics which focused on

income distribution by ethnic group in 1961. These found that

people of British origin earned over 50% higher income ($4,940

to 3,185) than French Canadians in Queoec. 43 Milner attempted

to account for this inequality and concluded in 1973 that as

much as 40% of this disparity in income results from direct

discrimination in the Anglo-controlled economy.44 Health care

services, -~ortality rates, disease rates, welfare statistics,

availability of housing, social mobility, access to education,

-cfccu-patl-6n, a-n-d numerous otner socioTogfccfl lndlcesfurthe-r 

illustrate this inequality. Lysiane Gagnon, looking at the

personnel of large corporations located outside Montreal,

found that Francophones made up 82% of the lowest (5,000 to

6,499) salary group and only 23% of the highest (over $15,000);

whereas Anglos constituted respectively 18% and 77%.45 This

is especially significant because most Anglophones living

in Quebec reside in Montreal.

Thus, all of these studies showing hi~h unemployment,
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regional inequalities, underdevelopment in secondary manufacturing,

overdevelopment of tertiary and primary sectors, high concentration

of foreign ownership, the drain of profits to the metropolis,

the lack of indigenous capitalist development (and an indigenous

capitalist class), lower standard of living, etc., are effects

of Quebec·s underdevelopment and subordination to Canadian

and U.S. metropoles. Although many of these statistics are
-

dated and some of the worst of these conditions have been

alleviated,46 they are nevertheless indicative of the larger

picture of relations between and within Quebec and Canada,

and to a great extent form the foundation of the current crisis

i n r e1at ion s . Ins umm ary, to quo t e Mil ner, II Que bee I sec 0 n0 my

is deeply trapped within the framework of international

capitalist control and development and, while it does not

suffer the worst ravages of that system, it is colonized

nonetheless." 47 The relationship between classes and class

rracl;-o-ns, andtne s-t-a-te, -in Qlfe-oe-c- andCana-dawl11 rev-e-al

more clearly the present conjuncture of relations.
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(ii) Class Analysis of Quebec

(a) The Bourgeoisie

From the previous section we can see the extent of

foreign control of Quebec's economy and the degree to which

it is integrated into the international and, especially, the

continental ecOnomic systems. Thus the first major fraction

of the bourgeoisie th~t has a direct impact on relations in

Quebec is the U.S. based (though internationally operative)

bourgeoisie. 48 In Quebec this industrial fraction dominates

manufacturing (especiallY heavy) and resource extraction

industries. Though its head offices are located elsewhere

this class operates through branch plants located in Canada

and Quebec. Since entering Quebec this class has exercised

political clout through its close relationship with the Quebec

statea-n-d -"ftfrougli a Can-ad-ian co-mp-rad or bourgeoisie which staffs

the executive levels and boards of its branch plants. Its

success also lies in its ability to integrate various inter

mediate strata into its corporate bureaucracies and satisfy

Quebec workers with reasonably high wages.

The second major fraction which has an impact on

relations in Quebec is the Canadian-based (though internationally

operative) bourgeoisie. Although this Canadian bourgeoisie

is divided into several fractions, its most important, according

to Clement, are these:
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(1) a dominant indigenous bourgeoisie in finance,
transportation and utilities, with smaller
representation in manufacturing and resources
(primarily food and beverages and pulp and paper),
which is both national and international in scope:
(2) a middle range indigenous national bourgeoisie
mainly in some manufacturing sectors and, (3) a
dominant comprador bourgeoisie in manufacturing
and resources, which is both national and inter
national, and located in branch plants of foreign
controlled mu1tinationals' 49

Each of these fractions operates in Quebec, though in varying

degrees. Historically Montreal has been the location for

most of Canada's largest financial institutions. Also medium

and large-sized English Canadian firms still control a significant

share of Quebec's secondary manufacturing production. Finally,

the intermediary role of the Canadian comprador in U.S. manufacturin~

and resource firms is still operative.

The exact nature of the Quebec 50 bourgeoisie is the

subject of current debate among students of Quebec politics. 51

This ~ 1ass, wbt ~h _~Ille_r 9-~d dttl" in 9 th e 19 tub ce ntlH·'y~- -h-a-s h i s-todc~-ll y

been very weak in relation to the U.S. and Canadian bourgeoisies,

constantly facing extinction through bankruptcy and absorption.

~Prior to 1960, the Quebec state rarely promoted the development

lOf an indigenous Quebec bourgeoisie. Since then, however, due

primarily to the efforts of the Quebec state, the Quebec bourgeoisie

has emerged as a force in Quebec politics and some fractions

even see their interests as somewhat distinct from the Canadian

and .U. S. b0 ur ge0 i s i es • But gene rally, as Ni os i say s , the

Quebec bourgeoisie is iinothing other than the French Canadian
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section of the Canadian capitalist class. Its markets, its

investments, its aims, all are trans-Canadian. 1I52 This

bourgeoisie, though weak and truncated, has improved its

position since 1960. 53 It is located primarily in small and

medium-sized manufacturing and commercial enterprises but

there are a few large Quebec based companies in industry

(Bombardier Inc., York-Lambton, Quebecor Inc., Rolland Paper),

banking (National Bank of Canada) and commerce (Provigo).

In his study of the French-Canadian bourgeoisie Niosi found

46 companies with over $10 million in assets, and 16 with

over $100 mi11ion. 54 There is a distinction between the smaller

and larger fractions of this class. Its largest fractions

are either involved in or are interested in expansion into

Canadian and international markets. Its-orientation is therefore

generally federalist, and though it welcomes aid from the

Quebec state, it fears that, as Niosi says, lithe separation of

Qu~-b~G-W-GUld -t-l"-UllG-a-t-e- i-ts- -p-r-in-~i-p-a-1ma-rket,-Fore-e-it -to

reorganize its companies and weaken its position on the Canadian

and international scene. 1I55 On the other hand, smaller companies

are more dependent upon aid from the Quebec state and have a

: greater tendency to favour increased autonomy for the Quebec
J

government and, in some cases, independeAce.

study of the Quebec Chamber of Commerce, a business association

made up mainly of Quebec-based businessmen and professionals,

he found that the main source of friction was between the

small and large companies. 56 The Montreal branch of the
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Chamber is indicative of the attitude of this smaller and

somewhat more Quebec-oriented fraction. In a formal statement,

the Montreal branch indicated its goal was to prdmote

"the economic and social advancement of a nation, the French

Canadian nation."S7 Though this Chamber could never be called

a hotbed of Quebec nationalism.

(b) The New Petite Bourgeoisie

One of the major results of the post-war intensification

of capitalist relations of production in Quebec was that it

conditioned the emergence and rapid expansion of a new

intermediate stratum, variously called the 'new middle class'

or 'new petite bourgeoisie.' This class, initially an effect

of the societal transformation taking place, eventually

contributed to the further transformation through tts

participation in the bureaucracies of the state and private

corporations. Its appearance, says Bourq~e and Frenette,

"reveals the existence of new functions l~n the capitalist

production process. These new functions correspond to different

kinds of needs in the management, administration, organization,

~ and planning of the production and consumption of material

:,; and symbolic 900ds." S8 Employed as professionals, semi-prof

essionals, managers, supervisors, legal and technical advisors,

intellectuals, etc., this stratum includes what has become

known as the technocracy. Clearly the most important fraction

emerged in the post-war period to challenge the ideologies
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and values (as well as those who articulated them) long

dominant in Quebec. The ideological positions of these new

petite bourgeoisie elements differed somewhat from fraction

to fraction. On one hand, there was Pierre Elliot Trudeau,

and his colleagues at Cite Libre, who attacked the conservative

ideology and argued that French Canadians should overcome

their anti-statism and begin participating wholeheartedly in

liberal democratic institutions. Others, centered around

trade unions and universities such as Laval, agreed and added

that the state should be used more vigorously in the economy

to ease the strains of development. Others, such as University

of Montreal historians Michel Brunet, Guy Fregault and Maurice

Seguin, were somewhat more nationalistic, arguing that

Quebecers could only ensure that their interests were being

protected by using the Quebec state. They argued for the

increased use of the state to aid the development of Quebec.

young, well-educated, francophone, liberal, nationalist and

situated primarily in the Quebec state (after 1960).59 This

class rather abruptly replaced the traditional petite bourgeoisie

as the intellectually and culturally dominant stratum within

Quebec and in the early 1960's became politically potent as it

orchestrated and carried out the reforms of the Quiet Revolution.

Through the Liberal Party it articulated a nationalist-social

democratic ideology dedicated to bringing about the economic

liberation of Quebec from foreign domination. It was to do this
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through the greater involvement of the state in the economy

and the creation of an indigenous economic base for Quebec --

in both public and private sectors. It was temporarily success

ful but as time went on its attempts to press for greater

reforms were frustrated by elements within the Liberal Party.60

This fraction, though not politically idle for ten years(1966

(976), did lose its political and ideological strength. It

has, however, resurfaced in the last few years; this time

mobilized around the Parti QU'b~cois.

Other fractions of the intermediate strata which were

identifiable~ but clearly of declining significance, were the

traditional petite bourgeoisie which articulated its ideology

through the Union Nationale Party effectively until 1960~1

and, the new petite bourgeoisie of ang1ophone heritage located

Ii' } inCanadian and U. s. pr i vate corp 0 rat ion s, who se pol i tic a1

/ import has been slipping since 1960 as well.
y~' \

(e) The Working Class

Quebec's working class emerged primarily in the post

Confederation period and grew rapidly around the turn of the

century with the increased penetration of capitalist development.

Located predominantly in the timber, shipbuilding, and light

manufacturing industries (clothing, tobacco, pulp and paper,

textiles, furniture, footwear), the Quebec working class provided

the dominant anglophone business class with cheap, docile and
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trustworthy labour. Though unionization began in the 1800's,

and by the early 1900's Quebec workers had won numerous

improvements in working conditions, goals of militant reform

were transformed with the emergence of Catholic unionism.

The creation of the Conf~(;.ation des Travai11eurs Catho1iques

du Canada (CTCC, now CNTU) in 1921, formed out of 88 existing

unions with a membership of 26,000, put a substantial portion

of Quebec's organized labour in the hands of the Church. 62

The CTCC's view of industrial relations was based on the

"inequality of social classes (and) the harmony of capital

and1abour.,,63 Even though the CTCC represented 75% of Quebec's

organized labour in 1935, its unions were responsible for only

9 of 507 strikes in Quebec between 1915 and 1936. 64 When the

CTCC failed to keep Quebec's working class in line, the state,

during the Taschereau, Duplessis and Godbout regimes, would

step in and ensure labour's cooperation. Between 1917 and

1-9-50 t-h-e s ta-te i n te-r ve-ne-cl-f~eEJue-n-t1yin ~ allo I;J-r -d-i -5-!"U t-es a-n-d-

i nt e r pre ted its r ole as "s imp 1y the pro t ecto r af emp1aye r s '

interests.,,65 Canadian unions (CCl and TlC), and their

American affiliates, (CIO and AFl) began to make some headway

in Quebec in the 1930's by counteracting the ultra-conservatism

of the CTCC and other Quebec unions. 66 This resulted in

numerous violent confrontations between trade unions, splitting

the working class almost irreparably.

The increased and intensified interventions by the

Quebec state, legitimized by the enactment of a new labour
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Relations Act in 1944,57 encouraged a more militant posture

by Quebec's labour unions. Soon even Catholic unions were

mobilized, along with those affiliated to Canadian and American

centrals, to struggle against the state's repressive tactics,

and the poor wages and working conditions offered by the

Canadian and American bourgeoisie. Under Duplessis (between

1944 and 1959) most strikes (such as at Asbestos, Louiseville,

Murdochville, Vallyfield and Noranda) were transformed into

major confrontations between workers and the state-bourgeoisie

alliance, because of the state's partisan interventions. Herbert

Quinn described the tactics of the Union Nationale under Duplessis,

which were to,

send a large number of provincial police into
any town or area as soon as a strike broke out.
On many occasions this action was taken, not at
the request of the local municipal authorities,
the only ones who legally had the right to ask
for such assistance, but at the request of the
company involved in the industrial dispute.
More often than not, however, the police were

-us-e-d -fal' the- plrrplrse-o-f1rrttmtda:tlrrg s-tr-tker-s-,
arresting their leaders, carrying strike breakers
through picket lines, and doing everything
possible to break the strike' 58

Greater collaboration between unions began and several 'common

fronts' were established to put forth a unified working class

voice. This was one of the first instances of a major class

confrontation involving the working class in Quebec. Though,

obviously, it did not lead to a full-scale class struggle, and

was not entirely successful from the vantage point of the Quebec

worker, it nevertheless represents a key moment in the development
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of the ideology of the Quebec working class.

The post-war transformation of Quebec began to have

its effect on the Quebec working class. In 1947, primary

sector workers made up 24.2% of Quebec's work force. By 1965

this figure had dropped to 9.2% .. Correspondingly, the number

of tertiary sector workers increased from 44.5% to 58.1%.

Secondary sector workiers remained at around 30% over this

period. 69 These figures reflect the growing numbers of white

collar (finance and commerce) and service sector employees,

and the declining number of rural-agricultural workers. Through

the 1960's this trend continued as the expansion of the public

sector required workers in great quantities. This had a

tremendous impact on the nature of organized labour in Quebec.

Between 1960 and 1970, 175,000 new workers from public and

para public sectors became unionized. By 1970, one third of

organized labour were state emp10yees. 70

Tne -Can fe-der-at;on eH Nat-to-nalTr-ade tJn-i-OllS (CNT-t1)lJ

absorbed the greatest portion of these new public sector workers.

Its membership increased from about 80,000 in 1960 to over

200,000 in 1970, of which 106,000 were employed by the state,

30,000 of those as civil servants. 72 In 1960 three-fourths

of its members were primary and secondary sector employees,

whereas, in 1970 over 50% were employed by the state. The

Quebec Teachers Corporation (CEQ) also benefited greatly

from the superstructural modernization and expansion of public

education. It emerged as one of the three major unions in
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contemporary Quebec, boasting a membership of 60,000 in

1969 (up from 12,000 just ten years earlier).

The newly created Quebec Federation of Labour (QFL}!3

composed almost exclusively of blue collar (productive) workers,

was least affected by the expansion of the state sector. Though

its membership did increase to more than 200,000 by the 1970's

it remained predominantly composed of francophone workers from

the monopolistic anglo-owned primary and secondary sectors.

Thus, the unionized section of Quebec's working class

became transformed during the 1960's. The most important

element undoubtedly became public sector employees, rather

than productive labourers. Ideol09~cally this fraction

transformed and radicalized Quebec's working class, and brought

it into conflict with the Quebec state on numerous occasions.

The unionized fraction of Quebec labour has grown steadily during

the 20th century: increasing from 10% in 1931 to over 39%

-iri19EB. 74 Theper-centage of urfionizedworkers variesrrom

sector to sector. In the capital intensive and U.S. dominated

primary sector, 44% of employees were unionized in 1968. In

the same year 47% of secondary sector workers and 35.3% of

tertiary sector workers were unionized. 75 A further breakdown

by industry shows unionization highest in education (96.8%),

tobacco (78.2%), and forestry (78.5%),and lowest in agriculture

(0.8%), commerce (0.5%) and finance (2.4%).76 More than half

of unionized secondary sector workers in Quebec were affiliated
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with the QFL while more than one-third of unionized tertiary

sector workers belonged to the CNTU in 1968. 77 In 1976, the

QFL was Quebec's largest union with over 285,000 members.

After the defection of 60,000 of its members in 1972-1973 the

CNTU's membership totalled 175,000. 78

Throughout the 1960's and early 1970's Quebec's

three major unions gradually grew more united and radical.

Discussions between labour leaders for the purposes of creating

a united front began as early as 1968 and culminated in the

creation of the'Common Front' in 1972 for the purposes of

negotiating a common contract for 210,000 Quebec public sector

workers affiliated to the three major centrals. However, since

this high-water mark in 1972 labour unity has broken down

somewhat and since 1976, the major unions have adopted an

uncertain attitude in their dealings with one another and

the state, and an inconsistent attitude in the relations with

'en e l'a1" ti ~Q-ue-b-ec-ois.
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(iii) State-Class Relations (1960-1976)

As we said earlier, the intensification of capitalist

relations of production resulted in externally controlled

development, which perpetuated uneven economic growth in Canada.

Out of this emerged several regionally-based economies. The

local bourgeoisie as well as the foreign bourgeoisie, which

was interested in provincially controlled resources, began

to look more and more to the provincial state to promote

their interests. Eventually, during an era which demanded

greater state involvement in the economy, the provincial

states began to challenge the authority of the Canadian federal

state. The resultant decentralization of the Canadian federal

system is evidence of this tendency.79

The Quebec state was no exception. Its active involvement

in the development of the Quebec economy began after 1945

but was accelerated after the election of the Liberal Party

in 1960. The period between 1945 and 1960 was one of upheaval

and transition in Quebec. Several new intellectual currents

emerged to challenge the once sacrosanct values of Quebec

society. The most vocal and, ultimately, the most successful

current in Quebec was articulated by the young, educated middle

classes. Its dynamic liberal nationalism increasingly came

into conflict with the old defensive reactionary ideology of

Duplessis. The latter was finally put to rest in 1960 with the
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election of the Liberal Party. The Liberals rode the wave of

this new sentiment to power, weaving nationalist rhetoric into

its program of economic-social reform. During the early years

of its term the Liberals successfully mobilized large segments

of the Quebec population behind its nation-building project.

Its first major move was the creation of the Quebec Economic

Orientation Council (COEQ). With this body the government

proceeded to unfold its strategy for economic reform which

was to include the creation of a scientific research council,

a centre for industrial research, and a series of regional

economic councils (CER1s) to unite and integrate various groups

into participating in its project. 80 Then it began to set up

a network of state corporations that were designed to either

aid private accumulation or to participate directly in the

production process. The most important projects undertaken

at this time were the creation of the Caisse de d6pSt, the

S()C-i-l-t~ Gin~r-a-le-de rina-nceme-nt, Si-db-ec- and Hydro Qaebe-c .-

The Soci~t~ G'nlrale de Financement (General Investment

Corporation) was set up in 1962 to aid, reorganize or buy-out

financially troubled Quebec companies. Eventually its role

was expanded to include participating in the management a~d

financing of medium and large-sized Quebec firms, creating

industrial complexes, and promoting the amalgamation and merger

of small and medium-sized firms. The Caisse de d(p~t (Quebec

Deposit and Investment Fund) was established in 1965 to manage

funds collected by the Quebec pension plan and to provide
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financial assistance to medium and large-sized Quebec firms

in order to lessen their financial dependence on Canadian

banks. It was also designed to make efforts to consolidate

and reorganize Quebec capital (such as the creation of Provigo

from three medium-sized Quebec companies). Hydro-Quebec was

created in 1963 when the Quebec Liberal government nationalized

the province's Canadian-owned hydro plants. Sidbec was

established in 1964 (though it did not fully become a public

corporatinn until 1968) to become involved in all aspects of

steel production. In allover 20 public and para public

institutions were set up by the Liberals during this period.

Lesage, constantly in cnnflict with Ottawa over legislative

jurisdiction and the a~ministration of various programs, managed

to expand the size of the Quebec state bureaucracy immensely.

As a result, between 1961 and 1970 Quebec 'government revenues

increased from $758 million to over $3.3 billion dollars.

Expen-diture-s OYer the-samepe-r;oll inc-rease-dby -a 51 mila-r

amount to greater than $4 billion, surpassing the federal

government's expenditure of $3 billion in Quebec. By 1970

the public sector accounted for 45.9% of all expenditures

(up from 33% in 1961) and 43.4% (up from 30%) of all revenues

in the province. 81 Although the program aided all sections

of the bourgeoisie to some extent, its orientation was in

favour of aiding the growth of Quebec's indigenous development.

As Fournier remarked, lithe main avowed intention of the govern-

ment in setting up state enterprises was to contribute to the
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"economic liberation" of Quebec, in conformity with the

Liberal election slogan 'maitres chez nous'. In effect, this

meant that the Quebec government wanted to play an active

role in creating an economic power base for the French Canadian

element. The Quebec government considered that it was only

through the use of the state that French Canadians could gain

some participation in economic decision-making, which had

heretofore been almost entirely in the hands of English

Canadians or foreigners.,,82 Brunelle take this one step

further, saying that the COEQ was in fact an organization

specifically created by the Lesage government to articulate

the demands of the francophone bourgeoisie. 83 Though not

immediately threatened, Canadian and U.S. bourgeoisies kept

a close watch on the proceedings at this time.

To be successful the Liberals, however, had to integrate

other elements into its project. Behind its nationalist

i deoJ-o-gy,th-e -Lib--era' s mo-b i.' iz.e d- la-rges-e-cti-o-f'l-S of the -i ndus-tr ja 1

proletariat and new state sector workers. The major union

centrals all moved to a position of informal collaboration

and cooperation with the province-building aspirations of

the Liberals, contributing to a relatively peaceful period of

class relations. The newly reformed CNTU, under the leadership

of J ean Mar chan d, 0 perate d, said Lip s i 9- Mumm ~, "a s i fit we r e

the trade union arm of a one-party state.,,84 The CEQ also

increasingly cooperated in the Liberal project after education

was taken over and expanded by the state. The Liberal Party's
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labour code (1964), which reversed the 1944 policy and gave

public sector workers increased rights to strike, did much

to enlist the further trust and cooperation of this group.

As Lipsig-Mumml says, the new public sector workers became

integrally involved as "s tate agents in the project of

societal modernization. 1I85 But maybe most important was the

position of the new petite bourgeoisie. The ideology of the

Liberals was perfectly suited to the interests of this stratum.

The expansion of the bureaucracy provided increasing opportunities

for young, educated French Canadians, and the overtly nationalist

orientation of the program mobilized their full cooperation.

As time went on and the reforms of the Quiat Revolution

lost momentum, the cooperation of these segments of Quebec

society became tenuous. Bourque and Frenette argue that a

split in the Liberal Party, between the technocratic fraction

(behind Levesque), which wanted to accelerate the movement

towards s_tate c_apj tal ism and e_crlnomic i ndependence_, and the

IIneo-capitalistll fraction (behind Lesage), which wanted to

put more emphasis on the development of the private sector,

beginning around 1964, caused irreparable damage and, inevitably,

the downfall of the Liberals and the Quiet Revolution reforms.

The technocratic fraction, which represented the new state

middle class, quickly became frustrated as its attempts to

push ahead with greater reform met with deaf ears. The public

sector workers also became dissillusioned with the reform and
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began to exercise their right to strike. 86 The CNTU, pitted

against the Liberal Party in strike after strike, was IItorn

between collaboration in the nationalist project and rejection

of its implications for labour." 8? It proved much easier for

the Liberals to mobilize large segments of Quebec society behind

its project than to maintain the allegiance of these elements.

The loss of support of the working class, especially public

sector workers, no doubt contributed to the election defeat

of the Liberal Party in 1966. The expulsion of Renl L~vesque

and his cohorts from the Liberal Party after its defeat marked

the victory of the IIneo-capitalistll fraction within the Liberal

Party. Llvesque and other expelled members of the Liberal

technocratic-wing seized the opportunity to mobilize the

young nationalist petite bourgeoisie and created the Parti

Qu{blcois. The next few years proved to be a transition

period for this class as it gradually changed its allegiance

to the new party.

It also proved to be very much a transition for Quebec

society at large. The Union Nationale which inherited this

unstable equilibrium of class forces often did little more

than try to find a working balance. Elected largely by protest

vote (anti-Liberal), the Union Nationale continually oscillated

from a position of radical independence to conservative federalism

in its attempt to create an equilibrium. 88 As Bourque and

Frenette argued, it would be "false to say that the Union

Nationa1e between 1966 and 1970 was (strictly speaking) the
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representative of a class or class faction; politically,

the Union Nationale reflected a balance between the conflicting

forces. 1I89 It did, however, transform class relations by

modifying the basic thrust of the Quiet Revolution reforms.

Much more emphasis was placed on the development of the private

sector both QU(b~cois and non-Qu:b~cois elements. As

Daniel Johnson, leader of the Union Nationale Party, wrote

in 1968, liThe role of the state is not to substitute itself

for private enterprise, but to help it, sustain it, orient it,

surround it with a climate of confidence and stability,

stimulate it ... 1190 The U.N.'s creation of the Quebec Planning

and Development Council (OPDQ) was an attempt to integrate

various elements of society -- leaders from labour, business

and government -- into its project. Yet, the potential usefulness

of such a body seemed to be defeated quickly with the creation

of the General Council of Industry. This body, composed of

representatives from the major U.S. (Iron Ore, Texaco, Alcan,

etc. ), Canadi an (Roya 1 Bank, Bank of Montrea 1, Domta r, etc.),

and Quebec (Bombardier, Rolland Paper, Dupuis Freres) corporations

operating in Quebec, was designed to create a formal link

between business and government. Its mandate, lito tighten

the bonds between the Industry and Commerce Ministry and the

Quebec business community with their colleagues from other

provinces and foreign countries; to inform the Ministry about

any changes in the opinions of business about Quebec and to

suggest means of orienting and modifying these opinions; to
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suggest economic policies and if necessary help direct these

policies ... 11
91 gives an indication of the economic orientation

of the UN at this time -- one that was clearly in favour of

large corporations whether of Canadian, American or Quebec

origin. A state corporation, Soquip (Quebec petroleum

Operation Company) was also created at this time. It was

designed to involve itself in all phases of the petroleum

industry, in association with private capital. Its role,

however, under the Union Nationale, was never more than that

of a II sop his tic ate d sub sidy sys t e'm 0 r inc ent i ve pro gram II 92 for

private industry, and its activities rarely went beyond

assisting in exploration. Other measures by the Union Nationale

, - ,..,' ,. 1 ... t'; A If'I ,. II ,.. "" '!"lo ~ t I-. ,.. Q•• ,.. b'" ,. I" ,.I u~ + "" ~ ~ ,
.t:~ ;) a IV" ;)\.11..11 <1;) III;; \.II;; <:;1.. IIU" wi '0 I Credit Bureau

Quebec Industrial Assistance Act, the setting up of a

Fina'ncial Assistance Program for High Technology Industries

show that its intention was to assist all fractions of capital,

but especially its largest fractions. This policy frustrated

the growth of the small and medium-sized Quebec bourgeoisie

which received the attention of the Liberal Party in the

early 1960's. The new petite bourgeoisie, which continued

to push for increased state involvement in the economy, was

also frustrated by the policies of the Union Nationale. However,

in terms of electoral success its coercive approach in dealing

with labour relations was disastrous as it quickly alienated

the support of Quebec1s organized working class. Bill 25,
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the government's labour legislation, reversed the direction

of the 1964 Act, and abrogated many of the acquired rights

of the working class. For example, only one central was

allowed to bargain for workers in a particular industry,

even though in many cases an industrial sector was represented

by two or more centrals. This set centrals in competition

with each other for representation. Also, a standardized wage

policy was enforced, inhibiting the mechanism of collective

bargaining. The state, under the Union Nationale, once again

assumed the right of intervening directly in labour disputes.

Workers responded to this with one of the most intense periods

of striking in North American labour history. The new state

sector workers led tne way as public employees were responsible

for 60% of strikes between 1966 and 1972. 93 This was also

a period of intense grass-root organization and action,

ranging from radical socialist and anarchist groups (PSQ, FLQ)

to community action groups (MCM, FRAP), p!gving to be too much

for the U.N. to handle with its lack of popular base. Its

loss in the 1970 election, and its subsequent decline and

virtual disappearance from Quebec politics by 1980,94 attests

to this lack of foundation.

The Liberal Party which replaced the Union Nationale

in 1970, inherited a similar disequilibrium of forces to that

which it left in 1966. The party itself, however, was vastly

different. As Milner said, lIexcept for a small group of

technocrats, including Claude Castonguay and some of the
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experts he recruited while Minister of Social Affairs such

as his successor Claude Forget, the link between the Liberals

of the 1970's and the social groups most directly involved

with the Quiet Revolution was effectively severed. Jl95 Bereft

of its technocratic and nationalist elements, its ideology

was also changed. It no longer saw the strengthening of the

Quebec economy through the participation of the state but,

rather, through an intensification of ties with Canadian and

U.S. capital. Its committment was no longer to 'maitres chez

nous I but to 'profitable federalism', and the creation of

100,000 jobs through the stimulation of the private sector.

In this way its program was not mu~h different from the Union

Nationa1e Party which preceded it in power. In 1971 the

Liberals created the Soci6t6 de deve10ppement Industrie1 du

Quebec (Quebec Industrial Development Corporation) as an

industrial bank oriented towards assisting high technology

me diu man d 1ar 9e - s i zed i ndu5 t ry . Va rio u5 l e9i s tat ion 5, S Uch

as Bill 24 which gave a 30% tax credit on new investments of

more than $50,000, were passed with the intention of encouraging

;Investment from any and all sources. A good example of the

orientation of the Liberal Party was shown when ITT-Rayonier

(a subsidiary of the U.S. owned giant ITT) was given 51,000

square miles of forest rights for a period of 40 years, and

was required to pay only fifty cents per cord (well below the

normal $2.50 to $3.00) in royalties. ITT-Rayonier was also
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provided with $57.3 million (including federal and provincial

government aid) to set up a new mill at Port-Cartier, Quebec,

which would create only 459 permanent and 1,330 seasonal jobs. 96

In the field of labour relations the Liberal Party

proved to be quite similar to the Unian Nationa1e (of both

pre-1960 and 1966-1970 periods) as well; using a coercive

approach to intervene frequently and directly in strikes.

Not happy with the way they were being treated the three major

union centrals -- QFL, CNTU, CEQ -- began discussing the

possibility of creating a common front to negotiate collective

agreements. When several strikes were broken up and union

leaders jailed or fined, the three major centrals began to

take an increasingly unified and radical stance vis-a-vis

the state, producing documents and manifestos which transcended

economism and brought capitalist relations of production into

question. In 1971, for example, a CNTU workpaper, INe Comptons

Que Sur Nos Propres Moyens' ,97 presents a leftist analysis

of the political and economic conditions in Quebec and advocates

the nationalization of indust~ and workers' control of

production and distribution. The conflict between state

workers and the state reached a peak in 1972 when 210,000

public sector workers, affiliated to the three major unions,

formed a 'Common Front' to negotiate with the Quebec government.

Included among these workers were blue collar, white collar

as well as professional state employees. With their families

they represented nearly one million Quebecers. 98 The strike
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assumed great importance for all elements of Quebec society.

Much more was at stake than 210,000 public sector employees

fighting for wage concessions from the state. As Fournier

comments, IIBusiness felt threatened because it knew that if

the government gave in to the demand of the unions for a

$100-a-week minimum, the result would be substantial union

pressure on the private sector to pay the same wages. Thus,

in many ways it was ... the overall wage structure and

distribution of income in Quebec (that was at stake).1199

After negotiations with government broke down and a strike

was called, the Liberals passed a back-to-work legislation

(Bill 19) and within days several unionists, including the

leaders of the three centrals, were jailed. Inevitably,

the unprecedented radicalism and solidarity of the unions

was crushed by the state, as the Liberals showed very clearly

their class orientation.

An ideological polarization within the CNTU occurred

shortly thereafter and resulted in the secession of 60,000

members and a number of leaders. lOa About half of the

defectors founded the Confederation of Democratic Trade

Unions (CSO) and continued to collaborate with the Liberal

Party. The other half, members of the Civil Servants

Federation (SFPQ) simply disaffiliated. Relations between

the QFL and the CNTU were also worsened by the events at

this time. After 1973 the QFL moved to a position of closer

collaboration with the Parti Qu{b(cois, not unlike the
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the relationship between the CNTU and the Liberals of the

1960-1966 period.

Bourassa continued his coercive approach in dealing

with labour throughout the next few years. In 1976, his

last year in office, a short but intense period of labour

activity began again. Workers in the construction, asbestos,

metallurgical, hydro-electric and textile industries, as

well as teachers, academics, nurses, etc., again formed a

ICommon Front ' , and led widespread striking and civil dis

obedience right up until the November election. The result

was the same as in 1972. Bourassa's approach to labour, as

well as allegations of corruption in his government, have to

be considered major reasons for his defeat in 1976. However,

it is likely that equally importantly was the fact that the

Liberals, after having alienated the new petite bourgeoisie,

which was the intellectual force behind the nation-building

reforms of the Quiet Revolution period, lost their claim to

building the Quebec nation. As Milner said, liThe ideological

basis for nation-building thus fell essentially to the Parti

Qu(b(coi s. 11101
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op.cit., p. 55.

44Mi1ner and Milner, op.cit., p. 63.

45 L. Gagnon, ilLes Conclusions du Rapport B.B. II
, cited

in Milner and Milner, op.cit., p. 63.

46 A study by Jac-Andr( Boulet of the Economic Council
of Canada showed that French speaking Quebecers have closed the
income gap between them and English-speaking Quebecers between
1961 and 1977. In 1961 Anglos earned 51% more than Francos in
Quebec. By 1970 this gap had narrowed to 32%, and by 1977 it
was down to 15%. Statistics cited from The Globe and Mail,
Tuesday, February 20, 1979, p. 8. Editorial by William Johnson.

47Mi1ner and Milner, op.cit., p. 82.

48A1though the U.S. bourgeoisie is itself subdivided
into several fractions -- monopolistic finance bourgeoisie,
non-monopolistic commercial bourgeoisie, etc. -- it is mainly
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its monopolistic industrial fractions that operate with any
political significance in Quebec. Other less significant
fractions which operate in Quebec are its monopolistic and
non-monopolistic commercial fractions.

49Wallace Clement, in Saul and Heron, op.cit., p. 71.
On which fraction of capital is dominant in Canada, it is
felt that the work of Frank and Libbie Park provides a
satisfactory answer. They say, "The point is not of course
whether the banks dominate industry or industry the banks;
it is tnat the same group of finance capitalists control both."
Frank and Libbie Park, The Anatomy of Big Business, (Toronto:
1973), p. 74.

50Thi sis more commonly, but incorrectly, -referred to
as the frantophone or f~ench Canadian bourgeoisie. Niosi,
for example, in referring to the "French Canadian bourgeoisie"
includes all important firms with francophone owners. The
problem with using ethnicity as the principle criterion for
distinguishing fractions of the bourgeoisie is, as Fournier
says, that it "ignores in particular the important superstructural
factor ... that the Quebec state is in fact the main focal
point of the (Quebec) bourgeoisie ... " (Pierre Fournier,
" T h Q NQ \AI P~ \"::l m<:I t <:I \"~ " f +h "" Q" "" b"" c B" " ... g. ,..,..,' .. " ,.. " .;... c: ..... A .; ,.. '" .; ...I I' _ • "'" n \A, I "'" It.... ~ I..., V \ot J I 't;;; U ~ 'l;;U U I ~ U ~ t: , I II ..; \" U U I t: ~ I II

Political Economy: A Socialist Review, Number 3, Spring 1980,
p. 68.) Of course, as Fournier adds, the Quebec bourgeoisie
can have "pan-Canadian" or even international ambitions without
losing their Quebec accumulation base and their links with
the Quebec superstructure. (Fournier, op.cit., p. 69). It should
also be pointed out that the Quebec bourgeoisie is not simply
a wing of the Canadian bourgeoisie, or a comprador fraction of
the Canadian or U.S. corporations in Quebec, although some of
itsu fracti ons- dope rfo rm th-e-s e r-o le-s .El' (] rque u p-rovi-d-e sa
useful definition of this Quebec bourgeoisie, saying it is,
lI a class whose accumulation base is primarily Quebecois and
which relies mainly on the provincial state to defend its
interests ... 11 (Gilles Bourque, IILe Parti qU~b6cois dans
les rapports de classe", Political Aujourd'hui, Number 7-8,
1978, p. 87, cited in Fournier, op.cit., 1980, p. 70). Thus,
we will refer to the Canadian bourgeoisie and U.S. bourgeoisie
with this same criteria in mind.

51Fournier and Bourque, for example, include in their
analysis of the Quebec bourgeoisie both owners of private
corporations as well as executives and top-level management
in state corporations .and cooperatives. Niosi, on the other
hand, limits his analysis to owners of private corporations.
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It is felt here that managers of state corporations cannot
be considered bourgeoisie because they are not direct owners
of the means of production. Because they, at times,
lIoccupy the place' and fulfill the functions of capital,
they must be considered petite bourgeoisie with a bourgeois
class position.

52 J • Niosi, liThe New French-Canadian Bourgeoisie",
Studies in Political Economy: A Socialist Review, Number 1,
Spring 1979, p. 148.

53The -G1r 0 UPe de r echerche s sur 1es eli t esindus t r i ell es ,
for example, found that French Canadians had increased their
ownership in transportation equipment by 29%, in metal products
by 22%, and in chemicals by more than 15% since 1961. Fournier,
op.cit., 1980, p. 85.

54 See appendix seven. This is a list of French-Canadian
owned companies and their assets and control (1975). It
is taken from J. N.iosi, op.cit., 1979, pp. 152-154.

55Niosi, op.cit., 1979, p. 144.

56Fournier, The Quebec Establishment, (Montreal: 1976)
p. 58.

57 Ibid ., p. 59, cited from Chambre de C~mmerce du
District de Montreal, Rapport de son 84 exercise annuel,
1970:- 71, p. 4.

5-SBourque and Frenette, in Teeple, op.cit., 1972,
p. 195-196.

59Betw~en 1965 and 1969 only 12.7% of graduates from
the University of Montreal remained in private sector occupations.
"Virtually all other graduates were in the public sector."
Postgate and McRoberts, Quebec: Social Change and Political
Crisis, (Toronto: 1976), p. 133.

60 This will be dealt with at greater length in the
next section.

61 This traditional petite bourgeoisie is distinguishable
primarily by its ideological position. This position was based
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on the values of the long-dominant conservative nationalism
which viewed French Canadian society as agrarian and centered
around the church. Business and liberal democratic political
institutions such as the state were viewed as the place for
Anglos not French Canadians. This ideological position of
course contrasts sharply with the one taken by the new petite
bourgeoisie which emerged in the 1940's and 1950's. But there
is also evidence that the distinction in ideological positions
between new and traditional petite bourgeois elements in Quebec
had a material foundation. The traditional petite bourgeoisie
of peasantry, small independent commodity producers, clerical
elite, political and intellectual elite within the Union Nationa1e
partitocratie, were more likely to articulate this conservative
ideology than were the new petite bourgeoisie of technocrats,
intellectuals, etc. But the distinction is best understood
primarily by the political and ideological positions articulated
by the different fractions.

62Bennett, op.cit., p. 14.

63Car1a Lipsig-r~umml, "Quebec Unions and the State:
Con f 1i ctandOe penden ce ", i n Studie sin Pol i ticalE con 0 my :
A Socialist Review, Number 3, Spring 1980. The structure
of the cree was very hierarchical and authoritarian. Each
local was run by a priest (aumonier) who carried out educational
and ideological functions. Leftist ideas were denounced,
private property and class distinctions were justified as
part of the natural order, strikes and labour conflict were
discouraged, conservative demands were made, and the worker
was totally subordinate in the labour hierarchy. The church
hierarchy, argues Bennet, cultivated an ignorance of social
and economic realities in workers. Bennett, op.cit., p. 14-15.

64Bennett, op.cit., p. 14-15.

65Lipsig-Mumml, OD.cit., 1980, p. 128.

66 Such as the Federation provinciale du travail which
was even more conservative and closer to the government than
was the CTCC. This union later merged with the Federation
des unions industriel1es du Quebec to form the QFL(FTQ).

67This Act ensured the state's regulative role in
controlling union formation and certification, as well as in
its collective bargaining. It refused public sector workers
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the right to strike, enforcing compulsory arbitration. It
also allowed government the power to revoke the unions right
to represent workers at any time.

68Herbert Quinn, The Union Nationa1e, (Toronto: 1963)
p. 94.

69 L· , M ( 't 132lpSlg- umm , Op.Cl ., p. .

70 Ibid ., p. 133. It should be noted that the unionization
of the public sector came about as a result of the new labour
code jointlY worked out by the CNTU and the Liberal government
and passed in 1964. Without this government intervention
the growth would not have been so substantial.

71 In 1961 the CTCC was de-clericalized and became the
CNTU (Confederation of National Trade Unions), reflecting
the breakdown of the dominant ideology and the cultural
dominance of the Church.

72Lipsig-Mumm{, op.cit., cited from Dianne Ethier,
et.a1., Les Travai11eurs Contre 1 1 Etat bourgeois f p. 22-24.

73 The QFL was created in 1957 as a Q~ebec branch of
the CLC (newly formed out of a merger of the CCL and TLC)
which was now affiliated to the U.S. union AFL-CIO.

74Bennett, op.cit., p. 14 for the 1931 figure.
Rioux, Boily, et.al., Donnees sur le Quebec, (Montreal: 1974)
p. 210.

75R i 6ux, Bo i1 y, e t . al ., 0 p . cit., p. 21 a.

76 Ibid ., p. 211.

77 Idem .

78Andre Leclerc, IIQuebec's IIRadical lf Unionists ll
, in

Canadian Dimension, Volume 13, Number 1, 1978, pp. 34-36.

79 This
of aovernment.
of GNP in 1955
\'lent from 6.4%

is reflected in the spending of the two levels
Federal state expenditure increased from 17.5%

to 19.9% in 1974, while provincial expenditures
to 16%. Garth Stevenson, If Federalism and the
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Pol i ticalE con 0 my 0 f the Can adian Statell, i n Leo Pan i t ch, (e d. ) ,
The Canadian State: Political Economy and Political Power,
(Toronto: 1977), p. 80.

80 The Centre des recherches industrielles du Quebec
was not actually created until 1969 and a research council
has never been formed.

81These statistics are taken from B.R. Lemoine,
liThe Growth of the Quebec State ll , in D. Roussopoulos,
(ed.), The Political Economy of the State, (Montreal: 1973),
which were originally from a publication by Kemal Wassef,
(ed . ), 0 f the CNTU..-:1"e sea I" ch de par t men t, II Las i t ua t ion du
Gouvernement du Quebec dans les affaires Economiques de la
Province. 1I

82Fnurnier, op.cit., 1976, p. 179.

83 0 . Brunelle, La d{sillusion tranguille, cited in
William Coleman', liThe Class Bases of Language Policy in
Que bec, 194 9- 1975II, i n Stu die sin Pol i ticalE con 0 my : A
Socialist Review, Number 3, Spring 1980.

84Lipsig-Mumm{, op.cit., p. 133.

85 Ibid ., p. 134.

86sourque and Frenette, in Teeple (ed.), op.cit .
In 1964, 401,710 work days were lost due to strikes in
Quebec. The figure wa-s 1,9213 ,890 in 1966, MH ner ,op i ci t. ,
1978.

87 Lip s i g- Mumm{, 0 p . cit., p. 135 .

88 As a 1966 Cit: Libre article by Andr{ Rossinger
said, the Liberal Party lIirritated and demoralized vast
sectors of the working class, student, civil servant and
professional classes, also some progressive elements of the
intelligentsia .. which in turn led to protest votes of
all types and shades. II D. Roussopoul os, Quebec and Radi cal
Social Change, op.cit., article by B.R. Lemoine, 111966 Elections ll ,
Lemoine agreed that the 1966 election victory by the U.N. was
successful because they channelled the protest votes resulting
from- the dislocations caused by the Quiet Revolution policies.
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89Bourque and Frenette, in Teeple, (ed.), op.cit., p. 202.

90 F · 't 1976 166ournler, Op.Cl ., , p. .

91 B. R. Lemoine, liThe Growth of the State in Quebec ll
,

i n R0 us sop 0 ulos (e d . ), The Pol i ticalE con 0 my 0 f the State ,
(Montreal: 1973), p. 76.

92Fournier, op.cit., 1976, p. 193.

93 Lip s i g- Mumm{, 0 p. cit., p. 136 .

94 The U.N. failed to win a seat in the 1981 election.

95 M' 1 't1 ner, Op.Cl ., 1978, p. 143.

96 See pps. 222-229 of Bennett, op.cit., for a discussion.

97 A CEQ paper in 1971 entitled liThe Schools in Service
to the Dominant Class ll

, vigorously criticized capitalism.
The QFL's 1972 manifesto, liThe State is our Exploiter ll

, is
similar in nature to the other two. For these and other
publications of the Quebec centrals see, Daniel Drache, (ed.),
Quebec - Onl the Be inning: The Manifestos of the Common Front,

Toronto: 1972 .

98Numerous regional common fronts were used successfully
in the private sector between 1970 and 1972 -- La Presse workers,
As b-es to s Min ers, A1can etrip' 0yees, Do min ion Texti 'f e W0 yo ke r s-,
etc. The Common Front strikers in 1972 were demanding a
minimum wage of $100 weekly, equal pay for equal work, greater
increases for those with lower wages, an equalization of
fringe benefits and a general 8% cost of living allowance.

99Fournier, op.cit., 1976, p. 156.

100The ideological split was between a radical element
which articulated the Marxist analysis of class relations
in Quebec, led by President Marcel Pepin, and a more conservative
element which rejected the radical overtones of the other and
wanted to affiliate more closely with the Liberal Party.

101Milner, in Saul and Heron, 1977, op.cit., p. 151.



APPENDIX ONE

Direct U.S. Investment
in Canada

Balance of the 1960·5
(in million $)

New American Dividends and Fees and
Capital Brought Interest repatriated exclusive rights
into Canada to U.S. repatriated Balance

1960 451 361 90 - 0
1961 302 464 102 - 264
1962 314 476 114 - 276
1963 365 455 134 - 224
1964 298 634 162 - 498 --'

1965 962 703 185 "" 74 a
w

1966 1153 756 211 + 186
1967 408 790 243 - 625
1968 625 851 261 - 487
1969 619 762 268 - 511
Total $5,497 $6,252 $1,770 - $2,625

Source: Canadian Dimension, Vol. 7, No.8, April 1971, pagG 5. Cited in Bennett,
~~c-rt. ,-pa-~je 155 ."-
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APPENDIX TWO

Size of Manufacturing establishments owned by Francophone
Canadians, Anglophone Canadians, and foreign interests,
measured by value added --- Quebec, 1961

Percentage of total value added
in establishments owned by
francos anglos foreign Total

Food
Beverage
Tobacco products
Rubb-er
Leather
Textile
Knitting mills
Clothing
Wood
Fllrniture
Pa pe r
Paper Products
Printing
Iron and Steel
Non-ferrous metal
Metal fabrication
Machinery
Transportation
Electrical
Non-metal mineral
Petroleum, coal
Cfi~~ical, meafcal
Precision instrum.
Miscellaneous
All Industries

30.9
4.7
0.9
8.0

49.4
2 . 1

24.7
8.2

84.0
39.4
4.8

22.0
28.2
11. 7

3. 7
23.7
18.3
6.4
6.6

14 • 8
0.0
6.5
4.6

24.5

15 • 4

32.0
64.9
31.2
37.5
46.3
68.3
53.2
88.6
13.2
53.6
53.3
41.2
65.7
28.9
11 .6
35.9
17.0
14.4
58.0
51.2
0.0

16.4
23.5
41 .3

42.8

38.1
30.4
67.9
54.5
4.3

29.6
22.1

3.2
2.8
7.0

41.9
33.8
6. i

59.4
84.7
40.4
64.7
79.2
35.4
34.0

100.0
77.1
71.9
34.2

41.8

100

100

Source: In... Raynauld, liLa Propri4'te' des Enterprises au Quebec",
from the Report of the Royal Co~mission on Bilingualisn and
Biculturalism, Volume 3, page 57.
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APPENDIX THREE

BREAKDOWN OF THE PRODUCTION VALUE OF
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, 1964
($,000,000)

Quebec Ontario

1. Industries related to
natural resources.
Wood paper and related indo
Primary Metals
Non-metallic minerals

2. Light industry
Food and Beverages
Textiles, Leather Clothing
Other

3. Heavy Industry
Chemical products
Metal products
Petroleum derivatives
Transport industry
Electrical equipment
Machinery.
Othe r

1 ,202 1 , 171
671 1 ,498
268 461

2 , 131 3,130
(24%) (20%)

1 ,629 2,543
1 ,652 959

636 912
3,91 7 4,414
(45%) (28%)

491 1 ,084
541 1 ,265
400 487
377 2,616
421 1 ,201
185 788
296 857

2 ,716 8,296
(31%) ('52%)

(' T' P .' n '1/ . S . ,; .L. , •
~ource: ne ar~l ~ueDeCOlS, ouveralnte e~ eCOnOGle. pps.

14-15, cited in 8~nnett, op.cit., page 167.



APPENDIX FOUR

GROWTH OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES IN
QUEBEC AND O~TARIO - (1949-1963) (in %)

Total Growth Avg. rate-growth Difference
Quebec Ontario Quebec Ontario (Que-Ont.)

Food and Beverages 15ID.8 131 .6 6".43 6.23 + 0.20
Tobacco and related 82.3 448.1 4.52 12.86 - 8.34
Rubber products 134.4 72.5 6. 18 3.65 + 2.54
Leather products 7LO 69.2 3.54 3.38 + O. 16
Textiles 74.6 70.5 4.02 4.31 - 0.29
Clothing, hosiery 63.6 26.7 3.61 1. 78 + 1.83
Wood products 114.6 76.4 6.10 4. 18 + 1. 92 I-'

aPaper products 9ID.2 109.9 4.39 5.31 - 0.92 0'\

Printing, publish. l8lD.0 158.8 7.26 6.82 + 0.44
Primary metal 111 .0 142.0 5 . 17 6.48 - 1. 31
Transport 92.3 158.8 5.22 7.50 - 2.28
Misc. electrical 162.4- 192. 7 6.16 7.23 - 1.07
Non-metal mineral 2511.0 175.9 8.97 8.08 + 0.89
Chemicals, related 195. 7 222.3 8.37 8.61 - 0.24
TOTAL 117.2 141 .4 5.76 6.75 - 0.99

Source: ,J.r. Chateau, "Cro ssance et structure des Industries r"!anufactul~i~res au
Quebec et en Onto.f 011, cited -in Actualite Econornique, Dennett, op.cit.,
[J a0e 167.---- ,",-
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APPENDIX FIVE

THE POWER CORPORATION GROUP

Ge1co P. DesmaraisEnt e rp r i ses Ltd.

t 53%
Power Corp.
of Canada

,~. 100% ,~ 51 .2% J/5
Canada Steamship Imperial Life Laurenti de
Lines Assurance Corporation

\ / ..... 1/

Investors Group Consolidated
Bathurst

1 ,1/ J/L - .
Great ~Jest Life Montreal Trus t Dominion
Insurance Co. !Glass

Sou r ce : J.;1i 0 s i, II The NevI Fr e nc h- Can a dian 30 u r ge 0 i s i e",
STUdies in Political Economv: A Socialist Review,
(ilo. 1, Sprinc; 1979, p. 12/)
Year of Statistics: 197G.



P,PPENDIX SIX

QUEBEC'S REGIONAL UNEMPLOYMENT LEVELS

% of pop. on %' of pop. on % of pop. level of
~nemp1oyment U.I.C. for in each unemployment
insurance over 12 months region 1955 - 1964

Lower St. Lawrence
and Gaspesie 10.5 12.5 4.2 15.2
Saguenay and Lac St. Jean 3.5 6.7 4.9 13. 7
Qulbec 19. 1 28.4 15.5 9.0
Three Rivers 6.7 10.9 7.3 11. 1 ......
Eastern Townships 4.2 5.9 3.8 9.0 0

co
M:on trla 1 45.0 26.1 55.8 7.5
Outaouais 6.8 3.8 3.8 9. 1
North-West 2.2 4. 1 2.8
North ~hore 2. 1 1.6 1.7 12. 7
New Quebec - - 0.2

-,
100.0 100.0 100.0Quebec 8.6

Source: Castonquay-Nepveu Report, Vol. 5, Gook 1, IIRevenue Securityll, Table II,
"[J a"ge--fO,-cTfed-fii--rfiilileTt, .~i!. l Page 174 .



APPENDIX SEVEN

French-Canadian Companies
As~ets and Control, Dec. 1975

1. Finance Assets (Mills.) Control

1 .1 Banks

Bank Canadian National
Provincial Bank of Canada
Savings Bank

1.2 Trust Companies

Montreal Trust
General Trust of Canada
Savings and Investment Trust
Sherbrooke Trust
National Trust
North West Trust Co.

1.3 Insurance Companies

4,872
3,059

969

757
411

68
53
37

170

Internal
Mouvement Desjardins
Internal

Power Corp., via Investors
J.L. L{vesque, Simard family
Savings and Invest. Group
General Trust of Canada
Private
Allarco Fin. Corporation

I-'
o
'.0

2,349
714

39
29
25
23
12

Great West Life Ins. Co.
Imperial Life Assurance Co.
La Solidarit{
National Reinsurance Co.
Uni ted Provi nces Assu,rance Co.
Canadian Union
L'Unique

1.4 Mutual Funds

Investors Group
Savings and Investment Mutual
Beabran Corp.
Canagex Ltd.

636
25
22
15

Power Corp.
Power Corp.
Private
Gerard and Robert Parizeau
Private (Major family?)
Private ./
Private (Belanger family?)

Power Corp.
Savings and Investment Group
Beabien family?
Bank Canadian National

(cont1d)
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1.5 Holding Companies

Power Corp.
Corporation dlExpansfon Fin.
York Lambton Corp.
F-I-C Fund

1.6 Finance Compa.nies

Laurentide Financial Corp.

1.7 Mortgage Companies

Imnat Ltd.

579
51
50
39

429

29

Paul Desmarais
York Lambton Corp.
We11in~ton Corp.
J-L Levesque

Power Corp.

Bank Canadian National

.2. Industry

Alfred Lambert Inc.
B0mbardier Ltd.
Consolidated Bathurst
Melchers Distilleries
Dominion Glass
East Sullivan Mines
Normy:k Perron
Qu6becor
Rolland Paper Co.
r!1 ~ Cajllta'le
Tele Mltropole
Simard Beaudry Inc.
Vachon Inc.

10
145
662

22
107

47
40
34
62
11
37
23
27

F-I-C Fund
Bombardier family
Power Corp.
Paul Disruisseaux, S. Marchard
Consolidated. Bathurst Corp.
Beauchemin family
Normand, Michel, Jean Perron
Pierre P(ladeau and family
L.G. Rolland and family
H. Baribeau, J. Pouliot
J.A. De S~ve Heritage
Corporation d'Expansion Fin.
Mouvement Desj, Vachon family

--'
--'

o

3. Commerce

Cassidy's
Dupuis Freres
Provigo
U.A.P. Inc.

24
21
77
43

Cont. Man., Brodeaur family
Marc Carriere
A.Turmel, J. Lamontagne, etc.
Prefontaine family

(cont'd)



4. Transportation and S¢rvice

Canada Steamship Lin¢s 394 Power Corp.
Le V{rendrye Management 21 Board of Directors
Logistec Corp. 21 P. Gourdeau, R. Paquin, etc.

5 . Real-Estate Developm~nt

Allarco Development 101 Dr. Charles Allard
Campeau Corp. 402 Robert Campeau

Sautee: J. Niosi, The Ne\'! Ftench-Canaclian Bourqeoisie ll
, in Studies in Pol itical

Ee (J n 0 rQy._~__Jt_--?_0 e i~"!2-!-8e 'd.-e \'J, (['.j o. 1, SPtin 9 1979, P-:-. 152 - 154-. -----.-.-..'-,--.- ......
......
......



CHAPTER FIVE:

, ,
THE PARTI QUEBECOIS:

FORMATION, COMPOSITION, HISTORY, PROGRAMME



(i) The Formation and Composition of the Parti Qu6b{cois

The period following the rapid social, cultural and

economic transformation of Quebec society (1945-1960) and

its political offshoot -- the Quiet Revolution (1960-1966)

was marked by a tremendous upheaval of popular movements

motivated by nationalist and socialist sentiments. Though

diverse and often spontaneous and undirected, the various

movements -- including students' movements, citizens' movements,

community action groups, labour movements (Common Fronts,

wildcats), municipal coalitions (FRAP), women's groups,

socialist and nationalist groups (RN, RIN, FLP, 1:'1 Q DC'Q MC'A''-I.. , '.J , '.J /

and journals (Parti Pris, Socialisme, Le Quartier Latin,

Le Carabin, Cogne), environmental groups -- emerged to

express their dissaffection with the existing conditions

in Quebec and Canada. It was these conditions that gave

birth to the Parti Qu{b{cois.

The P.Q. was formed through the merger of several

of these groupings in 1968. The most important groupings

were the Rassemblement pour l' Ind6pendence Nationale (RIN),

Ralliement Nationale (RN), and the Mouvement Souverainet~

Association (MSA). The RIN was created in 1960 by some 30

Quebec separatists, including Marcel Chaput, a former federal

employee who was fired because of his separatist views, and

112
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college professor Andr{ DIAllemagne. Composed primarily of

the young, educated, nationalistic, urban middle-class French

Canadians who were continually rejected by the Anglo-dominated

private sector, the party and its programme were typical of

the specific conditions faced by this group.l Initially the

party was ideologically diverse and dedicated to the complete

independence of Quebec from Canada, but after its right-wing

split-off in 1964, it moved towards the left of the political

spectrum, advocating socialism for Quebec. The party gradually

gathered grass-roots support and in 1966 attracted 5.6% of the

vote in the 1966 Quebec provincial elections. The RN was

formed after the right-wing of the RIN, led by Dr. Ren{ Jutras,

left the party to form the Regroupement Nationa1e in 1964.

Merging with a group of Social Creditors in 1966 the party

became the RN and won 3.2% of the electoral votes the same

year. Composed primarily of traditional and new petit

bourgeois elements the party carried on a "neo-cr'ditiste

! / -'

discourse typical of those social strata threatened by proletar

ian i za t ion . II 2 However, t h_~hJ!l0 ~J__.1IT!P 0 r tan t element and the
... " ----..,,-~-""'-'~- ..-~--...o.-.-.--.. _. .. - - .. ··_·,~_·.__..; .. _.u~. __ . __ ..... _ ...~"

one most responsible for the creation and subsequent direction

~-th; P.Q. was the MSA. This group was formed after Ren{

L{v;~-~·~~·-l~ft~h.e Liberal Party when his efforts to have

sovereignty-association adopted as party policy were rejected .
._.~-----------

)//. ( Ll ve sque a10 n9 wit h the t echn0 crat i c fa ct ion 0 f the Lib era 1
. __ . ..•_..~~_~.,,". _.• ~._~,.,",".-·.......1"_""'·_-·-~·

, Party whichfollowed him, and several members of the state
~...,..~__,_ .._~"",,~~. __~--",.,...-_.,.~,n~-~~.~- ~-~.- . . ... '" .",.._~ __ •.. ~'-_U' ••~_.~""",_~,_,_~~~~", ,~ .__ ,,,_.,, _,_,,~, .,," •.~_,,~.,"_•••_~. "., .,-'->_-_~_ ,,~__•• _.
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bureau cracy , .i_Q~n de d MSA i n 1967 . 3 Once a9ai n the ide 0 log i cal

.position of this group, composed primarily of the technocratic

fraction of the new petite bourgeoisie which emerged as a

result of the expansion of the Quebec state in the early

1960's, corresponded quite closely to the conditions of its

existence. The driving force behind the MSA was clearly

Levesque. In 1967 L{vesque unveiled his ideas for an independent

Quebec in An Dption For Quebec. In it he perceived Quebec·s

difficulties largely in political terms. Quebec has long been

straddled by th.~Jnherentl.'paralysisllof Canadian federalism

and wi 11 neve rJ)J;L ~glts fie dun til i t has achi evedinde pen den ce .

Ll;~sque proposed as a solution, sovereignty-association.
.------------------.-~~~~~-~."-" ,--~ ..,--, ~-""'-"_ ~ ..~,,,~= __ ._,.,-,_. _-.""'-,,....,_~."L~ ,"~.~ __....._._,._.,."~ ....__ .~ __'".>

The

first aspect of the plan, sovereignty, would be achieved only

when the Quebec state assumed lithe complete mastery of every

last area of basic collective decision-making. 1I4 Once achieved,

Quebec would be free to negotiate with Canada, on the basis

of equality, II whatever permanent consultation and flexible

adjustment would best serve our common economic interests. 1I5

Though the nature of association was left vague, Llvesque

stated that his preference was for a II mone tary union, common

tariffs, postal union, (joint) administration of the national

debt, coordination of policies, etc. 1I6 Once Quebec achieved

the status of nationhood, th~ Quebec statewbUl~~b~'the mechanism

through which Quepec:; cQulduens.ureher cultural, social,

~ 1i ~i ca,l an~~~2~"9mt£. j ntg"gXi!¥~.~Ib.~ ...p_ro ramme was v.~9u~ 1y
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social democratic in nature though it did not question the
'----.--._---. , .... ,.

underlying structures of North American capitalism. Problems

arising in the capitalist economy were to be dealt with by

a competent and efficient technocratic administration.

At the initiative of Llves ue, the MSA, RN, and RIN
_____~,."'~.-.-.-.--......ft... _"_ .•"._.= _

beg an tonego t i ate a me rg e!'__:LrLJ.~§L~ .. __.Ih.~_iI!itl.a.Lm erg e r .j~JJ.QIL

-----P1ace i n 1968 whe.!L_th e.JUt-an~;Ll1.s,~_foJ:m.e.cL.the·-P-.·Q ·.·,····bu·t·--sho.rJ:l :Y""
---~-----

thereafter, the RIN voted to di ssol ve and ,atthe ...ad.v5.c.e ...oJ

---~ .. -
~~.~_~.~5<:gJ1Y_AiY-~r~g.., ... t.he ..<: ()Jl1.I11.gD ..9.Q a,] ... 9.L.J.n.9 .t;J2.en9.§n.c;.sLYD.Lt ~d

the membership.
~~...--r->--""",,----~--~'-=-'

Th P t · Q /b 7 . h 1 . 1 d fe ar 1 ue eCOlS was overw e mlng y compose 0

middle-class (new and traditional petite-bourgeois) elements.

A few years after its formation data was collected by the party

·-wnlch showed the occupational background of its 87,791 members:

-11~I5"eral professions (teachers and administrators) -- 37.2%;

-wnite col 1a r - - 22 . 1%; b1ue col 1a r - - 12 . 6%; St l.l. den t s - - 14 . 6%;

~....aFldhoUsewives _~--8.9%.7 Its leadership was even more markedly

-I'middle-class' in orientation. Of the P.Q. members who ran
---~._.. . ....----_...._.

in the 1970 and 1973 Quebec elections, 53.2% were, accordinq

to Vera Murray, 'new middle class·, while 39.0% were 'traditiona1

petite bourgeoisie' and 3.2% were workers. 8 What is most crucial

about the origins of the P.Q. is the role played by Levesque

and other technocrats. By ousting the former leaders of the

RIN and RN -- Bourgault, Bertrand-Ferretti and Gr{goire --
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L{vesque assumed the dominant role in the party. By

successfully having sovereignty-association accepted as the

foundation of the P.Q.'s political programme the technocrats

hegemonized the party's direction. The socialism of the RIN

and the Crtditisme of the RN, as well as the hard-line

independentism of both, were replaced by the softer sovereignty

association strategy of the MSA. A central feature not only

of the origin of the P.Q., but also of its l3-year existence,

has been the continued dominance of the L{vesque faction,

and the subordination of other elements. Over time the right

wing, whether by dissolution, defection (to the Union Nationale),

or by absorption into the L6vesque faction, has ceased to

be a major factor, and most analyses of the P.Q. focus on

the internal division between left-wing and moderate elements.

Vera Murray, in her book, Le Parti Quebecois, analyzes

historically the structure and programme of the P.Q. and

emphasizes the ideological division between what she calls

the 'technocrats' and the 'participationists ' . The technocrats,

of course, cnrrespnnd closely to the Levesque faction which

founded the MSA. This group, according to Milner, is "cau tious,

middle-class oriented, respectful of parliamentary traditions

and bureaucratic structures, and more interested in using the

Quebec state to make capitalism work smoothly and equitably

than in challenging or transforming it." The participationists

correspond closely to the left-wing whose origin was in the RIN.
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This groups seeks to lI use the P.Q. to serve the needs of the

working people of Quebec by emphasizing the part to be

played by the rank and file in the party's structures, which

complements their vision of a democratized and decentralized

administrative system as well as their leftist social po1icies. 1I9

The latter primarily reside in the lower and middle levels of

the party while the executive and leadership positions are

dominated by technocrats. Murray argues that the participationists

have consistently challenged and occasionally modified the position

of the technocrats, but have failed to overcome the latter's

hegem~ny within the party. The internal dynamics in the

party between 1968 and 1976 illustrate this quite clearly.

(in The Parti Qu6b(cois' Rise to Power (1968-1976)

The period between the formation of the P.O. and its

election victory in 1976 is interesting in several ways.

First it illustrates the conflicting tendencies operating

within the party. The first six years (1968-1974) show an.-----------_.. _-_. ..-_._--.... __... _.... ._...... -

increasing influence of left-wing elements within the rank_______.-~-.~.-.~---~-.-.,....-~--.---.~.-P-~.~-.~-----.-~-~~~.-~---,~<.,".,_-M_.C_~'_.~,_..- __._, ~.

and file of the P.Q. and their challenge to the hegemony
____~~.~._--------~--~-,----••""~ ..-..-~-~~~--~-~-~~-... _--_.........."...~,, -~~•.~•._._.h..._·_-_'_· < _

of the technocrats, as well as their influence on party
-~._---~-----...,...

programmes:-lHowever, the final two years before the party's
.....--~_........-~"" ~. _ ...._,... __~.--=~ ~ __ ~ ~ __n._.~_•• ~_.~~~~,.=""""""""~,,-,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,__,~~,_, __ ,,,",,- .~"'-,,~~ ~'u

election in 1976 show a reassertion of the hegemony of the

technocratic faction. The external manifestations of these

internal dynamics is seen clearly in the shifting strategies
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and ideology of the party over these years. In the first
_ _......__ •., .---.--~--~-.."'........-~-.~--~ .....~~' _.u........_~_"o_·_.._·_ ..._. ~ ...~_ •._._~.~.~._._ ... "_., .. "J'_'. ..~«.. •. , ...............~_, ~ ••._._ •.•_.

period the party adopted a 'radical posture' and its strategies
_______ ~.",_.•.•H".'--•.•,.. ,-.-- .. ," ., · _w·..'•. _..•••••"'_•..,_•. ,.,_, .•. '~'_ _, , ' - , _~ •. _ _.__.~._ .••., '_""",_,.,._.

we re ~~_~rgg... tow.ards- ..mobiJ..t.zi.r,tg .."th.e discJtotgnte 9.,."Jl1a s s 0 f
--''''''--'' '"

Quebecers, though the desires of the party's left-wing to
~.....__.__._.- ... ,

establish closer links with Quebec's labour unions were

frustrated. It was the strategy of the technocrats to attract

diverse elements of Quebec society behind its project. It

saw the need to establish a coalition of all classes of

Quebecers in order to carry out its aims. It was their

perception that the struggle was a national one, not a class

one, and that its solution -- sovereignty-association -- was

sufficient to satisfy Quebecers of all classes.

25,000 members. Gallup polls indicated, though, that only

some 11% of Quebecers supported separatism. Within the very

tense social climate of the time, the P.Q. embarked on a

campaign to channel the frustrations of Quebecers fn the

direction of achieving the goals of sovereignty-association.

economic and social conditions of Quebec, rallied behind the

P.Q.1s radical posture. The additi n of Jacques Parizeau,

form e r ,fJ n,an.ciaJ._.a.dv is·o,r:'- t·o.bo t.h._.l.Jb.ergland V.NG.~._!:>i T1 e ts ,

no doubt gave the P. Q..jn.c_~.e.a.s.ad_c-~e.djbj ]J.t,y.i n the eyes
~.,....."•.. , __••~d""" _._.,-:._..,.<Y,.......""'~.-,_.~."',..,'~-,...~_.~- "."":.--,.,~--- .. _•." ~~.-.-,-~---- -.-" - .. " - - .. - - '....- ..:.~-•.,.-,_.'.

of the.mJddJIL.~l~~.ses, who were re1 uctant to support the party
"~'''''~''O''''_'' ,_.."_~J."= -'. . - "-.__ -~- "_'~_e-o-"'~'~_'''''._'~ ..-_. ~ ..,. __.,, ._•.•..,.,.....,...~_".........,._,_~-.~~."._.,'~,._~_"..__-.-_.'~'..>.'"',"~.'<._.,,. '_'. __ '._.._ .,..>_ ,.•'.."".,_

._~_t~[Lr-s..t~. The par t y con fer enceo f 0cto be r 19 69 was a chan ce
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for the 'Le'vesque-wing to consolidate its dominance in the
~party. Levesque managed to convince the more than 1,000

delegates not to elect the ex-RIN leader Pierre Bourgault

to the executive committee but rather to support Parizeau and

others of a more moderate persuasion. The resolutions dealing

with economic questions that were passed -- a state directed

economy which was to include a mixture of public and private

(including foreign) ownership -- reflect a victory of the

technocrats over the leftists who preferred complete nation

alization and workers' control of the means of production.
/With this support from .party delegates Levesque and his

group tried desperately to remove the pervasive fear in

Quebec about independence by selling the softened version

sovereignty-association.

The dominance of the Llvesque-wing, however, was soon

challenged after the events of 1970 -- the April election
-------- .._~.~ .. -.-".-.,

and the October Crisis. While the left-wing of the party

wanted to move closer to the Quebec working class and the

~aTsc0 nt e'nOt ed ;[6vesque wanted "to maintain a neutral posture

~for the party, and was concerned with desensitizing Quebecers

to the idea of independence. He constantly assured them

'-fh a t the ; dea w0 u1d not 1ead toe con 0 mi c dis as t e r . The campai gn

was designed to drum into the heads of the electorate that

the destiny of Quebec and the P.Q. were one and the same by

enticing Quebecers l national consciousness with nationalist
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slogans and rhetoric. 10 This approach of the P.Q. was proving

to be very successful as Le Devoir publisher Claude Ryan

commented: IIThis party has channelled countless sources of

energy which would otherwise have been drawn into disgust,

indiffere'nce, complete abstainment (sic), or anarchy into

democratic involvement. The party has acted as a voice for

thousands of citizens drawn not solely from the ranks of those

who favour self-determination, but also from the even larger

bank of those who feel the need for fundamental political

renewal. 1I11 Though the Liberals swept back into power in

1970, the P.Q. showed remarkable success in attracting 23%

of the electorate and 28.7% of the French Canadian vote

(which translated into only 7 seats). However, shortly

thereafter, the P.Q. suffered a setback with the events of

October 1970. Enemies of the P.Q. took special care to

mention the common separatist objectives of the P.O. and

the FLQ and within a year the party·s membership Rad fallen

from 80,000 to 30 ,boo. 12 Thi sled to further confl i cts wi thi n

the party.

~~~,~l.I..!'-~~~~~iO!!.,L_wor..s_e.n_e.d.. andthe uni ons radica 15 zed,

the deb ate s wit hi n _~l!~.£_~U:~,Y gX~.r_&.~J.r.~_.t~ gyxq9e;d . Thele.f t -

wi ng facti on favoured an une ui vocabl.t.. Qro-1 a!?p!,lr stand

(wi th organ_!_~.Jies to. the vari ous 1abour uni ons), whi 1e
--'. ~_.~~'"".~ ..-,'Leve sque hesit i!te q" fe.ax 1.n9.. t hat hew 0 U1d fur the r ali enate

middle class and moderate trade union sup~ort1 not to mention
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~he,c~~ypportco~.theQuebecc.bQYr.ge.9isie whi ch he desi red to

acquir~. It was the technocrats' desire to maintain a
>.,0';'''' --

distance from all of Quebec's pressure groups, and especially

:the most powerful ones -- IIbusiness ll and 1I1 abour ll . Only

in this way, it was reasoned, could the P.Q. be the true

representatives of lI all Quebecers. 1I The struggle reached a

head when the party executive voted 6 to 5 not to participate

in support of the workers in the La Presse demonstration.

Executive member Robert Burns was disgusted at the decision

because he chose not to vote, indicating that he would participate

regardless of the party's decision. One of the leaders of

the party's left-wing, Burns was to comment, IIWe must ask

ourselves whether the Part; Qu{b{cois is not simply a slightly

more advanced wing of the Liberal Party or other comparable

old parties. 1I13 Dissention between the two factions continued

as criticisms of the party executive and especially Rent

L6vesque, began to appear frequently from the members.

L6vesque lashed back at that IIdoctrinaire platoon of the far

left that never marches but to the fascism of that extremell~4

during a meeting of the 150 member national council, and

urged moderation and gradualism in the approach of p6quistes:

liThe point is to make as few false steps as possible as we

advance along a road that is mined by the two extremisms,

that of the regime, and that, equally aggressive, of the

adventurers ... (We) have done our best since the beginning
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to maintain an image that is as much decency and perseverance

as it is daring and renewal. 1I1S Re-emphasizing the electoralist

strategy L(vesque said, IIWe will only reach our goal, however,

if every time it seems possible that we might be forgetting

it, we go back to our commitment to develop and lead to victory

a popular party ... 1116 He continued, IIWe must try to reach

all our people in all classes and regions, avoiding doctrinaire
-------_.~...""._.., .._•.. ~-,.,.,..,~~"_." ..._.."_..,,,.._......•,'"

and artificial factionalism that will only weaken us ... 1117

In late 1972 the party's left-wing illustrated its

increasing strength as a new platform was offered which advocated

the widespread nationalization as well as workers' participation-----'------'" - , _.,-_._-_.,,----_ _--..-,.._-_.. _--"..'-~.".~-"." __.._--~._ _-,_ .., ..

in the orientation and management of a new system in an

independent Quebec. Though the position was not entrench_e~- . ._'---"'~

into the party's programme at that point, the 1973 party conference

was to be the testing ground for the left-wing's strength.

This conference, however, featured a new recruit, Claude Morin,

the long-time Quebec civil servant and expert on federal

provincial and constitutional matters. This provided the party

and its technocratic faction with timely respectability. The

technocrats, appealing to gradualism and party unity, defeated

the radicals and several of the positions laid-out in the 1972

manifesto were removed and repla~ed in the new official

p1at for m, II Un g0 uve r neme nt du Par t i Qu{b 6'c0 iss ' eng age . II 18

The party was successfully rebounding from the 1970 events and

its membership grew to over 60,000 by the spring of 1973.
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Its popularity was reflected in the October 1973 election as

it increased its share of the popular vote to over 30%. However,

i non 1y win ni ng six sea t sit ·s eems t hat the P. Q. I S P0 sit ion s

on whether independence would follow from election, and on

the economic feasibility of independence, were still ambiguous
~. - --__.,',-.c,:,,"""", '--'. _. '''~n,' '_'.,,' _,' __ "._'_

_...._~~'.L~~......,.~........~~~L'j=_·""-".,~·~·-··-· .'<.'-

in the eyes of the electorate. Of course, another major reason
--._-'"------,_._"---.-~.~-_.

why 30% of the vote translated into only 6 seats lies in the

electoral system of Quebec. The Liberal IS programme, however,

which emphasized cultural sovereignty, profitable federalism

-a~nd the disastrous consequences of separatism, was more

~successful, as they swept 102 of 110 seats.

In the post-election period the struggle between the

major factions within the party continued. Criticism of the

leadership and calls for the resignation of L{vesque were

heard from the partyls paper, Le Jour, and radical-wing leader

Robert Burns. Llvesque once again struck-back at his critics

and warned that factionalism and inter-party squabbling would

result in the decline of the P.Q. as well as the independence

movement -- a decline which Llvesque indicated he woulp not

be part of. L6vesque argued that the fear of indepenaence

would have to be removed if it was ever to be realized, and
----_._-_._--._----_..~----------

that this v~uld require a unified party. The November 1974
--~_._-_..- -~._ ..------------~--~~~._.-._-- --~---~~--_... "'-'-'.-. ~.. "-,,.

party congress reflected this as L{vesque and Claude Morin

successfully pushed through a compromise position which provided

for independence in stages ({tapism). The technocrats reasoned
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that by assuring Quebecers that the election of the P.Q. would

not result in a declaration of independence, and that the

electorate would be consulted in a referendum before any

change would take place, the P.Q. could build a larger base

of support for its aims. It was als~ reasoried that the prior

elections were lost because voters feared the unknown, and.-
that if the party was elected it could use the advantageous

h>__•__~__~_H-~"'--""""'-_>~--.-.,.r..._~...-,.....~'='''''''''''-''~-~''-''-- ~>..,n_'·""""~ - ..•.-."'~.- '-' .-. -, - ,- ,'-.,. - •.. ~,

ideological position available to a government to familiarize

the population with and mobilize large segments of it behind
• . ._ ...... "_."~_"~'''''_~.",,''''.'" n _,,,,,,=_.•,.,,-_,,~~,,=,,.~=.~

sovereignty-association, which polls showed was still only

sup p0 r ted by abo ut 28% o-~-'~ he- pop u'~~~~'-~-19"-"~-~;" r~~~'~'~-~~'~-~
_._~-",,"-,,---~-~--. .._._._"~,.",.~_.~., ...m._•._· .••.·••·· .. •····

motion carried (630-353) at the November congress and the

technocrats· electoralist strategy became dominant within the

party. To ex-RIN leader Pierre Bourgault, the party's paper

Le Jour, and others on the left, the "primacy of power over

principle" which reigned in the party was abhorrent.

Nevertheless, almost immediately, the party's support shot-up

as poll after poll indicated that the P.Q. was edging ahead

of the increasingly troubled Liberals. Throughout 1975 and 1976

the party's goal of sovereignty-association was rarely heard

as the technocrats' strategy concentrated primarily on discrediting

the provincial Liberals. The crowning glory for the technocrats

came when the P.Q. national council voted to withdraw support

for the increasingly critical and radical party paper Le Jour.

Parizeau commented, "Infiltration, agitation and suicidal
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1120 No doubt the paper's

continual left-wing critique of the technocrats who dominated

the P.Q., was the major reason for its demise. Only the

calling of an election for November 1976 prevented a major

break within the party. With the increasing revelations of

corruption in the Bourassa government and intensified labour

conflicts, among other things, the P.Q. was in a good position

to unseat the Liberals. Bourassa's appeal -- Stop Separatism!

Only Bourassa can do it -- was no longer convincing, while

L6vesque ' s message -- Get rid of Bourassa and the Liberals

echoed allover the province. Although the P.Q. denounced

Bourassa's labour policy and promised a new labour code, and

the leaders of the CNTU, QFL, and CEQ were all openly / . ...pequi S I.e

throughout the campaign, the major unions chose not to proclaim

formal support for the P.Q. Llvesque also promised assistance

to farmers, small businesses, urban dwellers, and Quebecers

in general (medicare, auto insurance, minimum wage increases,

tax revisions, and a variety of local policies), but hardly

a word was ut t ere dab 0 uti ndepen den ce . As Ll vesque s aid duri n9

the campaign, "We have already accepted a solemn undertaking

to hold a referendum on the issue and that will be the time

to talk about independence." 21 The strategy was overwhelmingly

successful, as the P.Q. swept into power with a majority

government (71 of 110 seats) and 41.4% of the popular vote,

yet only between 19 and 22% actually favored independence. 22
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The P.Q. also managed to poll more than 50% of the working

class vote, along with its traditional support from various

middle class elements in Quebec. 23 Though it could not be

interpreted as a victory for independence, it was nevertheless

a major psychological step in that direction. For the moment

at least, a rupture within the party was avoided, as the P.Q.

prepared to govern a Quebec within Canada.

( iii) The Par t i Qu6blc 0 i sin Power (1 976- 1982)

The Parti Qulb'cois came to power in 1976 amidst

an atmosphere polarized by rising popular expectations on the

one hand, and forecasts of doom on the other. tf~d~i~'a

workable equilibrium became one of the party's most immediate
....-------------~._'.~•.....

and crucial tasks. As the majority government of Quebec,

the P.Q. was finally in a position where it could concentrate
~ .~,_..,u...., .•.M"" ,,,c,'

all1J.?,.J~ff.QrtsQnearryiflg out ; ts programme and achi ev; ng; ts---'" . ',.

long-term 0 bj ec~!y_~~ ..,~... Faced wi t h the structural real i ties

of a Quebec subordinated politically within the Canadian...----------_ __..".. .. ", -.- ..--. .. "..--..-.- _ _.- ""--'--'--"-''''

federal system, and economically within the u.s. dominant
---~~.,-.-.

continental economy, the P.Q. could no longer rely on rhetoric
.---""'"

and discourse to carry the day~ Gradualism and moderation was---_...... " ...

to be the approach,LJJ LY..stratJ.n,g onG~ agajn tb,,~b~_gE!monic
-~._" •.._~.~...... - .. .

position of technocrats within the government. Internal
~ ~~~, ~- < '. < • '._~."-~-."'-<-.'.-,,-.'''_•..--'' -.-.., •

~ "'~=~~ ."

dissent was still present, but this was now manifested in
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conf1 i cts.J)e..twe~e-n~the---g.o'le.rnment, whi ch was domi nated by the

t echn0 crat i c J9-.c:tlo n, and the par ty, whi ch s til 1 had s t ron g
_------~---~----.-.- ...-~~, .....- -.".'"",""',' '-''''''''J_~_.'._.

left-wi ng tendencies, esp ~<;:jg 11 y at the lower and mid d1e level s
._.~ .,~ __'u•• _~. __ ~_'.~_'_,.~q....,,,'_._~' ..,~ ',' .,...",>,.·-"s.'.·_.~· . '., ,

--~.~..~.~

of organi za.ti_QD. As ti me went on, the 1eft-wi ng wou1 d come to
__-----•••-....... .. . __~•••_ ••.,..... '.. -- " ••••.••., ~>o~._ _ •••

have less and less influence over the government. In relation

to the myriad of economic, social and political difficulties

facing the government, internal party dissent became of

secondary importance. The most distinctive feature about the
'--_.__....-- --._._.~----_._---_._------....._-------_._---_.

P.Q. 's first term in office was that it showed a marked

__~~.~.~_~.r1 £.Y__ ..tQ r.E!lrE!a_~_( i n full or i n p~,rt) ...~T?~ ...,,~.~n g- s tate d

party policies. A pattern emerges early where a policy is

introduced and after a period of intense criticism from certain

segments of society, it is withdrawn and reintroduced in a

fashion more closely in line with the interests of these

segments. On other occasions projects are either not attempted

or abandoned in mid-stream, usually due to the technocrat~

desire to reassure the most powerful elements in Quebec of

its orthod~xy. On the other hand there was a1so a ~oncerted

effort made by the party to mobilize diverse elements of Quebec

around its project of sovereignty-association by providing a

variety of social reforms. As time went on, however, popular

measures began to take a back-seat to the abstract notion of

national interest. The first three years of the P.Q.'s term

illustrate these tendencies clearly, while the fourth and fifth

years were spent mostly on preparations for the referendum and
~_~~ ••. ,_.'__ .. ~,.---.". •.:!...,..•__... ..,.'"_.....~.....-...,.....,.-o ..... .• ~_..,....,..._ ""~"._~~_. .~,~,_ .•~_,_~~_

for the April 13, 1981 provincial election.
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The selection of the P.O. cabinet illustrated early

the direction the new government would take. It was dominated,

especially in key positions, by moderate technocrats such

as Parizeau (Finance and Revenue), Rodrigue Tremblay (Industry

and Commerce), Bernard Landry (Economic Development), Claude

Morin (Intergovernmental Affairs), and Jacques-Yvan Morin

(Vice-Premier and Minister of Education).24 The radical was

represented by Robert Burns, Claude Charron, Camille Laurin,

and Pierre Marois. Jean Garon and Marc Andre Bedard were the

only ex-RIN members chosen to the cabinet.

Upon taking office the P.Q. immediately reaffirmed

its full intention to cooperate within Canada at least
_.' ~'~'C<"'-""''''~<:'''''''J''''_''''.'''''~~_''''''''''>''>~'''''''~''~'~'''''--''"""'''''''''''''''~-'._""__~..........,.,.", ..........--_." ...=_"_..........._••_c~",_>-_..,,..~.·.,,,._

until after a referendum was held, ~ ... ,.I ,..&-'''''''l.,_A':. I.'~" .... ""'11_
ClIlU ~J1VYVcu I I. YVCl~ 1.1 uc

~ ._~ _. -~.- "~~
~~~~ __ ~__...... rt_

to its word i n December (1 976) , by p~r'l:Jc:i p~ t!_~~ ina Firs t
.. _~__=<= •.. ,_ _,.....,...~.,-..•..~.. ,.".-. c''''

Ministers' Conference. At the same time several steps were
__~","_"'",•. ,,_, ~ '''''''-'~-''''~~~'~'''''__'~__ ''.''''"_'''' ''<>'0' _.-."'••• ·,"'_.__ .,~-.c,.......~"-'",·.

taken towards achieving sovereignty-association through a

referendum. Using, the advantageous position available to a

governing party, the P.Q. began to formulate a White Paper on

Refere nda, appro ve d a $1 . 2 mi 11 ion fun d r a i sin g drTv-;:-'-'se't~

up a referendum campaign committee, dispatched 20 experienced
__~-----•••-'-_. . - .~._. _~ ~_. _._._. ~_ , - ••~---~-- -. ~ _ n_·"H~•• _

campaigners to each Quebec riding to train and organize grass-

;:0;t ~ . rep res e ~-~'~'~i'~' ~.~ ~ ~dC~;t~-~I<-;as;--"m~'di~ -'~~;~p;i"gn s..··..~~s-···L{v..e·s·q·u e
...-------~ .._."" - ..

began monthly television chats to II coun ter the campaign of
,,- ~.

fear ll and convince Quebecers of the desirability of sovereignty-

association, hired researchers (civil servants, academics, and

.... "' ...... ,0/0 ..... 0/0 .. \ 0/0", .... _ ........ _~ .... ~.&. .. ..J.; ...... C:/L.IU""·w··';I-rIG +hCii ';,-rrCiiOu""a-'I';I+';ICiiC: u-.l:,
~VII~Ull.alll.~J I.V fJrl::fJQr'l:: :::'I.UUIl:::::' .. ::J .... ...., .......

___ _~__ ~ H ~, -~ •

-~-----

the Canadian federal$ystem and the benefits of independence. 26
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The opposition of federalist forces rose just as rapidly to

counter the IIseparatist threat ll
, and by mid-1977 the national

unity debate was in full swing. 27

The go vernmen tis fir s t __imp~0 ..~t-a-R-t-1··e.g.:j-s~l-a-4;4·0·n--w-a-s--a.n-

effort to settle the language feud which had been ragingj..n_-----------.--- -..-.---H.-.--~"'- ..-.-n -"." .•_...... ..~_."' ..•." ,.n,.. "....._.

Quebec since the 1960 1s. Promising to make Quebec a unilingual
_----~••~•._ .•_.._.••._-_.---•. - ..•--.-.•.. -u..... ...~"~~ ..," ..•".•,,.~••_~~.~ .....•~... ~.. ..••. ..... ..•...

~~.,,~=JtLLL__L.~~_ ..i_~_~~_??U ced.".~n~,.,Ap.rJJ 28.. I t re cog ni zed

Fr en ch a§...._th~.Jt f f i cia 1 1anguage 0 f the pro vince, 0 f the
~~<H'_"'" .. ·2'>···~'>-----'~'_~_-'~'C_~~K""~"'_ri'_'_"'_"-'-'_O-/_""".•""_,",,'''7:,... _-.,.,,..~.-,.-.~-..... -:'.- .,-""."",

legislature, the courts, civil service, work, labour relations,

commerce and business, and education. Just as had been the

case with the Bourassa government1s Bill 22, there was vigorous

opposition voiced by the business community (French Canadian,

~mo~;~~n ~n~ Eng';~h
1\11'0;;1 I\"oUiIi UII":,,, II 11";'11

at 1a r 9e . 28 Bill 1 Wit~.. nS CLQILw i t hdr a'!:J.!Lsn..d...l:e.pJ-a.c.ed-.b~Y ....B.11LJ 01
--~--~---_." ..- -~~~-'~~-' " .. _-- _ .. -._~. --~"""""~".,,,~

(introduced on July 12 and passed on August 26 1977) which--_ -..- ".'"..~.~.~.~._.~ ~ ~._~ ~-_ "..~- ..~~..#_ .
relaxed the stringent restrictions on the lan ua e of business,

making it more suitable to the needs of the bourgeoisie
'. ,. '--

(especially u.s. and Canadian fractions. According to the
~~r,:"II"'...,.,..,._.,...<.~----_...-~".. ,r.<."'.,:,,-"._-J ....... .-.,--"""'---""-~"-'.>."'-'"'LXS........'"'"c·""--"".,.,_".' -"'.

law, the Office de la Langue francaise, under certain specified,
conditions, could allow any company to overlook any of the act1s

provisions. In its final form, once again parallelling Bill 22,

we can see that the act serves to legitimize the major

political and economic institutions of Quebec, by giving them

a more IIFrench Appearance ll
, yet it managed to avoid much of

the polarization and reaction which plagued Bill 22, by
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simultaneously satisfying the nationalist demands of the

Quebec working and middle classes, and by not intruding too

much upon the interests of the bourgeoisie. As Fournier

notes, IIIn the final analysis, the main objective of Bill 101,

at least as regards business, (was) to increase the upward

mobility of French-speaking managers giving foreign monopolies

a more French image, and not to modify the existing system

of power. 1I29 Over the following three years the restrictions

on the use of English (notablY in head offices) were relaxed

1 . 30on severa occaSlons.

The P.Q.'s long-awaited labour legislation, which
-----~--""'.... ~~_._-~_.--.

- was to abolish scabs, uarantee reinstatement for strikers,

provide for mandatory dues check-off, and simplify union-

ce r t i fi~~!i.0_~ ..1....J~.~s.~t.2,1?J.~ ..9,~"L!L.~<2.<rl,yo ..J...2Zz',.o~,IJlU.coh-..tQ",~1b,,~ ...~a tis facti on

of Quebec I sun ion s . However , the 1egi s 1~. tLPJ1JT1et wi t h almost
,,,,,,",,,,..,,.r"T"'-""" _ ~'__~_A""""_~"~·"""""""=''''-''=''''''''·'_~''_~''''''~_'~~<'"_''~'''~'' __'_~' -~c-,,--,.,,_-- ,,_=- ..,. '".~,.''"' "..v-y..l<".,'"",.-'''-- .."''J, ..,'' ~~-''''''~;~~,-~''''';',>,,·,'·.P_~'_'J·· --. "l,. - _.•,-'- '-" ,.- .• ...• ,.• J. _, _,"_',_ -".__ ,', "" -.. ',', ' u." •.••.•

-~

uni versal outrage from Quebec I s busi ness communi t~.J,~.sll,d.JoJ'{~~t~
~__' ••",_. .. ,•••• _ .. _•• ~ .• .• " ~_ ; __.,~" .. _.' _._, .. _.~,_: •. _...:..;.,.:" __ C',', _.,.,.",;";"~"'~<'-";~'''''''"''_''~-'--<'.''-'-''_'_'<''>'~'"'_:'''''~':''--'~,_.•_"_,.-,,",,W'

quickly withdrawn. After several sections of the bill were
~'~~--'_""'__'''''''"'''__'''_''~_'''_~"'__ '''''''~''''''~''''""""'""'C~=""'~"'·<"·.·.,",,,,,,.~~,,.,,,,, ,..c".", ,.

amended to the satisfaction of business (one section allowed

employers the right to hire scabs during strikes tn maintain

essential services) it was reintroduced. The CNTU and CEQ

opposed the revised bill but it was passed quickly without

further revision (Bill 45). The government then proceeded to

pass a barrage of social reforms -- free medication for peopfe
'--.... -.~ .... , ----- ... ------ ..

over 65, free dental care to children under 16, a ban on
~,.. --

advertising aimed at children, guarantees of ther:rg"htsof
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th e hand i ca ppe d JB..g,"__e.,s:t~l.ll..~men t of a parti a11 y pub 1i c
"'="_~7"'_'_~"'" -,,,,~",,,,.~...... c.••,~--.... ~-.~

d.y5 t ern oL....aJJ-t.o~ir:Ls,uJ...allCJi,.,.lrl~ Qme sup p1eIn ~ nt s for the w0 r kin g
c _""''''>.·n,.~-.·__ A_''_"''_'''''''_'~'''~'~o!'''~~'''''''''~·'-"'-"""'"'~'~''''_''''''V_''''''''".'''''''''''~_'>_'' __.''''<'_'''''''''~''~'''_'''O"<--:- .....~~-.,.,.,':»

poorJ=3..bQJlt,Lon,,,ot.. ~t~~~.~~on, cloth in g, fu rn i t~ re, _a.nd shoes,
~F-";>''''''' .. -,", . ~ ..., ........ n-.·.• _....'._ ..•.... ,__.. , __ .,".~.:.-..!~"-", ..,,,,,. ,ch'""'\;'_''-'~''L'''''''''''-~>"''=''''' -.... _", ',". ''''_~'''''''-~n'r••",~> .. ,_~_.~._;., •.."..~..=: ,,"..,,~ .. ,,;_...

1e ~~~.~.~..~~~1 .. ~.!!__..~.~2j_9~£LJ_Q .."jLLg..~.f~ax.m er~" ...b¥~, -.P,r:.o.t.e..C_tlItg".jt9~r:i~~_lt_~.r a1
r"""" ---- -----.,,,,

.,!..~.~<;!._fE,~.!!1~-~~~ ul ..~L9.J}," ...~D_~.....,]_~~.£r~"~~.~D.Q.n_J~e_ ..r:91,~ ..2.f."~2w~t~~:.=.L
e·indexin of minimum wages on a semi-annual basis, and

the abolition of anti-inflation controls -- which were designed

to attract_."~._~.!.9..§__~_~~..~J~§.,QJ~~~p.E~r,~.t. while at the satn~. tlJ1lJ~
t··,P..··~",-_~"~7~~~""'-"..,·~·~·'O""""~

not challenging the leading economic powers operating in the
""~-~ --'-.,.·......,"···.··.-·.....,~'.~.x.·.,,·;_._,"'-~_._.,_ ....

province. The P.Q.'s strategy of integrating all segments of

Quebec society behind its project was seen further when it

organized a series of economic summits and invited leading

representatives from bu-siness, labour and t·he cooperatives.

Bernard Landry, the P.Q. IS Minister of State for Economic

Development, said that the summits were a "mec hanism which

could prove essential to the future of our collectivity ...

r am speaking here of consensus and collaboration •.. The

objective is to begin to shed old ideas and eliminate old

struggles in order to establish a climate of social peace

in Quebec." 32 During the meetings Llvesque continually

appealed to the spirit of cooperation which he said was

necessary to solve problems I common to all Quebecers' -- as

if the problems of business and labour were one and the same.

The Parti Qu6b{cois l economic policies, which mnsi

observers of Quebec politics G~ited with eager anticipation,
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followed a similar pattern. Party programmes had always

emphasized that the state would be used to emancipate the
""----~....""""-'=~....""'-.............~~.-" ....~.~._-~... ,.<--"...~-_._--_ .. _-_. __••.--,••• -,,,'. -~~--

Quebec economy from foreigners and to improve the collective
"'-'-........".,,~j"("'''~ ....._-'''''''''.,.. ~...-'-..".,._ .• _-'- ~.....~·"'-·~ ........·_-"_.w, ........... ~."."~ ..__...,.~~>_._ .._.,.""._,., __ .. .:":';-C<L_.~,,,, .•• ·_'·'_'h_"_ ' •.,,;_~.,,_,._,. "-'~""'r-.,,'~'-' __ .'__ !:':...·-o,,_>:_~.;""_·:.;:; ,ff' -' :.';'

--Soc. ttdj,ti.QO_"Q t.e_g.~~.b..~ ~.~::s. .'. As J acque sPa r i zeau had s tated earl i e r ,

IIIn Quebec, the state must intervene. It is inevitable. It

is what gives people the impression that we are more to the

left. If we had, in Quebec, 25 companies like Bombardier, and

if we had important banks, the situation might be different.

We have no large institutions, so we must create them. 1I33

Images of wedespread nationalization abounded after the P.Q. IS

election, yet an anlysis of the P.Q. 's first term in office

reveals little visible success in that direction. In the

early. perJod the P.Q ... a.nn.ounceq s~veral steps towards strength

eni ng the r()l e qf a n!!mQg.r ofsJa.'tecofPQXi;l:ti g.ns,,~. Sidbec,~as

given an additional $126 million to carry out its mining
~_._.--_~~.~•.__•••,,~_o.. "~"_"""'''' ~'~"~••~".,, . " .."~~,v •. ·." " .•.., .. "'''k •.'k.., ..

ope ra tLODS ...JLt Etx:e.J,.a.I<S! wh i 1e Soq u,~,m and Soq ui a ha d the i r
~~-.p"'"""

sh~re cDPital increased substantially. Soquem, Hydro Qu'bec....--4..... "···"·,·.. ···· .... ~..."..
and other public corporations had their charter modified

(and subsequently their autonomy narrowed) to bring their

operations more in line with the P.Q.ls long-term objectives. 34

In early 1977 the P.Q. announced its intention to buy Asbestos

Corporation from the U.S. giant General Dynamics, and created

a public corporation -- la Soci~tl nationale de l'amiante --

to handle the operation. It was an impressive start but when

the value of Quebec stocks and bonds began to drop, and

threats of capital flights were made, L6vesque put on the brakes.
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His first move was to rush to New York and address the

prestigious Economic Club (which has a membership of 1,700

of the most important businessmen in U.S.) and assure them

of the P.Q.'s economic orthodoxy. He told the U.S. capitalists

that the P.Q. desired only a political change with a minimum

of economic disruption, that they accepted the values, economic

structures and political institutions of the Narth American

environment, and that they would likely go no further than

the Asbestos takeover. 35 Speaking about the trip to New York,

Llvesque said later, III was able to give all the assurances

necessary to those who might have thought that Quebec was

heading for, to some extent, a IICuban ll experience. 1I36 In

+h", m,...n+h~ "':",1' "ta,..;~,.. 1 ~UA~" •• A
"'II:;; IIUII""~ IUIIUYYIII~, L.I;;VI;;~'1UI;; repeated his government's

position on several occasions, and these assurances proved

successful as Quebec maintained its AA-rating on New York

money markets, enabling Sidbec to successfully float a $500

million bond issue.

In the pri~~~e sphere the P.Q.'s efforts were hardly
----------~--

mo re extens i ve . .IhU_~Jt~..i nit i all y s t re ng'fhe-n-ea-ffl'e--6pe-fa £10 ns...-------- -..- .......~--_..-~.,.....-. '-'-' ....._~.-. ~.__.~------ .....

of _t~.._!LtatJLjJ1S.tltu.tl.Q.n.$J _whose primary roles were to bolster
//~._~.__•• .. ."-' - _- « •.•_ _-. ..,_ _- .-'.""""'-" -, -.- .• -••.... -

. the Que be c- bas ed pr i vate sec tor b0 ur ge0 i s i e - - Ca isse d~-'d''l'pg't'', 37
__ ........ ""...,...".. __.,._--<- "~~"'_",-..., ..~, •. _'~f>'"'" __'<"_'_~__ """._""""'---""-',,",'- _'0·','-'_0'_5" __ .

the Sociltl G~nlrale de financement, and the Socilt6 de

developpement industriel (SOl). The Societe de developpement

de l'enterp.rise was created to provide financial aid to small

and medium-sized firms. A preferential buying scheme designed

to use the purc'hasing power of the Quebec state to favour the

expansion of Quebec firms, and an lIindustrial recovery fund ll
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to provide support to small and medium-sized Quebec firms were

also undertaken. However, the P,Q. also made it clear that

it was not hostile in the least to foreign investors, when

it awarded a $92 million contract for the construction of

buses to General Motors, the world's largest corporation, rather

than to the Quebec-based Bombardier-MLW. This new P.Q. approach

was rationalized by Ltvesque in a statement he made at this

time:
Even if it is a multinational, General Motors
nevertheless has an important establishment
at Saint-Therese, to which it has just added
$36 million in new investments. Especially
in this period of economic sluggishness, the
purchasing policy does not allow us therefore
to consider General Motors as an external
competitor, unless one establishes a criterion
of pure IIcultural ll preference, which would
soon lead us to the creation of a genuine
economic ghetto' 38

L6vesque continued this policy of enticing foreign investment

and in his speech to open the 1979 National Assembly he made

it a high p~iority item of the government. In the field of

cooperatives, another area which the P.Q. has had a long-standing

't t t d 1 th t t d the Socl'e/te/comml men o eve op, e governmen crea e

de dlveloppement cooptratif. But it gave the new organization

a yearly budget of only $1.4 million, hardly sufficient to

fulfill the body's charter.

Underscoring its orthodoxy, the government's first two

budgets, which reflected austerity, were well received by the

business community. Quebec Chamber of Commerce Vice-President

Jean-Paul Letourneau commented at this time, IIWe are very happy
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with the orthodoxy of the Parti Queb{cois' spending estimates

especially because of the fact that the brakes have been put

on s tateexpen di t ures II 39 In fact, the rate of increase

in public expenditure by 1978-1979 (11.1%) had actually fallen

below the level of increase in 1974-1975 (24%), under the

Bourassa regime. 40 Furthermore, the expenditures of the

Ministry of Industry and Commerce actually declined in 1979-1980

by 2.6%.41 Although, in the final analysis, the P.Q. was

attempting to stimulate the growth of indigenous Quebec

development in cooperatives, as well as state and private

corporations, it was certainly not as vigorous an effort as

most had anticipated. In fact, it was no more vigorous than

the efforts of previous governments. It should, however, be

offered in defence of the P.O. that it was unable to carry out

its full economic project as it had not yet achieved its

political prerequisite -- sovereignty. However, an even

more convincing explanation for the timidity of the L{vesque

government in economic matters would be that the structural

realities of the Quebec economy (dominance by Canadian and

U.S. capital) did not and would not allow the P.Q. to bring

about the 'economic emancipation and repatriation' it so

frequently refers to. During its first term the P.Q. was

often heard acknowledging the constraints of the North American

environment on bringing its programs into fruition. The

Asbestos Corporation takeover is an interesting case in point.
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After years of boardroom battles and legal wrangling, the

P.Q. is only now (1981) in a position to take the company

over. This illustrates the extreme difficulties that a

government, within an economy dominated by private capital,

and a legal system founded on the sanctity of private

property, has in carrying out a program of social democratic

reform. U(vesque commented recently that, lilt is inconceivable

that we can make reforms within a few months that others failed

to make in ten years of effort .•. we can certainly not instantly

lay a veneer of foreign solutions on our society, which would

be to risk almost certain failure. 1I42 On the other hand,

the P.Q. IS economic orthodoxy was not so reassuring to the

Canadian bourgeoisie. This bourgeoisie depends on the continued

integration of both the continental economy and the Canadian

political system. Its interests are protected by the Canadian

state and the separation of Quebec would be disastrous

both politically and economically, for this group. That is

why the Canadian bourgeoisie has been most virulent in its

condemnation of the Parti Qutb(cois since its creation. Threats

of e can 0 mi c b1ackmail, s uchas cap ita1 f 1i 9hts and the mavi n9

of head offices out of Quebec, began in the late 1960 1 5 and

have continued throughout the P.Q.'s term in office. Even with

the re 1axa ti on of Bi 11 101 1 s 1anguage res tri cti ons, the cons tant

reassurances that the P.Q. will not act before holding a popular

referendum, the promises of continued economic integration,
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and the P.Q.·s economic and political orthodoxy,43 Sun Life

Assurance Company and several other large Canadian companies

(such as Bank of Montreal, Royal Trust)44 announced their

intention to move their head offices from Montreal to Toronto.

Numerous others have threatened to move out if Quebec becomes

independent. 45 It is clearly one of their intentions to

destabilize the Quebec economy, and thereby, destabilize the

P.Q. government, delegitimize the independence movement, and

ultimately, maintain the present integration of North American

capitalism and Canadian federalism. Through organizations

such as the Pro-Canada Foundation,46 and the Council for

Canadian Unity,47 the Canadian bourgeoisie fought directly

against the objectives of the P.O.
r-
I Throughout 1978-1980 the debate between federalists
i

!
and independentists intensified as the highly influential

ex-publisher of Le Devoir and newly appointed Liberal-leader

Cl aude Ryan proved a formi dab l_e opponent for L{vesque. The

Quebec-Canadian unity movement grew to over 100,000 members

and was being financed directly by the federal government,

as well as by private corporations. Countless studies were

released by the federal government1s Canadian Unity Information

Office showing that sovereignty would be economically disastrous. 48

Numerous polls were also released showing that the support

for sovereignty-association was on the increase, but no date

had as yet been set for the referendum. 49 It seems that the
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P.Q.'s strategy of desensitizing Quebecers to the idea of

sovereignty-association was working. But it remained for the

P.Q. to give sovereignty-association substance, as most

Quebecers were still unaware of what it meant. Individual

MNA's, Cabinet Ministers, and party members would give their

own interpretation of what this meant. Divisions were once

again manifesting themselves within the party, or, more

specifically, between the government and the party. As Saywell

comments, liThe militant wing watched with dismay as the

government seemed continually to dilute the sovereignty in

sovereignty-association, and led by a number of Montreal

riding associations, it demanded that the party be consulted

on the '.'I'\",A,;",,~ ~If'to'" W"I""',,",'.'''''_nV'\I'I''j ClIIU IIClI.\AIC Llvesque spoke

openly of maintaining the 'Canadian economic space' through

a customs union and common monetary author+ty, yet, this had

not been agreed upon as party policy and many radicals looked

upon it as another retreat by the technocrats. A meeting of

the executive council on November 10-11, 1978, produced a 67

page document detailing the proposed association, which, as

Saywell wri tes, II was pl aced before the counci 1 and rammed through

by the leadership in the face of opposition from rank-and-file

militants. 1I51 During this council meeting L(vesque had to take

the floor several times to silence the membership, saying,

lithe government doesn't have the right to operate exclusively

as though it were an emanation of the party.1I52
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The P.Q.1s 'orthodoxy' became all the more clear

during the last years of its first term in office. The P.Q.

was facing an increasingly difficult situation as inflation~

unemployment and the government's deficit were becoming

unmanageable. The party had lost 7 -- and eventually 11

consecutive byelections and its popularity, for the first

time~ had slipped below that of the Liberals. 53 Two key

Cabinet Ministers -- Robert Burns and Rodrigue Tremblay,

both resigned and internal party dissent was again high.

Finally, when labour relations worsened and Quebec's unions

began to exercise their right-to-strike, the P.Q. resorted to

the tactics of its predecessors. During a five-month period

(November 1979 ~n M~~ch 10°0) ~h~,l.V lUI II I;;/U ""lit::
D Q n~v-~_~--t __ A_A
r •• ~v cr IIIIICII CIIUCU

.1-.. ..... __
\.11 rcc

strikes by passing back-to-work legislation, destroying

forever the myth that it was a labour party.54

The P.Q. spent its final year in office preparing for

the imp end i ng refere ndum. ri r s tit r e 1eased the 10 ng- awai ted

specifics of the sovereignty-association program by publishing

Qulbec-Canada: A New Deal (to be analyzed in the next section).

This program put into practise the most recent retreat by the

moderate faction and added a new one by providing for an extended

sequence of stages: First a referendum would ask Quebecers for

a mandate to negotiate sovereignty-association, and (if this

first stage is successful), secondly, the P.Q. would enter into

negotiatinns with the federal government (at an expected length
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of two years), and prepare agreements which, in a third

stage, would be ratified by Quebecers in a second referendum.

As the referendum (dated for May 20, 1980) approached, the

federalist (NON) and sovereigniste (OUI) campaigns were in

full swing and polls began to show that the support for

sovereignty-association was increasing. Quebec's major

unions (QFL and CNTU) took tactical positions in favour of

sovereignty-assnciation. On the one hand they supported the

struggle against national oppression, but on the other, they

opposed the P.Q. as against the interests of the Quebec working

class. Nevertheless, the popular support was not enough to

carry the OUI forces to a victory in the referendum, as they

were defeated 59.5 to ~o 5w 55q • ~. However, it is estimated that

close to 50% of French Canadians voted in favour of giving

. the P.Q. a mandate to ne~otiate sovereignty-association.

In the aftermath of the referendum the P.Q. reaffirmed

its intentions to cooperate fully within the Canadian federation

and almost immediately participated in a series of federal

provincial constitutional conferences. L(vesque quickly

established himself as a vigorous advocate of provincial

autonomy, and came to playa leading role in the creation of

a common front of six (and eventually eight) provincial premiers

to oppose the federal government's threat of patriating Canada1s

constitution unilaterally.56 Ruptures once again appeared

within· the P.Q., as 30 prominent P.Q. members (including
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Marcel Chaput} met to discuss setting up a pressure group

to keep the government on a course towards independence. A

spokesman for the group said much of the membership was

"demoralized by what they perceived as a trend within the

P.Q. to water down the concept of independence." S7 L{vesque

then had to delay the reconvening of the National Assembly

by a month due to "internal problems created by the referendum

defeat." S8 On September 2, 1980, two additional P.Q. cabinet

ministers -- Guy Joron and Jacques Couture -- resigned from

the government. Early in 1981 L{vesque called a provincial

election for April 13, 1981. In his platform he promised to

continue to fight for provincial autonomy, to continue to

provide 'good government', and most importantly, not to

have another referendum if elected to a second term. Once

again this strategy of ret reat proved successful as the P.Q.

swept to an even greater majority (80 of 120 seats and 49%

of the popular vote), while the Liberals won the remaining

seats, polarizing Quebec politics completely.

Several events during the early months of the P.Q. 's

second term in office marked a continuation of the trend set

in its first term. L{vesque's 1981 Cabinet hinted at a slight

shift to the right. 59 Ltvesque once again reiterated the

objectives of the government and held true by continuing to

fight, along with the other seven premiers opposed to Trudeau's
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constitutional initiatives, against the threatened federal

unilateral patriation. Later on, under pressure from New York

financial markets, who were in the process of reassessing

Quebec's AA-rating, P~rizeau passed a supplementary budget which

was the most clearly 'orthodox' action yet taken by the P.Q.

Instead of lowering income taxes, as was promised earlier, the

mini-budget added taxes on alcohol and gasoline (7¢ per litre)

to try and decrease the government's mounting deficit. Then

things went from bad to worse as Trudeau's compromise position

in the constitutional debate was accepted by nine premiers in

Canada -- isolating Quebec as the lone dissenter. At present

the constitutional package is being reviewed in Britain and

is expected to be promulgated early in 1982.

These events -- the loss of the referendum; the P.Q.'s

constant drift to the right; its continual retreat from

independence; the failure in the constitutional debate --

must be seen as preconditions for the events which took place

late in 1981. During the P.Q.'s 8th biennial party convention

in December, the party's radical-wing rose up, or so it appears,.

for the first time in the party's 13-year existence and took

control of the proceedings. This was reflected in the positions

adopted by the 2,100 party delegates, against the advice of

L(vesque and other moderates. The resolutions were: that

sovereignty, and not sovereignty-association, would now be

the prin~ipa1 goal of the party; that the next Quebec election
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would be fought on the issue of sovereignty; and that a majority

of seats won would be considered a mandate for sovereignty.

Although the convention was to concern itself with questions

of economic and social policy as well, debate never went

beyond the above questions. These other questions were put

off until the convention is resumed in February, 1982.

The new policy direction has led several moderates to threaten

their resignation from the party and the government. Claude

Morin, the architect of the P.Q. 's strategies since 1974,

resigned in January, 1982, while L{vesque has vowed to quit

if these policies are not overturned by the convention after

conducting a referendum of the party's 300,000 members. Although

such a referendum is a violation of the party's normal

procedure, it appears that it will be held to satisfy Llvesque

and other moderates within the party. Only in February will

we know what the implications of these recent events will be,

and what the nature of this departure was. But there is every

indication that it could be the expression of the party's

radical wing. The February convention is also interesting

because of the direction the government has taken in labour

relations. The back to work legislation in its first term was

vigorously opposed by the party's radical-wing but unity was

maintained because the referendum was approaching. But when

the government ·ordered Montreal transit workers back to their

jobs in January, 1982, and threatened to decertify the union,

several radicals spoke up. With contract negotiations for some
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250,000 public sector workers due in fall, 1982, the party's

left-wing will no doubt be v~cal about the direction to be

taken.

(iv) The Parti Qu6be'cois' Programme (1979): A Synopsis

In 1979 the Parti Qu6blcois released two important

documents which contained the long-awaited details of its

programme. The first -- Qu{bec-Canada: A New Deal -- outlined

the specific nature of sovereignty-associati~n. Sovereignty

was defined as the "power to make decisions autonomously,

without being subject in law to any superior or exterior power

This sovereignty was to reside "entirely in the State of Quebec,"61

and any powers exercise jointly would be delegated in a free

and reciprocal fashion by both Quebec and Canada. Association,

which is contingent upon attaining sovereignty, was defined

as the "space formed by sovereign states within which goods,

people and capital can flow freely, this zone being linked to

the rest of the world by a single tariff and trade policy."62

Although the P.Q. outlined a variety of associations possible

for Quebec/Canada, it stated its preference for the fullest

possible integration of the two nations (Common Market,

Customs Union, Monetary Union). In this way, the P.Q. claimed,

"Canada can be preserved intact as an economic entity, while

Quebec can assume all the powers it nee dsa s a nation to ensure
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its full development. Replacing federalism by association

will, in effect, maintain economic exchange, but the nature

of political and legal relations between Quebec and Canada

will be ch'anged. 1I63 The precise nature of association though,

of course, would have to be negotiated between Quebec and

Canada. The program also called for the creation of four

"common institutions" which would be necessary for the

administration of association: 1) A Community Council;

2) A Commission of Experts; 3) A Court of Justice; and,

4) A Monetary Authority. These would be administered jointly

by an equal number of representatives from both Quebec and

Canada. Once again, the specific nature of these institutions

h''''111 rI h ~ UJ'!\
nVUlu IIUY1;: to be defined in negotiations with Canada. Various

aspects of the P.Q.1s political and economic policies were

outlined within this document, but these were more clearly

and elaborately discussed in the party's second major 1979

""publication: Challenges for Quebec. After analyzing the major

structural problems facing Quebec (economic -- foreign

ownership and control; political -- the Canadian state) and

their effects (regionalism, underdevelopment of manufacturing,

lack of indigenous management, unemployment, disequilibrium

between imports and exports), this programme proceeds to offer

a I new social contract l based on "integrated development" as

a solution. The Quebec state is seen as an "ac tive agent for

development" 64 whose role it must be to encourage the coordination
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of activities of Quebec·s major economic agents (business,

government, workers and consumers). The state, through its

power to produce, administer, provide services, employment

consumption, will attempt to lIinstill in our economic agents

a national awareness and a sustained desire to work towards

common goals. 1I65 This will be done by increasing contactand

discussion at the Quebec level (among different sectors --

financial, commercial, industrial -- among foreign and domestic

firms, among large and small businesses) and at the level of

the firm (among workers and management). Economic summits and

the creation of a Conseil {conomique et social (CES) are to

be the primary mechanisms for this integrated approach to

development. Yet, since the IIQuebec government believes that

responsibility for ensuring ample and sustained development

t 1 1 th . t t . . t" 66res sarge y on e prlva e sec or as prlme economlC agen

the primary role of the state is to II crea te and maintain

conditions favouring the development and vigour of private

initiative, without sacrificing its objectives of social justice

and its role as guardian of community interests. 1I67 Thus the

programme outlines the specific types of government aid it

intends to make available to the private sector -- including

investment assistance, technical and financial help, aid in

marketing, research, exporting, management, vocational training

and labour mobility, the setting up of infrastructures, the

provision of energy supplies, helping small and medium sized

companies to grow (through merger) and become competitive, etc.
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Foreign ownership is accepted and will be encouraged in most

sectors where it currently resides, so the P.Q. plans to focus

on those sectors where Quebec already has a competitive

advantage --such as in protecting the agriculture and food

industries, expanding maritime fisheries, increasing processing

of, and modernizing the forestry and pulp and paper industry,

increasing Quebec's participation in the exploration and

processing of mineral resources (such as Asbestos Corporation),

expanding Quebec's role in electricity, encouraging tourism,

and developing Quebec's human, technical and cultural advantages~

Also, the programme plans to aid the development of industries

which are important but where Quebec has little comparative

non-ferrous metals, petro~

chemicals, and service industries) as well as aiding Quebec's

less competitive and most vulnerable industries (clothing,

textiles, footwear, etc.).
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CHAPTER SIX:

/ /
THE PARTI QUEBECOIS:
A CLASS PERSPECTIVE



From the analysis of the formation and the composition

of the Parti Qu(b{cois we can see that it is a party dominated

both at ~helower levels and, especially, in the leadership

positions by the new petite bourgeoisie. This numerical

preponderance of the new petite bourgeoisie does not, in and

of its elf, make the P. Q. a II pet i t b0 ur geo i spa r ty ", con t r a ry

to what Niosi and Milner have claimed. l Bourque correctly

points out, "vIe must never confuse the interests defended by

a party in the final analysis with the class (determination)

of its average political executives, its elected members or

its favourite supporters." 2 However, it is equally insufficient

to say. as Fournier does, that the P.O. is a "bourgeois partyil

because the "essential goal of its program is the expansion

of the Quebec bourgeoisie at the expense of the Canadian

bourgeoisie." 3 No doubt this is one aspect of the P.Q.1s

programme, but it is hardly the only or "essential goal 11 _of

its existence. Fournier's narrow conception of the P.Q.'s

class nature derives from his unwillingness to recognize the

new petite bourgeoisie as having any autonomous significance

of existence separate from the bourgeoisie. This is shown

when Fournier' criticizes Niosi IS claim that the P.Q. ;s a

pet i t b0 ur 9eo i spa r ty : II Not con ten t wit h c1aim i n9 t hat i tis

possible for a government of a capitalist country not to be

bourgeois" Niosi discovers in the II wor dsmiths" (P.Q. leaders)
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a new social class. u4 Both arguments, as they are presented

are fundamentally reductionist in nature, and underscore the

very essence of the 'new petite bourgeoisie problematic' within

Marxist literature (This debate will be taken up more fully in

the Conclusion chapter below).

A theoretical understanding of the new petite bourgeoisie,

which is essential if one is to come to grips ·with the new petite

b0 ur ge0 i s i e i n Que bec, th e P. Q., and the r ole t his c1ass and

party play in the contemporary Quebec question, was presented

in Chapter two. Summarized briefly the argument is as follows:

In capitalist society, between the two principal classes there

lies a series of class fractions which roughly fall into two

categories: the traditional petite bourgeoisie and the new

petite bourgeoisie. Although the class place (relation to the

means of production) of these fractions is petit bourgeois,

their class position (involving their political and ideological

relationship to the two principal classes), is usuall¥ polarized

either towards a working class or bourgeois class position.

The political/ideological position of the fractions of the

petite bourgeoisie is a manifestation of the influence of

bourgeois and working class political and ideological positions,

which i·t ~dapts or defle~ts according to its own aspirations,

in combina~ion with those elements peculiar to its own existence.

Therefore, the political/ideological position of the petite

bourgeoisie is diverse, different from fraction to fraction,
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and in correspondence with the specific conditions of their

existence. Poulantzas postulates several features characteristics

of the ideology of the new petite bourgeoisie which are

relevant to the Quebec case: 1) Status-quo .anti-capitalism;

2) Statism; 3) Power Fetishism; and 4) Nationalism. 5

Although the petite bourgeoisie does not have an "au tonomous

class position" 6 within the capitalist mode of production,

at specific conjunctures the petite bourgeoisie can intervene

a t the pol i ticall eve 1 asan aut hen tic soc i a1 for ce (i. e . the

formation of a petit bourgeois political party). If the new

petite bourgeoisie 'captures' state power through a political

party, its ideology can actually replace the dominant ideology,

yet because it is an ensemble of elements adapted from both

working class and bourgeois class positions, it is unlikely to

work solely to the long-term advantage of the petite bourgeoisie.

In the final analysis, if the new petite bourgeousie does not

question the underlying economic (capitalist relations of

production) and political (the state) structures of capitalist

society, and instead chooses to defend these, it (often

unwittingly) defends and ensures the dominance of the bourgeoisie,

whose existence depends on these structures. As Poulantzas

notes, "Bourgeois ideology thus perpetuates its hold, but in

indirect or disguised form ... via the direct dominance of

"pe tit bourgeois ideology"! It is from this perspective

that we shall analyze the Quebec case.
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First it is necessary to briefly review the specific

conditions of the new petite bourgeoisie's existence in Quebec.

This class emerged very gradually after World War II with the

intensification of ~apit~list development. Yet its emergence

was constrained somewhat as it met with continual rejection in

the Anglo-dominant corporate world of Quebec. Its frustrations

were expressed through the intellectual currents of the 1950's

and 1960's which increasingly questioned the dominance of the

Anglophone business world in Quebec and the clerical ideology

which had legitimated this dominance for two centuries. The

ideological positions were diverse in nature and resulted from

the heterogeneity of conditions the various fractions faced.

But a common element in most positions was the expression of

Quebec nationalism. The expansion of the Quebec state, beginning

slowly in the 1950's, gave this new francophone petite bourgeoisie

a vehicle to express its own class interests. Its dominant

fractions argued that the only way Quebec could emanc;~~te

itself from Anglo-dominance was through the use of the Quebec

state. Its more extreme elements were already calling for

Quebec independence from Canada. The 'Quiet Revolution' reforms

of the early 1960's, which resulted in the rapid expansion of

the Quebec state, and a proliferation of class places for the

new petite bourgeoisie, must be seen as an attempt by the Quebec
~ILiberals to satisfy the needs of the new francophone petite

lbOUrgeoisie as well as the Quebec bourgeoisie, both of whom

desired an increased role for the Quebec state, but for largely
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different reasons. As time went on a split arose in the

Liberal Party between those who favoured an increasing role

for the Quebec state but began to realize the impossibility

of this within the constraints of Canadian federalism, and

those who desired a more traditional balance between state

and private sectors, and desired to remain within Canadian

federalism. The former faction grew increasingly nationalist

and when its attempt to have independence adopted into the

Liberal Party's programme failed, Levesque led this faction

away from the Liberals to form the MSA. At the same time other

nationalist fractions of the petite bourgeoisie which had

been espousing independence since the late 1950's through

such parties as the RN, RIN, and PSQ, were becoming increasingly

popular. The crystallization of the new petite bourgeoisie

as an autonomous social force mobilized to intervene at"the

political level, came in 1968 when the major nationalist

independentist parties united to form the P.Q. Its a~g~isition

of power in 1976 must be seen as a conjunctural intervention

by the new petite bourgeoisie at the political level. Thus,

(the specific conditions surrounding the existence of the new
i
(petite bourgeoisie in Quebec were its inability to enter the

'Anglo-dominant corporate world, and its inability to effect
\

0rP IChanges that it felt were necessary for the fulfillment of

IQuebec as a nation, because of the subordinate positiOn of

~he Quebec state. In short, it reacted against the economic
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dominance of a 'foreign' bourgeoisie and the political dominance

of a 'foreign' state. The peculiar class interests that the

new petite bourgeoisie expressed through the P.Q. were varied

but its dominant faction, which desired sovereignty-association,

saw its class interests served in becoming the politically/

ideologically dominant class in a Quebec free of political

subordination to Ottawa. Not unsimilar to the depiction of

the Duplessis-led U.N. as a 'Partitocratie', this fraction

wants to become the technical and managerial stratum (or

'political ruling class') in a sovereign Quebec. But of

course this was not the sole ideological position expressed

by the new petite bourgeoisie through the P.Q. But because

of the common 'independentist' goals of these fractions, their

ideological differences were and are, to some extent overlooked.

Hence, nationalism-independentism became both the rallying

point for several fractions of the new petite bourgeoisie, and

the dominant aspect of the!r politic~l/id§Qlogi~al_positjon4

Before continuing with the analysis of the P.Q. a

few preliminary remarks are in order. First, the P.Q. is the

major political i~strument for several fractions of the petite

bourgeoisie in Quebec, but by no means, necessarily the only

instrument of this class and its fractions, nor is it the

instrument for all fractions of the petite bourgeoisie. The"

reasoning for this i~ simple. As we said earlier the elements

of the new petite bourgeoisie face a variety of often peculiar
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conditions. These conditions necessarily shape their under

standing of the world and their role in it, and, subsequently,

their strategies and ideologies. Thus their political/

ideological positions are diverse. Many have mobilized around

the P.O. beca use 0 f c0 mm 0 n lin depen den tis t I goa 1s . 0the r s ,

however, though the number is much smaller, may view their

class interests as best served by participating in the provincial

or even federal Liberal parties. These differences cannot

be accounted for purely by a difference in class but, rather

are precisely distinguishable by the different political and

ideolagical positions taken by the various fractions. In the

case of the Quebec petite bourgeoisie, most elements rally

around the P.O. and independence but others, because of their

different nationalist ideology, rally round other parties or

organizations. Secondly, analyzing the political and ideological

position of the petite bourgeoisie (expressed through the P.O.)

is a very compl ex procedure because oJ the presenJ::£Lwitbjnthe

P.O. of two distinct political/ideological positions that

of the technocrats and that of the participationists or left

wing. Therefore, of course, the P.O. does not always express

a unified, monolithic, or even consistent ideological position.

Its programme and discourse must be seen in terms of the

dynamics of these two elements, though as we showed earlier,

the tendency· has been that the technocratic faction of the party

and its political/ideological position have remained dominant.
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To return to the prior discussion, the first and

major component of the ideological position of the new petite

bourgeoisie expressed through the P.Q. is nationalism. Since

its inception, the P.Q. has always explained the "Quebec question ll

in terms of IIWe vs. theyll, IIQu{b{cois vs. les anglais ll , or

"Qulbec vs. Canada." The Party's major pre-referendum publication,

Qulb ec- Can ada : A New 0ea1, s tatedthat i n 1867, Can fed era t ion

II sanc tioned, and favoured as well, the supremacy of English

Canada. It was natural that in such a regime the interests

and aspirations of Quebecers and Francophones in other provinces

should take second place. 1I8 French Canadians were treated as

lI a t best an important linguistic minority with no collective

rights or particular powers, one that must sooner or later melt

into the Canadian whole, as English Canada long believed." 9

But in the post-war period Quebecers (or so they were told

by the P.Q.) experienced a new sense of vitality and common

destiny which was continually frustrated by the par~l~ziQg

centralism of the Canadian federation. Thus, realizing the

impossibility of preserving their II na tional existence ll within

Canada, Quebecers sought independentist solutions. Llvesque

often speaks as if the Parti Qutbtcois was a direct outgrowth

or inevitable emanation of the collective aspirations of the

Quebec nation: "Inevitably this metamorphosis owed itself

to create an instrument for its political expression and to

try to conduct it to its logical conclusion. This instrument
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is the Parti Qu(b{cois. We were just a few hundred, then a

few thousand, to bring it into being in 1967-68, with two

objectives which have remained coupled since then: sovereignty

and association." 10 In IIA Call to the Quebec People ll
, L~vesque

concludes,

The Quebec nation is a family that will soon
be four hundred years old ... History has
delayed our emancipation for a long time ...
We Quebecers are a nation, the most firmly
anchored nation on this continent. Over the
vast expanses of our land, our deep rooted
memories and our vital presence are constant
reminders that the Quebec people is at home
here, in this - its ancestral home ... It is
now vitally important that from now on this
home be completely ours. The time has come
to be our own masters ... The new deal we are
offering means, first of all, an end to all
those shackles. An end to those narrow roles
to which so many individuals--and our e'ntire
people--have been confined. An end to manipu
lation and exploitation from outside' ll

Yet, the specific solution- the P.Q. has in mind for the Quebec

nation -- sovereignty-association -- offers only emancipation

from one of the two domi na ti ons suffered by Quebecers. ~1thoygh

within the party certain elements would prefer a more complete

independence (reflected in the decisions of the Dec. 1981

party convention), the P.Q. remains committed to only ending

the political dominance of the Canadian state. This reflects

the perception that the technocratic leadership of the Party

has of its own situation. Once again, it sees that by 'repatriating'
/1

~~~. ~ the main levers of decision-making from Ottawa, it can become the
. .I!i

l . ;}'i' . b;'!
II' \ d\ \ t echni cal and rna nage ria 1 s t r a tum 0 f a new Que be c nat; 0 n .
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Nationalism as the dominant aspect in the ideology

of this class has several effects. The most important is

that it attempts to steer the class vision of society which

was becoming increasingly popular within the uni.on movement

in the 1970 1s, towards a national vision by asking Quebecers

to pledge allegiance to this larger, more Inatural l and deeply

rooted historical entity -- the Quebec nation -- and to abandon

their narrow class allegiances. Although as Bourque and

Frene t tea r gue, II A nat ion ali s tid eo logyin and 0 fit self ,

cannot mask the class consciousness of dominated classes,1I12

it can obscure class consciousness in a specific way. No

doubt the class consciousness of the Quebec working class has

been shaped by the ideological hegemony exercised by the new

petite bourgeoisie over the national movement, but it cannot

be said, as Roussopoulos and others have, that the P.Q. has

had IIdisastrous ll consequences on the ideology of the working

class in Queb~c .by_ lI rob_bingll _the._ nattonalmovemeo-t of.jts

IIl eft-wing and autonomist potentialll~3 There is evidence that

working class and socialist elements within the party are

still very strong, and that the major unions are aware of

the party1s II c l ass nature ll
, as evidenced by the tactical

positions offered by the unions in support of the OUI forces

in the referendum. The use by the P.Q. of nationalism is

not so much the result of a conscious effort to obscure class

consciousness, but from a genuine belief in the nation as the

proper form Of social organization and in the belief that
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class is an ancient allegiance which is no longer applicable

in "mo dern society.1I This denial of the relevance of class

results in part from the influence of bourgeois ideology

but also from the peculiar situation of the new petite bourgeoisie

(somewhat detached from the struggle between the working class

and the bourgeoisie) which inhibits it from an appreciation

of the reality of class domination.

The next major aspect of the ideology of the

new petite bourgeoisie as expressed through the Parti Qu{b{cois

is Statism. The state is revered as the natural expression

of the nation's will. With its legal-juridical constitution

and its foundation based on democratic principles, the state

cannot be but the neutral expression of the will of the people.

Thus, the fundamental aspect of the P.Q.1s political project

is the creation of a sovereign state for the Quebec nation.

As Halary remarks, liThe P.Q. attempt to set up an independent

State officially asserts that the State is neutra];_therei~
- - - - -- - -- - - -

no II c l ass struggle" in a Quebec on the road to independence.

For the P.Q. the problem is technical and thus the responsibility

of the technocracy, of social rationality, and thus of Reason. 1I14

The P.Q. has always insisted upon its own neutrality. Its

efforts to maintain a distance from both the bourg~oisie and

the working class by avoiding financial contributions from and

dire~t links to either, can been seen as an attempt to maintain

a neutral appearance. -As Levesque wrote recently,
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We have (an) unprecedented advantage ... We
owe not a cent, not a dollar, to the employers,
or to the unions, nor to any of these pressure
groups which are legitimate, but too often
prone to exaggerate when they get a chance.
We have no organic ties, which means that we
can be the government of all the people without
being a puppet to anyone sector' 15

Thus, by equating the state with the nation, and by identifying

itself with both, the new petite bourgeoisie of the P.Q. writes

for itself an important historic role. In this way the

ideology of power fetishism becomes clearer. This new petite

bourgeoisie, due to conditions peculiar to its own existence

(its position in the state se~tor), desires to become the

political/ideological ruling class of the new Quebec, free of

intervention by a foreign state. The P.Q. 's strategies of

electoralism, etapism, gradualis~, good government, etc., are

indications of the ultimate desires of the new petite bourgeoisie

to assume 'state control I, but sovereignty is the ultimate

expression of this. As Bourque writes:

Underlying the temporality of the P.Q. is a
curious paradox: there is a continual stalling
for time in the realization of a forever
postponed project. Forever towards independence,
forever towards social democracy, from stage

-to stage, until the final non-event. While
independence and social democracy are merely
profiled, the pequiste state is being built.
And this is the real function of the constant
temporization' 16

However, it is the economic and social aspects

of the P.Q. 's programme which are most illustrative of the

ideological position of the new petite bourgeoisie, and of

its likely significance as an autonomous social force in the
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long-term. It should be stated that some of the objectives

of the P.Q.'s programme, according to the Party, are contingent

upon· attaining sovereignty for the Quebec state, though it is

not always clear which objectives the P.Q. is referring to.

Nevertheless, the P.Q. project revolves around the use of the

state to carry out a very important role in economic and

social fields. As the 1977 Official Program of the P.Q. states,

it is the IIresponsibility of the Quebec state to take charge

of economic development. 1I17 But to what extent the state will

actually IItake charge ll remained vague. P.Q. discourse, typical

of the new petite bourgeoisie, has always answered this question

in an ambiguous (ll s tatus quo anti-capitalism ll ) fashion~8

reflecting both the internal contradictions in the party and

a desire to attract popular support. On the one hand we have

L6vesque attacking the II wea lthy, influential anglophones

who don't want to let go of their privileges ll19 during a

pres s co nfer ence, and 0 n the 0 the r han d L6vesque a_s Sl.l ! in_~
- - -

foreign investors that they need not fear a IICuban experience. 1I20

This ambiguity is cleared up somewhat in the 1979 programme

which sees the state as an lI ac tive agent for development ll

whose role it is to coordinate the activities of Quebec's

major economic agents -- business, government, workers and

consumers. But in the end, the state desired by the P.Q. is

little different from the present one, except that Quebecers

(or rather the Quebec new petite bourgeoisie) will be in control.
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The P.Q.'s programme, due to the nationalist position of

the new petite bourgeoisie, has always made clear its desire

to strengthen, through the state, the Quebec economy·s

indigenous potential in certain sectors but the experience

thus far has shown the P.Q. to be little different than previous

governments in economic matters. The most important (and

essentially the only major economic) change suggested by

sovereignty-association is that Quebecers could be in a

position to take control of their financial sector. But

even this is a somewhat dubious possibility as a Quebec/

Canada association entailing a common currency and common

monetary authority would likely preclude this possibility.

Nevertheless, sovereignty for Quebec has fearful implications

for the Canadian financial bourgeoisie, accounting for the

leadership role this fraction has played in the anti-P.Q.

campaign going on in Quebec since 1969. The P.Q. has also

menti oned from time to time i ts de~i re to l1at;o_nClli~g G~rtgin

sectors of Quebec's economy. But in actuality the P.Q. fears

a radical transformation of society and opts instead for a

reformist path: "Between the revolution for new soviets

and the "gradualism" of those who, deep down, want to change

nothing of importance, there is room for radicalism doubled

with realism.,,21 In the final analysis the P.Q. backs down

from any challenge with the foreign bourgeoisie: "Foreign

companies need not fear that we will present them with an
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intransigent II na tionalist ll policy.1I22 By accepting the

dominance of the foreign bourgeoisie we can see the influence

that bourgeois ideology has on the political/ideological

position of the new petite bourgeoisie, in Quebec. Underscoring

the ·precise II con junctural ll nature of a peti t bourgeois project

which does not challenge bourgeois dominance, Llvesque says,

liOn a conti nent whi ch iss ti 11 the capi ta 1i s t Mecca of the

world ••. We cannot, whatever happens, break with the American

context and American thinking. 1I23 Therefore, the P.Q. moves

II gra duallyll towards a IIS can dinavian-type social democracy

(which i s the maximum IIprogressivismll possible for a serious

left-wing group in the North American context) . 11 24 Accepting

the constraints of the North Ame i"i ca n economic environment,

the P.Q. 's project for economic emancipation inevitably fails

before it begins, as its major result will be to perpetuate

the dominance of the bourgeoisie, though in a disguised

(maybe 'francized l
) fashion. The only imp]icaJio!l!i i~h_as

for the long-term autonomous significance of the petite bourgeoisie

is to give it the role of II s tate manager II of the capitalist

economy; a role which (give or take a little) is played by

every state in Western capitalist society. This becomes

very clear for the first time only in the 1979 economic

programme when the state is given a Icoordinating' role vis-a-vis

other economic agents, but the primary responsi5i1ity for

economic development is given to the private sector, not the state.
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Once again, this desire to become the technical and managerial

stratum (political ruling class) reflects the class place

of most of the P.Q. leadership. The technocratic faction of

the P.Q. (and fraction of the new petite bourgeoisie) has

been involved in technical and managerial occupations in the

Quebec state since 1960 (though not in a controlling position

vis-a-vis society). Inevitably, devoid of comprehensive

econ 0 mi c ref 0 rm, the P. Q. I S pro j ec t 0 f so vere i gnty - ass 0 cia t ion

remains essentially political in nature. The major implication

of a successful sovereignty-association project is that Quebec

would no longer be tied politically to the Canadian state.

Though, of course, this alone is seen as a great achievement

by many Quebec nationalists.

However, while tacitly submitting to the dominance

of the bourgeoisie, the P.Q. reaffirms its neutrality and its

commitment to a variety of social reforms, which due to their

vagueness, amount often onJy to~mJ)ty_ PY'()l11jSg_SL Qr1~~ 1:t:HL1: ~gn

be compromised at any given moment by the abstract notion of

national interest. Among its social objectives the P.Q.

desires "first and foremost, equality of opportunity for

everyone", IIdecentralization", a "reduction in income disparities",

lI a wider based democracy in the internal structure of business",

and an increased "participation of the citizen which

implies in consequence the right of workers to participate in

decisions concerning their business life and their working
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conditions. 1I25 On the latter, the Parti QU~btcois encourages

IIdemocratic forms of management so that the workers exercise

partial or complete jurisdiction over the functioning of

their enterprise. 1I26 This is to be done through II wor kers'

councils or enterprise committees, elected by the general

assembly of the workers. 1I27 Yet, as Halary notes, IImanagement

rights attached to private property are incompatible with

social democratisation supported by workers· councils. At

a certain point one must win over the other; a so-called

equilibrium can only be transitory, unstable and ephemeral. 1I28

Although the desire to bring about social reform is commendable,

it is once again simply an expression of the new petite

bourgeoisie's denial of, or at least underestimation of~ the

reality of class conflict. Not fully appreciating the fundamentally

irreconcilable nature of the interests of the two major

classes leads to efforts by the new petite bourgeoisie (consistent

with its own self-proclaimed ~eutr_ality) _a't ~stAblishil1g_

corporatist forms of organization. On the economic summits

organized by the

government, which involved leaders from private business, the

cooperatives and labour, P.Q. Minister Bernard Landry said,

IIWe are going to set up a mechani'sm which could prove essential

to the future of our collectivity ... I am speaking here of

consensus. and collaboration .•. The objective is to begin to

shed old ideas and eliminate old struggles in order to establish
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a climate of social peace in Quebec. 1I29 Llvesque similarly

commented, IIWe are searching for these basic common interests

and we will continue to search patiently, because these ditches

are old and deep and the habit of dialogue somewhat 10st. 1I30

Once again, the II s tate as neutral arbiter above social classes ll

theme reappears. In denying the class divisions which are

omnipresent in Quebec, as elsewhere, the new petite bourgeoisie

of the P.Q. actually serves to perpetuate these class divisions.

Assuming classes can forget these 'ancient struggles' and

work together for the benefit of the 'national ·collective' is

illusory. Yet, as Halary notes, lithe Parti QU(b~coi~ programme

makes this illusion the very foundation of an independent

Quebec. As recent history demonstrates, the class solidarity

of a dominated bourgeoisie with foreign capitalist interests

i sinfin i tel y m0reb i ndin g t han nat ion a1 sol ida r i ty . II 31 Inits

effort to remain a neutral class and direct a neutral state

above class divisions, the new petite bourgeoisie of the P.Q.
-- - -

has taken a bourgeois class position and by doing so, assured

the dominance of the bourgeoisie and especially its most

power f u1 f r act i 0 n.s, ina n i ndepen den t Que be c .

·The P.Q.'s first term in office illustrates several

of the arguments made by Poulantzas on the new petite bourgeoisie

in power. In the initial period its attempt was clearly to

find this lI equ ilibrium ll between classes in Quebec through

the summits and several pieces of social legislation which were
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designed to aid all Quebecers and reinforce the party's image

of neutrality and its commitment to 'good government.' Although

these social measures were progressive, especially in comparison

to the policies of prior Quebec governments, they were not

designed to have any major long-term consequences favouring

the working class in its relationship to the bourgeoisie.

Several other act ion s taken by the P. Q. i 11 us t rat e 'i t s ' os ci 11 at i ng ,

class position, such as legislation designed to favour workers

(Bill 45) and other legislation favouring the most important

economic interests in Quebec (various programs of aid to

private capital, cooperatives and state corporations). Yet

these programs were characterized by a marked tendency to

retreat from original objectives and in each case the reason

was because of 'pressure' brought to bear·on the P.Q. from

the bourgeoisie in Quebec (Bill 45, Bill 101, the Asbestos

nationalization, the various economic measures designed to

emancipate the Qu_eb_~c _ec::gnomy fr9mJQr~iJln~r_s "'lltL~hnw~r~

anticipated but were never even tabled). In the final analysis

unable even to maintain its appearance of neutrality, the

P.Q. forced strikers back to work on several occasions late

in its term. Stymied by the 'constraints of the North American

environment' the P.Q.'s resultant orthodoxy was, in effect,

the new petite bourgeoisie taking an increasingly bourgeois

class position. Furthermore during the first months of its

second term, the party's II sw ing to the right" was uninterrupted
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until the events of the biennial convention in Dec. 1981.

As we said before, only time will tell whether the convention

witnessed the rise of the radical wing, and whether this

wing can become the ideologically dominant force within the

party. If so, the analysis of the P.Q. would then have to

focus on the political/ideological position of this radical

faction.

Thus, to conclude, the P.Q. is at present a party

dominated by the technocratic fraction of the new francophone

bourgeoisie whose political/ideological position is generally

polarized in favour of the bourgeoisie. Its position, an

ensemble of elements adapted from bourgeois (most notably its

economic programme) and working class (especially its social

programs) positions, combined with elements peculiar to its

own situation and aspirations (which are essentially political

-- i.e. statism -- in nature), ensures only one thing -- the

conti nued domi nance of the b0l.l!geoJ_si~ i_n_ Q!.l@~~.- _At; ~_Qu~que

states, liThe objective goal of the P.Q. project is the

reproduction of the whole complex of the relations of capitalist

forces in Quebec. 1I32 By not seeking to transform the very

structures which are the foundation of the bourgeoisie1s

dominance (capitalist relations of production), the new

petite bourgeoisie's long-term ability to express its own

class interest, as an autonomous social force at the political

level, is seriously questioned. Only by seeking to transform
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these structures could the new petite bourgeoisie of the P.Q.

hope to have any long-term significance as a class autonomous

from others. Clearly if the P.Q. was led by a fraction of

the new petite bourgeoisie which called for complete independence

from Canada and immediate transformation of Quebec's economy

towards socialism~ there would be tremendous obstacles standing

in its way. For one~ economic sabotage by the U.S. and Canadian

bourgeoisies would set back Quebec·s potential for economic

development and undermine the legitimacy of such a project.

But~ even moreso~ the project would not likely get to that

stage because economic and political threats would be brought

to bear on the P.Q. and armed insurrection and violent struggle

would be the likely consequence. The chance of victory for

Quebec's popular classes in such an eventuality, would be as

small as that of Poland's popular classes at present. Although

it is certainly presumptious to state unequivocably that a

long-term trend has been set~ or evell lllorE;~_Q--,lQ __predjcj; long-
- -- -- - ---- --- ---- ------- ------

term events, the tendencies inherent in the current situation

tend to favour this interpretation. This would be avoided

if the party its~lf undergoes a transformation, and its left

wing element~ which favours a political/ideological position

much closer to the Quebec working class, either comes to the

fore or breaks-off to form another party. This is a possibility

which is not entirely unlikely given recent events.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:

CONCLUSION



To recapitulate, this thesis has a~mpted to show

that an understanding of the Quebec national question must

involve a thorough and systematic analysis of class relations

within Quebec (taking account the international setting) and

all of the resultant political, economic, cultural, ideological

and social manifestations of these relations. Chapter two

presented a theoretical framework for the analysis of class,

state, party, nation, and nationalism, and the relationship

between these phenomena. Chapter three attempted to show the

historical nature of the Quebec question by tracing and

analyzing the roots and development of the problem. The 1760

1960 period was analyzed with particular emphasis placed on

economic, political and ideological relations between and within

Quebec and Canada. We outlined the various attempts by Canadian

political elites at 'managing' or laccommodating' the IFrench

facti and the results of these efforts. Emphasis was placed

on the trends emerging in the post-1945 period -- such as the

intensification of capitalist relations of production in Quebec,

the corresponding rise of the new petite bourgeoisie, and its

challenge to the two-century old ideological dominance of

the Church -- which were to have such a tremendous impact on

the present conjuncture of relations. Chapter four examined

the specific nature of the~e trends and their effect on political,

social, economic and cultural happenings during the 1960-1976

181
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period. It began by analyzing the underdeveloped character

of the Quebec ecanomy (vis-a-vis Ontario and the U.S. metropoles)

and the effect this has on Quebecers and the Quebec nation.

The implication is that certainly to some degree these economic

factors must be seen as pre-conditions for the rise of a

Quebec nationalist and independence movement. The chapter

then analyzed the various classes and class fractions operating

in contemporary Quebec and, specifically, their relationship

to the Quebec state during the post-1960 period. The purpose

was to illustrate the development of the new petite bourgeoisie,

as well as its politicization and assertion as a class. As

well, we traced the growth of the Quebec bourgeoisie and working

class, and their political and ideological development. We

also described the approaches used by the various Quebec

governments to deal with the dynamic and occasionally explosive

interplay of class forces during that period. Chapter five

oU~lin_ed the ~octal a~d ~o]itLc~J G-limate Ln_Q-u-ab-e-c- -tn--tne

1960's that led to the creation of the Parti Qu6b(cois. Then

it analyzed the class composition of the various elements

which formed the party -- the RIN, the RN, and MSA -- to

illustrate their common 'new petit bourgeois' background and

independentist goals, but also to show the diversity of

political and ideological positions taken by these elements.

The chapter went on to emphasize the MSA's control of the
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party's political/ideological directtoM and of the Quebec

nationa1ist/independentist movement. It analyzed the party's

rise to power (1968-1976), focusing on the internal struggle

between moderates and radicals to make clear that the Quebec

national movement is not unified by a single monolithic

ideology, and that the evolution of the party's programme and

strategy is a result of the dynamic interaction of these

elements. This period marked a gradual consolidation of the

dominance of the moderates within the party. Part two of

this chapter looked at the P.Q. in power (1976-1982) to show

how the party attempted to implement its programme and achieve

its objectives. It showed the extensive efforts by the party

to build a wide base from which it could carry out its 10ng

term goals of sovereignty and association. We emphasized the

cautious and gradualist approach of the party -- reflected in

the party's continual retreat from long-standing commitments

and goals -- to ~hq\'J the continugd__c:lQmi~~D-c_e _0_[ t~a~nrle1'ates

within the party, as well as the nature of that dominance. The

implication was that the party's 'orthodoxy' resulted both

from the dominance of the moderate faction and from structural

constraints imposed by the North American political and economic

environment -- manifested in threats or pressure from the

most powerful elements operating in Quebec. We showed that

towards the end of the P.Q. 's first term in office, and in

the early part of its second, its orthodoxy became all the
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more clear -- illustrated in successive back-to-work laws,

austerity budgets, cut-backs in state social expenditure,

and by placing the burden of the province's deficit on the

shoulders of the Quebec consumer. Once again the implication

is that the North American economic and political environment

brought about this response. We also showed that during the

P.Q. 's 8th biennial congress its radical wing apparently rose

up, for the first time in the 13-year existence of the party,

and took control of the proceedings. We indicated that it is

not yet certain what the implications of this will be but

it could indicate a radical departure in the future for the

party. The final section of chapter five examined the official

programme of the P.Q. (as of 1981) as it appeared in the

"party's two major policy documents Quebec-Canada: A New Deal,

which outlines the specific nature of the desired sovereignty

associ a t i on ; and, Cha11 eng es for Qu{be c: A Statement on Econ 0 mi c

Policy, which P!~~ents th~p_~ty' ~ l~l]g_-j:arm~QCi_al,_pJl1itJcaJ ~

economic and cultural objectives, and calls for corporatism-

cum-social democracy. Chapter six took the theorizations

of class and party developed in Chapter two and applied them

to the P.Q. It began by looking briefly at the debate on the

class specificity of the P.Q. We argued that the P.Q. is a

1 -»party of the new petite bourgeoisie in Quebec, but is split

into two factions -- the moderates, who have a fundamentally

bourgeois class position, and the radicals, who have a fundamentally
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working class position. Because the party has long been

dominated by the former, its programme tends to favour the

bourgeoisie. It is so because this factionls political/

ideological position assumes the state is a neutral arbiter

between competing groups and that through the state it (the P.Q.)

can achieve harmony between these groups. This denial of or

at least underestimation of the significance of class struggle

and its irreconcilability, guarantees the perpetuation of

bourgeois dominance, but in a disguised form, through the

dominance of petit bourgeois ideology. The implication is

that such a solution can only be conjunctural. Sovereignty

association, if successfully achieved, would bring about an

ephemeral, symbolic independence for the Quebec nation; at

best an incomplete solution to the historical Quebec national

question. And that, in reality, the technocratic faction of

the P.Q. articulates such an ideology centered around nationalism,

~§!~C!us~ it is Qrim~rilyu de~Lg~ed__tos-e~\feuttsow-!'l- clausus i-nt-e-r-e-st-s-, 

rather than the interests of the Quebec collectivity. Once

again, it is pointed out that it is not yet known what the

significance of recent events will be in the long-term.

This, however, leaves several important questions

unanswered. Among those that we are concerned with: Is the

PQ. a progressive party? Should sovereignty-association be

supported or rejected? Is a partial solution to the Quebec

national question better than no solution? What position
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Should socialists and popular classes take in relation to

the nationalist project of the Parti Qu{blcois? Such questions

have invited vitriolic debate from all sectors of Quebec

society. Within leftist academic circles the debate is no

less virulent. It began shortly after the events of October

1970 when Pierre Valli~res terminated his relationship with

the FLQ and adopted a pro-P.Q. position, expressed in Le Devoir.

Long-time FLQ comrade Charles Gagnon then responded with a

scathing critique of both Valli~res and the P.Q., also on

the pages of Le Devoir. Since then, of course, Valli~res

has re-adopted an anti-P.Q. (but not pro-FlQ) stance, but the

debate goes on. On one hand we have those who support the

P.Q. -- such as Milner, Ryerson, Rioux, Le Centre de Formation

Populaire (CFP) and argue that the P.Q. 's project will

solve the national question and bring the class question more

clearly into focus. On the other hand we have those who

dismiss this as n~ive ancl ul1dialectic~l -- such as _B9_uT~ue~

Fournier, Valli~res, and Roussnpoulos -- and argue that

supporting the P.Q. is supporting an alliance of Quebec's

bourgeoisie and petite bourgeoisie. This latter analysis

is dismissed as "sterile dogmatism" by those who find the P.Q.

supportable.

Our own analysis of the P.Q. is somewhat critical of

the party because: it is led by the moderate faction of the

new petite bourgeoisie whose class position is generally bourgeois;

its project is designed primarily to aid Quebecers of all
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classes but its result would, if successful, merely lead to

a new role for the new petite bourgeoisie (political ruling

class in a quasi-independent Quebec) and perpetuate the

dominance of the bourgeoisie; its project would only achieve

a partial or symbolic independence -- i.e. it would remove

Quebec from the political dominance of the Canadian federal

state but would not question the dominance on the economic

level of the bourgeoisie (U.S., Canadian and Quebec). To take

a final position on whether the P.Q. is supportable or not,

it is necessary to examine in greater detail the various

positions of Quebec Marxist academics. First ~e will look

at the anti-P.Q. arguments. These fall largely within two
;

camps which we shall call the IIDeterminist-Marxist ll position

and the IIAnarchist ll position.

The clearest enunciation of the IIDeterminist-Marxist ll

critique comes from Pierre Fournier. He argues that the

s(}ve-r~-ig-n-ty--a-ssoc; -a-tio-npro-j e-c-t --11 i-s 'e~strntiallyan _. at tempt

by the local bourgeoisie to give itself an even stronger state

to improve its relative position, largely at the expense of

the Canadian bourgeoisie ..• (It) is the logical culmination

of (their) economic and political ambitions. lIl This stems from

his class analysis of the P.Q. which states, liThe P.Q. is,

i n f act, abo ur ge 0 i spa r ty ... the esse nt i a1 goa 1 0 fit s

program is thee xpan s ion of the Que bec bourgeoisie ... II 2

While acknowledging the involvement of the new petite bourgeoisie.
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in the P.Q., Gilles Bourque offers essentially the same

argument. Bourque sees the P.Q. as led by the state fraction

of the Quebec bourgeoisie who desire to strengthen themselves

vis-a-vis the Canadian bourgeoisie by the use of state intervention.

The P.Q.·s essential goal, says Bourque, is lito make the

Quebec bourgeoisie a hegemonic political fraction. 1I3 He adds:

the P.Q. is a multi-class party (petite
bourgeoisie and regional bourgeoisie). It
is placed under the hegemony of individuals
who seek to reinforce Quebec capitalism.
Their political project, hegemonic within
the national movement, is to create the
maximum of conditions favourable to the devel
opment of Quebec regi ona 1 capi ta 1ism ...
In the process .•. the P.Q. project seeks
to reserve the largest possible economic
social space for regional Quebec capitalism
and, secondarily, for the new petite bourgeoisie.
Change in the relations among the elements of
this complex is envisaged in a significant
way only between the Canadian bourgeoisie and
the Quebec bourgeoisie' 4

But because of its weakness, adds Bourque, the Quebec bourgeoisie

promotes an lI am biguous project which can only lead to the

reproduction of the Canadian state (therefore) the national

question will remain unsolved. In the same way, independence

will not be achieved. 1I5 A somewhat more vulgar and yet less

obscured expression of this same argument is made by the

various Marxist-Leninist sects in Quebec. The Workers

Communist Party (Marxist-Leninist) is the clearest example.

Once again, the Quebec bourgeoisie is placed at the center of

the P.Q. independence project: II(The P.Q.) wants the Quebecois
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bourgeoisie to have its own sovereign state (with or without

an association) to control the territory, the taxes, the

market and the people of Quebec."6 Because it is a bourgeois

movement, the P.Q. project will lead to the development of

"bourgeois nationalist ideas among Quebec workers, rathe r

than working class, internationalist ideas."? This will

slow down the development of class consciousness of the Quebec

working class and leave the leadership of the national liberation

struggle in the hands of the Quebec bourgeoisie. Furthermore,

it will split the Canadian working class along national lines

and "h i nderrathe r t haOn s e r ve its rev 0 1uti 0 na ry s t rategy . II 8

Of course, the Quebec nation's quest for sovereignty should be

rejected on these grounds.

There are numerous problems with this approach.

Yet mos~ problems result from the 'economic determinism'

inherent in such analyses. 9 From this perspective, material

economic relations are seen as determinant in ~ll t~$e,.

The significance of ideological and political factors is

generally underestimated. Thus, the state is seen as a

reflection of or a mere manifestation of relations at the

economic level. The class analysis which stems from this

approach focuses almost exclusively on the bourgeoisie and

the working class. Little or no significance is given to

the petite bourgeoisie (new or traditional) in the short

or 10 ng- t er m• Thus, t his 1eads to a na r rowan d ge ne ra 11y
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faulty analysis of class relations in Quebec. These analyses

insist on placing the Quebec bourgeoisie behind the Quebec

independence movement, and behind the P.Q. itself, because

they cannot admit to any autonomous existence (political,

ideological or otherwise) for the Quebec petite bourgeoisie,

or for the Quebec state. Not being able to argue convincingly

that the Quebec private sector bourgeoisie has the strength

to carry out such a project (because it is so weak), Fournier,

Bourque and others, extend the definition of the Quebec

bourgeoisie to include the leaders of state corporations and

cooperatives, to IIprovell that the Quebec bourgeoisie is

behind the project. 10 This obscures the analytical distinction

between the bourgeoisie and petite bourgeoisie as well as

the relationship between state and class. It is felt here

that Niosi IS argument that the heads of state corporations

and cooperatives are separate and autonomous from the Quebec

bJ,-urge_Qisje~ ~nd that_they JTIustbe- cO-nside~ed petit -bou-~g-e-oi--s,

is more accurate. ll The only real fraction of the Quebec

capitalist class, the private sector bourgeoisie, is not

only too weak to be lbehind' the P.Q. 's independence project,

but it does not, by and large even support Quebec independence. 12

As Niosi says, the Quebec bourgeoisie is a small and weak

group and lithe separation of Quebec would truncate its principal

market, force it to reorganize its companies and weaken its

position on the Canadian and international scene ... In reality
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this francophone bourgeoisie is nothing other than the French-

Canadian section section of the Canadian capitalist class.

Its markets, its investments, its aims, all are trans-Canadian.

It may lean on the Quebec state (which it has helped to build),

but it has no interest in the separation of Quebec. lll3

This IIdeterminist ll position sees the P.Q. as a

mere manifestation of the level of economic relations. Thus,

it sees that the bourgeoisie's dominance at the economic level

necessarily entails its political dominance. Since the P.Q.

is, at present, the politically/ideologically dominant force

in Quebec politics, it is, of necessity, an expression of

bourgeois dominance at the economic level. As Fournier remarked,

the P.Q.ls election is a II man ifestation of political divisions

within the Francophone bourgeoisie in Quebec. lll4 Thus, from

this position, the conflict between the Canadian and Quebec

states is seen as a mere reflection or expression of the conflict

Ret".,-e~11 theCgl}aJ:lian and Qu_eb_ec J)ourgeoLsles. As it was

mentioned earlier, the state must be seen as somewhat autonomous

from the dominant class and potentially determinant, especially

in the short-run. Similarly, the petite bourgeoisie must be

seen as sbmewhat autonomous f rom the bourgeoisie and working

class, and potentially determinant especially in the short-term.

Only when analyses of class are devoid of such determinism can

they offer a contribution to the sociology of knowledge, as well

as insight into specific case studies.
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But, even if we assumed that the Quebec bourgeoisie

was strong enough on its own to lead the national movement,

one must ask, "Why would it choose sovereignty-association as

the means to this end?" Would it not be more likely to support

a more complete independence which would enable it to take

complete control of the Quebec economy? Or is it rather,

as Niosi claims, that its existence depends on the continued

integration of Quebec and Canada, which the P.Q.'s project

threatens? Thus, although it is possible the Quebec bourgeoisie

would support the P.Q.'s economic (association) plans, it would

not likely support its political (sovereignty) plans.

Furthermore, if sovereignty-association was a project of the

Quebec state bourgeoisie, as Bourque says, why would it desire

to strengthen the private sector? Rather, it would seem, they

would simply want to strerygthen the state. And why during the

P.Q.'s first term in office would the party make little or

no headway in _strengtbenin9_ either the Q-ue-bee-based pd v-a-te or

public sector corporations? This determinist position simply

does not conform to the reality of the situation. Thus, it might

be said that the P.Q. is attempting to rally the Quebec bourgeoisie.

But it is also attempting to rally the working class and the

fractions of the petite bourgeoisie. After all it is this

approach of attracting Quebecers of all "groupsl/ to support

its project which co~vinces the new petite bourgeoisie of the

P.Q. that it and 'its state' are truly neutral. Thus, the

Marxist determinist position is fundamentally reductionist
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in nature and offers little insight into an analysis of the

P.Q. in Quebec politics.

The second anti-P.Q. position is that of the

"Anarchists." The analysis of the P.Q., by anarchists such

as Oimitrios Roussopoulos and Pierre Valli~res, is essentially

the same as the one contained in Chapter six below -- namely,

that the P.Q. is led by a fraction of the new petite bourgeoisie

which desires to become the political ruling class in an

independent Quebec that is fully integrated into North American

capitalism. But Roussopoulos argues that the P.Q.'s project

is seriously flawed by class collaboration and a "s tatist

fixation." l5 He sees the P.Q. as having transformed the

national movement and !!robbed it of its left-wing and autonomist

poten t i a1 . II 16 The P. Q. pro j ec ten vis age s a soc i e ty II lit t 1e

differe nt fro m the 0 newe a1rea dy know. II 17 I n fa c t, i t wi 11

simply "s trengthen capitalism at the expense of the working

cl ass ... Wha~ \'Ie are be; n9_ a~k~d _to sUPJJort i s th~ _QuJJdJ ng

of a f u11 -b 1own mod ern nat ion - s tate . II 18 This, say s R0 us sop 0 u1os ,

is "an tithetical to the self-determination of people, to the

repossession of social selfhood and cultural identity."l9

Valli~.res rejects sovereignty-association as "in no way

contr-ibut(ing) to the emancipation of the Qu6btcois. 1I20

He adds: "In that it refuses to contest the North American

economic system, refuses to ext ricate itself from the

"s tandard of living" and consumption which that system engendered,
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the P.Q. is leading the project of independence to its doom. 1I21

Sovereignty-association is, for Valli~res, a II pseu do objective ll

because it cannot achieve that which it is striving towards:

"The rei s no" mid d1e r 0 ad11 betwee n sate11 i za t ion and i ndepen de nce •

By rejecting a revolution requiring a long and hard struggle

from all, the Lefvesque government has rejected independence. 1I22

There are several problems with this approach as

well. Although the analysis of the P.Q. is consistent with

the one contained in this thesis, the outright rejection of

the sovereignty-association project as a "do-nothing" or

diversionary scheme must be looked at more closely. It has

long b~en a tendency of leftists and particularly anarchists

to reject everything short of a total revolutionary transformation

of society. Short-term and incremental gains by the working

class are viewed as either irrelevant, or as a bourgeois

ploy to obscure class consciousness. As Roussopoulos says,

in criticism Qf leftists who s~p-pot"'t th-e P,HQ.: "This view

is reformist. It is reformist because it argues that people

should take seriously minor adjustments in the system as it

is ... this sustains the idea that fundamental changes are

simply an accumulation of trivial ones, and that all expenditures

of energy are equally valid.,,23 Since the P.Q.1s sovereignty

association project does not call for a working class revolution,

it is asserted, it must be rejected. This approach is totally

unacceptable. It is, of course, true that the P.Q. project does
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not call for the revolutionary transformation of Quebec

society. Nor does it call into question the dominance of the

Canadian or U.S. bourgeoisie in Quebec. But sovereignty

association does entail freeing the Quebec state from the

dominance (or at least legal-juridical dominance) of the

Can a dian s tate . This a10 nemus t be se en asp r 0 g re s s i ve and,

therefore, worth supporting. Solving political subordination

will not solve entirely the national question, which also

entails economic subordination, but it does advance the

Quebec nation's struggle for emancipation. A Quebec free of

the political dominance of Ottawa would then be able to,
address other aspects of its national subordination. As

well, and maybe more importantly, it would focus the class

questi6n in an independent Quebec. Historically Quebecers have

been led by the various ideologically and politically dominant

forces in Quebec to believe that their enemy has been "les

an~n ais ", a riel. the ir_ reRres entat iv-es i-n Ot ta-wa. nHIS~· Ql;leeecer-s

developed a strong sense of national consciousness (or an anti

anglo consciousness) which obscured, or at least shaped the

nature of, class consciousness somewhat. In a legally sovereign

Quebec, "les anglais ll could no longer be so easily scapegoated,

and Ottawa could no longer be blamed for all of Quebec's

problems. As Marcel Rioux argues in .Quebec in Question:

When this burden of subordination is lifted,
the workers of Quebec wi 11 fi nd ita 11 the
easier to conquer the State·, given the rickety
charatter of our national bourgeoisie
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Class relationships become more nakedly
obvious as the veil concealing the nation's
domination is torn away •.• We cannot
transform our political and economic life
as long as it is controlled by foreigners,
nor can we develop new values and a new
culture if they collide with the political
and economic values of the surrounding
imperialistic powers .. '24

In a legally independent Quebec, which Roussopoulos correctly

said would be "little different from the one we already

know", Quebecers could then focus on the deeper causes of

their national subordination. Only then could Quebecers see

that the root of their national subordination lies not in

"les anglais" as such, but, rather, primarily in capitalist

relations of production (which imposes class inequalities

and disparate conditions on many Quebecers) and the political

structures (the state) which perpetuate them. It is also

possible that the unity forged by the national consciousness

articulated by the new petite bourgeoisie of the P.Q., could

be used as a foundation for tne-dev-e lnpm-enlof social; sf

consciousness. On one level, the grosser aspects of class

inequality would be laid bare, and on the other, the new petite

bourgeoisie's "neutral state" thesis and the P.Q.'s self-proclaimed

"neutrality" would both be de-mystified, thus advancing the

consciousness and ideological position of Quebec's popular

classes. ·The working class's appearance as an effective autonomous

force struggling on the political level against class subordination

precisely depends (and this cannot be emphasized enough here)
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upon it achieving such a level of consciousness. Most

certainly, sitting back det~ched from day to day struggles,

engaging in endless polemical and ideological diatribe which

criticizes and rejects everything that does not immediately

call for the total transformation of society, and theorizing

(often seemingly in another language) about the spontaneous

revolution of a suddenly class conscious proletariat and the

blissful and mystical unfolding of a new classless society,

does not aid the development of socialist consciousness among

popular classes. In fact discouraging short-term gains, as

the Anarchists do, actually impedes progress towards that

which the popular classes are striving. Yet the Anarchists

reject as "reformist" the raising of working class consciousness

and the advancement of their political and ideological position,

inherent in the P.Q.1s project. They assume rather that this

will come about spontaneously within the confines of the

Canadian feder:a1 ~.Y's_tell1. Byt th_1S consciousness can onl-¥

come about through the day to day ideological and political

struggles or, to use Gramsci's notion, by fighting lithe war

of position. 1I25 Only then can the working class challenge the

do min ant for cesin soc i e ty, and hop e tow i nth e "war 0 f man 0 evr e . "26

The P.Q. project must be seen as advancing the po1itica1/

ideological struggle of Quebecers against foreign domination.

Only when they have achieved the level of consciousness

required to challenge the dominant forces operating in Quebec
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society, can Quebec truly achieve national sovereignty and

solve the historical IIQuebec question. 1I Furthermore, at the

present conjuncture, the P.Q. is the only vehicle which can

seriously advance the Quebec nation towards its sovereignty.

On a less theoretical level, rejecting as reformist

everything that falls short of revolutionary transformation, is

a seemingly fo·olish contention to make whether by Marxists or

Anarchists. It denies the substantial gains the popular

classes have made through struggle in the last century, such

as: increased unionization; social welfare legislation; certain

freedoms of expression, thought and action which, though

limited, are nevertheless substantial.

Furthermore, though the P.Q. has always been

dominated by its technocratic faction, there is evidence that

the radical-wing would, if it took control of the party, bring

the interests of Quebec workers into the political realm in

Quebec. And r-e,cent -eVH~nts ~i v-e~i s-e t-o great-erop-tim1sm for

Quebec's popular classes. If the radical-wing manages to

influence the social and economic programme of the P.Q. as it

has apparentlY done to the political program (sovereignty) then

the working class could use a new radical P.Q. as its vehicle

in the political sphere. There is evidence that the radical

wing of the P.Q. (which, briefly stated, was defined below

as the fraction of the new petite bourgeoisie in Quebec with

a fundamentally working class political/ideological position,
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combined with working class elements within the party) would

forge organic ties with Quebec's unions. Although in the

long-term the Quebec working class no doubt may decide a radical

P.Q. is not in their interests, in the short-term such

eventualities would advance the expression of the working

class's interests and aid in the development of their consciousness.

Another possibility lies in a similar set of

circumstances. If the P.Q. (led by its moderate faction)

successfully achieves sovereignty-association (or sovereignty),

the radical-wing of the party would have little desire to

stay within the party. For this wing, which is ideologically

opposed to the moderates but has always maintained an allegiance

to the party because of a common commitment to independence,

the party's raison d'etre would no longer exist. Thus, it

would quite likely break-off and form a party which would

articulate the interests of the working class in an independent

Quebec .Wi thin t_hts scan-ario it -would seem 1ikely that the

federalist Quebec Liberal Party would cease to be a major

factor and that politics in an independent Quebec would be

polarized between the lI es tablishment ll P.Q. and a workers' party

formed of ex-Pequistes. This, once again, would advance the

II war of position ll in Quebec and, thus, advance the ideological

and political position of the Quebec working class. This

same scenario would of course also hold true if a P.Q. dominated

by radicals achieved sovereignty and its moderate faction
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split-off in an independent Quebec. 27 But of course we are

a few steps removed from either scenario, nevertheless both

are within the realm of possibility.

It should also be mentioned that during the

referendum campaign in 1980 the major Quebec unions (QFL,

CNTU, CEQ) all adopted positions pledging qualified support

for sovereignty-association. The reasoning was that sovereignty

association is a step in the right direction towards the

establishment of an independent Quebec nation, but that the

P.Q.· as a party is not in the interests of Quebec workers.

Thus in doing so it would seem that on the ideological level

the Quebec working class has an understanding of the class

dimension of the P.Q. and its sovereignty-association project. 28

This shows that the P.Q. has not "se duced" the Quebec working

class and that, contrary to Roussopoulos· claim, it has not

"ro bbed the national movement entirely of its left-wing or

autonomist potent.ial." furthgrll1pre, it shows t_hat th_e Qu.eh-ec

working class1s 'support for the P.Q. may be tenuous; a.nd that

in an independent Quebec its support would ce rtainly not be

guaranteed. This, to repeat, would open the way for the creation

of a workers' party and a chance to shift the spectrum of

political/ideological discourse in Quebec society to the left.

It is therefore felt that the best position the

working and socialists in Quebec could take in the present

conjuncture of relations, is a "tactical support" of the P.Q.ls
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sovereignty-association project. This is similar to the

position recommended by the CFP, except that it has been arrived

at through a different set of premises. The CFP position begins

with an analysis of the P.Q. which is similar to the one used

by Bourque and Fournier: the P.Q. is an alliance of bourgeois

and petit bourgeois fractions who desire to "increase their

influence on and involvement in North American capitalism while

harmonizing the interests of the North American bourgeoisie

(American, Canadian and Quebec) within a stabilized political

system.,,29 But the CFP concludes: "The best strategy for

labour seems to be asserting its political autonomy in the

present situation, specifying its fundamental objectives

(socialism) and its political strategy (independence), and

affirming its tactical support for the (P.Q.) so as to continue

the Canadian political crisis while increasing pressure on

the P.Q.I S constituency.1I 30 Although our reasoning for

favoyring "tacticals'upportll ofths P.O. is to adva-nce the

political ideological position of Quebecls popular classes,

rather than to. "deepen the inter-bourgeois political crisis~31

the conclusions are fundamentally compatible.

In short, whether the ultimate solution of the

Quebec question lies in a revolutionary struggle led by a

vanguard party, or in the establishment of a workers' party

which struggles through parliamentary means, the Quebec question

cannot be solved from within the Canadian political context.
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The P.Q.1s sovereignty-association project is not the ultimate

answer. It is but a stage in the st ruggle of Quebecers to

control their own destiny. And is this not what national

liberation is all about?

The major objective for adopting the approach used

in this thesis was to provide a theoretical framework that

could be used for the analysis and understanding of historical

and contemporary events relating to the "Quebec question." Since

it was felt that this would require an understanding of several

aspects of the problem -- political, social, economic, cultural,

ideological -- a class perspective was chosen. Because, as

indicated in Chapter one, it is felt the Weberian or pluralist

perspective -- which sees classes as categories (upper, middle

and lower) definable by income or other empirical data, and

sees the state as a neutral arbiter between groups in society

i$ of little anal,ytfcal utility, a Marx-istpeY"s-peet-iv-ewas

chosen. But there were several problems acknowledged in using

such an approach. To repeat briefly, one problem is that of
,

rigid economic determinism. The economic level (or base,

or "civil society") is seen as determinant in all cases. Thus

the political and ideological level (superstructure, lithe state")

i s seen as ami r r 0 r i mage 0 f the econ 0 mi c 1eve 1, i. e . the

bourgeoisie's dominance at the economic level necessarily

entails its political and ideological dominance. Other factors,
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including culture, are seen as effects or epiphenomena.

Another major problem in Marxist class analysis has been

called the 'new petite bourgeoisie problematic. I Society is

often viewed in a purely dialectical fashion. From this

perspective only two classes fit into the formula. Therefore,

the petite bourgeoisie (or middle class or intermediate strata)

is not seen as having an autonomous existence, therefore, of

little or no long-term significance. Also, Marxism has

typically been afflicted"by sterile dogmatism. Society,

once again, is viewed dialectically from a historical materialist

perspective. From this perspective, the working class will

inevitably rise up in revolution and overthrow its oppressor,

the bourgeoisie, and establish a classless society -- lithe

final denouement. 1I Thus the question becomes, IIWhat means

will best serve these ends?1I Some Marxist schools insist on

the spontaneous uprising of the working class. Others insist

on the use of a vanguard party. These are valid means, but

cannot be accepted as universal truths. If socialism is the

desired end, and it is from this author's perspective, it can

come about through any number of means. Each situation has

its own peculiar circumstances and idiosyncracies and must

be understood in its own specificity. As history has taught

us, dogma has led to the creation of degenerate and highly

bureaucratized state socialist syst~ms in the U.S.S.R. and

Eastern Eur~pe -~ systems where the all-powerful and omnipresent
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Communist Party (supposedly the vanguard of the working

class) rejects the genuine demands of Poland1s working class

for democratic reforms and a share in decision-making, and

imposes martial law to suppress these demands. On the other

hand, we have seen successful progress towards socialism

through parliamentary means, such as the current experiments

in France and Greece. Clearly a systematic analysis of the

relative merits and demerits of the various methods of bringing

about socialism cannot be undertaken here, but it should be

pointed out that dogma can only lead to the narrowing of

alternatives, not their expansion.

Another problem with Marxist analysis is that

theory often replaces the reality of that which it is trying

to depict. Theoretical statements that can neither be proven

true nor false are offered as universal truths. This is, of

course, also qn inherent weakness of theory in the social

sciences. It can neverachie'lea high lev-el of abstra-etion,

it is unable to consistently make cross-cultural generalizations

and it is unable to offer absolute predictions, as in the

case of theory in the physical sciences chemistry, physics,

biology. Marxist categories have shown to be of little value

in understanding certain phenomena (such as religion or nationalism)

in certain areas of-the world (such as in Asia). Thus, theory

must be constructed and applied in each case study according

to it~ own specificity. Events should not selectively be
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chosen and squeezed into theoretical categories to prove

their validity. Of course this is also a problem of theory,

and its application. But theory should follow from the study

of situations rather than the reverse. This is never entirely

possible because one always begins with theoretical preconceptions,

even if these are simply in the form of subconscious values

that manifest themselves in the way in which we perceive the

world. But the problems resulting from this can be minimized

by keeping an open and flexible approach to the study of phenomena.

To overcome these problems this thesis has from the

outset insisted on a rejection of dogma and on using a flexible

approach in dealing with the Quebec question. But because

it is the objective of theses to offer insight into a particular

case by providing theoretically derived generalizations, this

thesis, in its own way b~comes somewhat dogmatic by providing

its author's own interpretation of the events in Quebec. This,

of course, is unavoida~l~. To overcome the problems of ~eterminism

and the 'new petite bourgeoisie problematic' this thesis

briefly explored the insights of Antonio Gramsci and several

recent neo-Marxists such as Nico Poulantzas, all of whom were

concerned with these very theoretical problems. Thus the

class analysis used here includes an understanding of ideological

and political relations, as well as economic and social relations.

The state is seen as somewhat autonomous and potentially

determinant in capitalist society. The petite bourgeoisie is

also seen as a somewhat autonomous social category which is
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also potentially determinant, especially in short-term and

conjunctural periods. Most importantly, ideological, political,

and cultural phenomena are not seen as simply effects of

the level of economic relations.

As to the success of this thesis in achieving

its objectives, one can view it on several levels. On one

hand, this flexible approach enabled us to go beyond determinism

and view ideological, political and cultural factors in

Quebec as autonomous and important in their own way. Thus

the P.Q. was not analyzed with the preconceived notion that

it is a Ilbourgeois party.1I And we did not have to alter the

basic Marxist definition of the bourgeoisie to prove that

this class is behind the project and independence. Instead,

by viewing the new petite bourgeoisie as a distinct social

category which emerged in the postWWII period and is today

somewhat autonomous from the bourgeoisie in Quebec, we were

able to understaDd it ~s the drivi~g force behind theP.~. and

th e nat ion ali s t m0 vem ent . By vie win g the s tate as aut 0 nom 0 us

we were able to provide evidence, rather than make abstract

theoretical statements, to show that it is not simply dominated

by the Quebec bourgeoisie. Not seeing the state as a static

entity ~nabled us to see that its orientation can change, albeit

usually marginally, according to which party is in power.

This allowed us to see more clearly the role the P.Q. plays

in the contemporary Quebec.
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By including political and ideological factors

in the definition of class, we were able to see that the petite

bourgeoisie is not unified by a monolithic ideology, and that

its fractions are precisely distinguishable by the various

ideological positions they take. 32 Thus, we can account for

why some fractions can take a position closer to the bourgeoisie,

while others are closer to the working class. Translating

this analysis to the P.Q. we were able to explain the existence

of ideological differences among factions within the party.

As well, by seeing nationalism as an ideological force we were

able to link it to the class which interpolates it, thus

understanding better the nature of that class and its ideology.

In light of this we were able to see nationalism as the

dominant aspect of the new petite bourgeoisie's ideology as

expressed through the P.Q., and thereby better understand

the nature of the party.

Furthermore, the non-dogmati c, non-sect-arian B.p-proach

enabled us to suggest IItactical support" for the P.Q. and

sovereignty-association, because it would increase the

political/ideological understanding of the popular classes in

Quebec and advance the Quebec nation towards its emancipation.

But the thesis and the approach used also contain

several weaknesses that should also be pointed out. First,

including political and ideological relations in the definition

of class makes the operationalization of class difficult.
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Ideology and consciousness are subjective phenomena and

cannot be readily measured empirically. Thus, to define a

class or class fraction's political/ideological position is

extremely difficult. This thesis often relied on statements

made by spo~espersons for the various classes and class

fractions in Quebec as evidence of their class position.

Chapter six, which was a class analysis of the P.Q., occasionally

used statements made by P.Q. officials such as Levesque and

Landry, to show the political/ideological position of the

technocratic faction within the P.Q. On other occasions

official statements by union leaders -- such as the CNTU's

1971 manifesto or the unions' formal statements during the

referendum -- and business leaders -- such as the declarations

of business association leaders or Pro-Canada groups -- were

used to show the consciousness of the working class and

bourgeoisie. Furthermore, the existence of two factions

radicals and moderates -- within the P.Q. is not easily provable

on an empirical level as it is based on subjective and ideological

differences. Tnus, while it was indicated earlier that these

categories were not meant to be taken as rigid and well defined

groups within the P.Q., their existence remains somewhat

hypothetical. Since exhaustive empirical studies have not,

as yet, been done, to the best of our knowledge, and it was

beyond the scope of this thesis .to do so, we were unable to

demonstrate some of our conclusions with empirical data.
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Therefore, of course we are not claiming that they are truths.

Furthermore, while the approach was eclectic and flexible,

designed to suit the specificity of the Quebec case, it

remains simplistic in its basic categories of analysis. The

relationship between classes, class fractions and the state,

is an immensely complex one; therefore, the study of this

should attempt to take into account all the idiosyncracies

and nuances of the situation. With the limited time available

to this author (a lifetime would no doubt not fully suffice)

and the somewhat vast parameters defined by this thesis,

this was not possible.

Finally, the weakness that, in the final analysis,

stands as the major one, is this author!s strictly limited

ability to read or converse in French. The laborious prncess

of consulting a dictionary for the translation of all but

the most basic words, prevented this author from reading all

but the ~ost crucial French sources. This weakness is alleviated

somewhat by the fortunate availability of translations of

important French works in progressive English journals such

as Studies in Political Economy: A Socialist Review and

Our Generation. Black Rose Books has also made translations

available of several important French books such as Quebec Labour

(introducti6n by Bennett) and The Quebec Establishment (Fournier).

But this weakness still stands as the thesis' most crucial

shortcoming.
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